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Brzy ráno 3. května byl Kreml napaden dvěma výbušnými drony, a
přestože je obrana zničila, ruská vláda tvrdila , že incident byl
pravděpodobně pokusem o atentát na prezidenta Vladimira Putina.
V té době jsem byl skeptický, ale když byl o několik dní později
vyslýchán Ray McGovern, zdálo se, že to obvinění bere vážně.
Vzhledem k jeho 27 letům jako analytik CIA, včetně funkce
vedoucího sovětské politické skupiny, mám tendenci věřit jeho
úsudku v těchto věcech:

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/yaIhF6qTpJI

Ačkoli za útok bezpilotním letounem byly pravděpodobně
zodpovědné proukrajinské síly, naše vláda poskytuje veškeré jejich
financování, zpravodajské informace a kontrolu a takový významný

https://www.unz.com/page/russia-china-articles/
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/05/03/world/europe/russia-kremlin-drone-explosions.html
https://youtu.be/yaIhF6qTpJI
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čin musel být plně schválen nejvyššími americkými představiteli.
Náměstkyně ministra zahraničí Victoria Nulandová je neoconem
odpovědným za ukrajinské záležitosti a McGovernová věřila, že to
byla ona, kdo podepsal stávku proti Kremlu.
Ruský jaderný arzenál je nejhrozivější na světě, o něco větší než
náš vlastní , zatímco jeho revoluční hypersonické transportní
systémy jsou zcela nezastavitelné. To v současné době dává
Moskvě určitou míru strategické převahy, a pokud by Putin nebo jeho
nástupce vydal rozkaz, většina naší populace by mohla být zničena
během několika hodin. Přestože Putin nastoupil do úřadu na konci
roku 1999 a u moci strávil více než dvacet let, současná obliba
Putina přesahuje 80 % , což je více než dvojnásobek ve srovnání s
prezidentem Josephem Bidenem, takže jeho smrt nebo vážné
zranění mohou mít světoborné následky. .
Vzhledem k pokračující vojenské konfrontaci mezi Ruskem a NATO
ve válce na Ukrajině je americký útok dronu proti Kremlu a Putinovi
mimořádně lehkomyslnou a pošetilou akcí. Co bychom si mysleli,
kdyby Sověti zaútočili na Bílý dům na vrcholu kubánské raketové
krize v roce 1962? Ale mimořádně lehkomyslné a pošetilé činy se v
posledních letech staly americkou specialitou, zejména včetně
našeho zničení plynovodů Nord Stream , snad nejdůležitější
evropské civilní energetické infrastruktury.
Brzy po vypuknutí ukrajinské války na začátku roku 2022 naše
politické a mediální elity obou stran začaly hanit Putina jako „dalšího
Hitlera“, přičemž přední představitelé médií a nejvyšší američtí
senátoři hlasitě volali po atentátu na ruského prezidenta.

Americká Pravda: Putin jako Hitler? 
 Ron Unz • Recenze Unz • 7. března 2022 • 7 900 slov

Taková prohlášení jsou obzvláště provokativní vzhledem k tomu, že
jen dva roky předtím jsme veřejně zavraždili předního íránského
vůdce při útoku dronem. V té době jsem varoval před extrémně
nebezpečnými důsledky pro naše budoucí vztahy s Ruskem:

https://www.icanw.org/nuclear_arsenals
https://www.statista.com/statistics/896181/putin-approval-rating-russia/
https://www.unz.com/runz/standing-upright-amid-a-sea-of-lies/
https://www.unz.com/aanglin/sean-hannity-calls-for-putin-assassination-as-ultimate-retardedness-intensifies/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/lindsey-graham-repeats-call-for-russians-to-assassinate-putin-11646415479
https://www.unz.com/runz/american-pravda-putin-as-hitler/
https://www.unz.com/runz/american-pravda-mossad-assassinations/#from-the-peace-of-westphalia-to-the-law-of-the-jungle
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Americký atentát na generála Qassema Soleimaniho z Íránu 2. ledna byl událostí
obrovského okamžiku.
Generál Soleimani byl nejvyšší vojenskou postavou ve svém 80milionovém národě
as legendární 30letou kariérou jednou z nejpopulárnějších a nejuznávanějších.
Většina analytiků ho co do vlivu zařadila na druhé místo za ajatolláhem Alím
Chameneím, starším íránským nejvyšším vůdcem, a široce se objevovaly zprávy,
že byl vyzván, aby se ucházel o prezidentský úřad ve volbách v roce 2021.
Okolnosti jeho mírové smrti byly také docela pozoruhodné. Jeho vozidlo bylo
spáleno raketou amerického bezpilotního letounu Reaper poblíž iráckého
mezinárodního letiště Bagdád těsně poté, co tam přiletěl pravidelným komerčním
letem k mírovým jednáním původně navrženým americkou vládou.
Naše hlavní média stěží ignorovala závažnost tohoto náhlého, nečekaného zabití
tak vysoce postavené politické a vojenské osobnosti a věnovala tomu obrovskou
pozornost. Asi o den později byla titulní strana mých ranních New York Times téměř
celá zaplněna zpravodajstvím o této události a jejích důsledcích, spolu s několika
vnitřními stránkami věnovanými stejnému tématu. Později téhož týdne americké
národní noviny rekordů přidělily více než jednu třetinu všech stránek své přední
části stejnému šokujícímu příběhu.
Ale ani tak hojné pokrytí týmy zkušených novinářů nedokázalo poskytnout incidentu
jeho správný kontext a důsledky. Minulý rok Trumpova administrativa prohlásila
Íránské revoluční gardy za „teroristickou organizaci“, čímž vyvolala širokou kritiku a
dokonce výsměch ze strany expertů na národní bezpečnost, kteří byli zděšeni
představou klasifikace hlavní složky íránských ozbrojených sil jako „teroristů“. Gen.
Soleimani byl vrchním velitelem v tomto orgánu, a to zřejmě poskytlo legální fíkový
list pro jeho atentát za bílého dne na diplomatické mírové misi.
Všimněte si však, že Kongres zvažuje legislativu prohlašující Rusko za oficiálního
státního sponzora terorismu a Stephen Cohen, významný ruský vědec, tvrdil, že
žádný zahraniční vůdce od konce druhé světové války nebyl tak masivně
démonizován americkými médii jako ruský prezident Vladimir Putin. Po celá léta
mnoho rozrušených vědců odsuzovalo Putina jako „nového Hitlera“ a některé
prominentní osobnosti dokonce volaly po jeho svržení.nebo smrt. Takže jsme nyní
jen krůček nebo dva vzdáleni od veřejné kampaně za atentát na vůdce země, jejíž
jaderný arzenál by mohl rychle vyhladit většinu americké populace. Cohen
opakovaně varoval, že současné nebezpečí globální jaderné války může překročit
to, kterému jsme čelili ve dnech kubánské raketové krize v roce 1962, a můžeme
jeho obavy zcela zamítnout?

Pokračoval jsem v poznámce, že tato americká politika
představovala radikální změnu oproti praxi minulých staletí, kdy
velké západní země v 17. století po skončení krvavých
náboženských válek opustily používání atentátů.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/08/world/middleeast/trump-iran-revolutionary-guard-corps.html
https://www.thedenverchannel.com/news/politics/gardner-renews-calls-to-designate-russia-state-sponsor-of-terror-after-report-on-attacks-in-cuba
https://dailystormer.in/emerging-meme-puting-is-the-new-hitler/
https://consortiumnews.com/2016/10/07/key-neocon-calls-on-us-to-oust-putin/
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Teroristický atentát na arcivévodu Františka Ferdinanda, následníka rakousko-
uherského trůnu v roce 1914, jistě zorganizovaly fanatické složky srbské rozvědky,
ale srbská vláda zuřivě popírala svou spoluúčast a do spiknutí nebyla nikdy přímo
zapletena žádná významná evropská mocnost. . Následky zabíjení brzy vedly k
vypuknutí 1. světové války, a přestože během několika příštích let zemřelo v
zákopech mnoho milionů lidí, bylo by zcela nemyslitelné, aby jeden z hlavních
válčících stran uvažoval o atentátu na vedení jiného.
O století dříve zuřily napoleonské války po celém evropském kontinentu po většinu
generace, ale nevzpomínám si, že bych v té době četl o žádném vládním atentátu,
natož v docela gentlemanských válkách předchozího 18. Fridrich Veliký a Marie
Terezie se pohádali o vlastnictví bohaté provincie Slezsko vojenskými prostředky.
Nejsem odborníkem na moderní evropské dějiny, ale poté, co vestfálský mír v roce
1648 ukončil třicetiletou válku a uzákonil pravidla vedení války, mě nenapadá žádný
tak významný atentát jako generál Soleimani.

Během naší revoluční války George Washington, Thomas Jefferson a naši další
Otcové zakladatelé plně uznali, že pokud jejich úsilí selže, budou všichni Britové
pověšeni jako rebelové. Nikdy jsem však neslyšel, že by se báli pádu na čepel
vraha, ani že by král Jiří III. někdy uvažoval o použití tak podlého způsobu útoku.
Během prvního století a více v historii našeho národa téměř všichni naši prezidenti
a další vrcholní političtí vůdci vystopovali své předky zpět na Britské ostrovy a
politické vraždy byly výjimečně vzácné, přičemž smrt Abrahama Lincolna byla
jednou z mála, která přichází na mysl. .

Bohužel, používání takových smrtících
opatření bylo nakonec oživeno uprostřed
lítého ideologického boje druhé světové
války, alespoň v některých oblastech. Podle
renomovaného historika Davida Irvinga, když
Hitlerova tajná služba navrhla pokus o
atentát na sovětské vojenské vedení,
německý Führer okamžitě zakázal jakékoli
takové praktiky, které jsou v rozporu se
zákony válčení.
Ale jeho západní oponenti měli méně
takových skrupulí. V roce 1941 čeští agenti s
pomocí spojenců úspěšně zavraždili
Reinharda Heydricha v Praze a v roce 1943 americká armáda

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1872197108/
https://www.unz.com/book/david_irving__hitlers-war/#p_4_16
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zachytila   a sestřelila letadlo japonského admirála Isoroku Jamamota.
Zdá se však, že některé z nejvyšších cílů, které spojenecké vedení
vybralo k odstranění, byly v jejich vlastních řadách.
Curtis B. Dall byl newyorský burzovní makléř,
který byl na počátku 30. let zetěm FDR a
později strávil desetiletí jako vedoucí postava
v různých antisemitských krajně pravicových
politických organizacích. V roce 1967
okrajová křesťanská skupina vydala jeho
paměti v levném brožovaném vydání a já
jsem náhodou četl tu knihu před třemi nebo
čtyřmi lety.
Většina incidentů a příběhů, které Dall
vyprávěl, se zdála přiměřeně věrohodná, ale
byl jsem velmi překvapen, když tvrdil, že
koncem války se americká vláda, možná pod
komunistickým vlivem, rozhodla zavraždit
čínského prezidenta Čankajška, vůdce největší spojenecké skupiny.
národ. Ačkoli úsilí ztroskotalo a projekt byl později opuštěn, nikdy
jsem předtím nikde jinde neviděl ani náznak tohoto příběhu a byl
jsem velmi skeptický k tak úžasnému tvrzení z dosti pochybného
zdroje. Když jsem však o rok nebo dva později četl vynikající historii
profesora Seana McMeekina Stalinova válka z roku 2021, poskytl
stejnou zprávu, čerpající z memoárů vysokého amerického
vojenského velitele působícího v čínském divadle.
Plánem bylo eliminovat Chianga pomocí
letecké havárie a podle Irvinga americká a
britská vláda také plánovaly v roce 1943
stejný osud pro Charlese de Gaulla, který se
ukázal jako velmi nespolupracující ve své
podřízené roli vůdce svobodných Francouzů
v exilu. . Nicméně, de Gaulle přežil téměř

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1937787281/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Curtis_Bean_Dall
https://www.amazon.com/Stalins-War-New-History-World/dp/1541672798/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1872197159/
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smrtelnou nehodu způsobenou sabotáží jeho
letadla a poté se stal mnohem opatrnější při
cestování letadlem.
Ostatní spojenečtí vůdci měli méně štěstí.
Generál Władysław Sikorski , stejně jako de
Gaulle, sídlil v Londýně jako vůdce polské
exilové vlády a zpočátku byl jeho vztah s
vůdci spojenců dobrý, přičemž mnoho tisíc
polských vojáků a letců sloužilo bok po boku
s Brity. síly. V roce 1943 však Němci objevili
a zveřejnili masakr v Katyňském lese z roku
1940 a odhalili, že Stalin popravil asi 20 000
polských důstojníků, které držel jako válečné
zajatce. Sikorski byl pobouřen tímto obrovským válečným zvěrstvem
a požadoval úplné vyšetřování Červeného kříže, přičemž se odmítal
nechat strhnout sovětským popíráním nebo nepravděpodobným
tvrzením, že za to mohou sami Němci. To vedlo Stalina k přerušení
vztahů s polskou exilovou vládou a Irving předkládá pádný
argumentže nejvyšší spojenečtí vůdci nakonec rozhodli, že
zachování životně důležité sovětské válečné aliance vyžaduje
Sikorského eliminaci, což vedlo k jeho smrti při podezřelé havárii
letadla na Gibraltaru pár měsíců poté, co se de Gaulle jen o vlásek
vyhnul stejnému osudu.
Irving také vysvětluje, že v předchozím roce se generál Dwight
Eisenhower dohodl s admirálem Françoisem Darlanem , velitelem
všech vichistických francouzských sil, a uznal jeho autoritu výměnou
za to, že se připojil k věci spojenců; ale spojenecké vedení pak tuto
kontroverzní dohodu zrušilo tím, že o několik týdnů později zjevně
zorganizovalo Darlanovu vraždu.
Během 2. světové války americká vláda také vložila velmi značné
prostředky do vývoje biologických zbraní a to pokračovalo i po
skončení konfliktu, i když všechny tyto skutečnosti byly v té době
zcela utajeny. Došlo ke značnému překrývání technologií a
personálu s jedy a dalšími metodami atentátů, které během tohoto

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1872197159/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/W%C5%82adys%C5%82aw_Sikorski
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B000Q07UXO/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fran%C3%A7ois_Darlan
https://www.unz.com/runz/american-pravda-waging-biological-warfare/
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období vyvinula nedávno založená CIA, jak o tom v roce 2019
pojednával uznávaný novinář Stephen Kinser, který také zmínil
některé z předních světových vůdců, kteří Vláda se v té době
pokusila o atentát.

Toto klima vyhýbání se médiím se však v poslední
době začalo měnit. Další silná podpora Bakerovy
knihy přišla od Stephena Kinzera, který jen o rok dříve
vydal Poisoner in Chief , primárně zaměřený na
notoricky známé MK-ULTRA projekty kontroly mysli
Dr. Sidneyho Gottlieba, výzkumníka CIA popsaného v
názvu. Kinzerova kniha přilákala nadšená uznání od
držitelů Pulitzerovy ceny Seymoura Hershe a Kai
Birda, oba spisovatelé s velkými zkušenostmi v
záležitostech zpravodajských služeb, a získala
poměrně příznivé recenze v elitních mainstreamových
médiích.
Na první pohled se může zdát, že ovládání mysli a
biologická válka jsou zcela nepodobná témata, ale ve
skutečnosti sdílejí značné oblasti překrývání. Obojí
vyžadovalo vytvoření a použití nebezpečných
biologických nebo biochemických činidel, které je pak pro maximální účinnost nutné
testovat na neochotných lidských subjektech, často nebezpečným nebo smrtelným
způsobem. Vzhledem k tomu, že v tomto ohledu zjevně operují mimo hranice
normální zákonnosti, zejména v době míru, jejich použití musí být drženo zcela v
tajnosti, přirozeně se musí shodovat se sklony zpravodajské agentury, jako je CIA.
V celé své knize Kinzer zdůrazňoval značné překrývání personálu a zdrojů mezi
těmito dvěma doménami. Ve skutečnosti, jako „hlavní travič CIA,

Na rozdíl od dnešní atmosféry odvážných veřejných deklarací však
byly všechny předchozí plány amerických vražd z 50. a 60. let před
americkým lidem utajeny. A jak jsem vysvětlil v článku , jejich
případné odhalení během éry po Watergate vyvolalo obrovský odpor
veřejnosti:

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1250762626/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1250762626/
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/10/books/review/poisoner-in-chief-stephen-kinzer.html
https://www.unz.com/runz/american-pravda-mossad-assassinations/
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Na vrcholu studené války se naše CIA zapojila do různých tajných atentátů na
kubánského komunistického diktátora Fidela Castra a dalších zahraničních vůdců
považovaných za nepřátelské vůči zájmům USA. Ale když se tato fakta později v
70. letech objevila, vyvolala tak obrovské pobouření veřejnosti a médií, že tři po
sobě jdoucí američtí prezidenti – Gerald R. Ford , Jimmy Carter a Ronald Reagan –
všichni vydali po sobě následující výkonné příkazy, které absolutně zakazovaly
atentáty. CIA nebo jakýkoli jiný agent americké vlády.
Ačkoli by někteří cynici mohli tvrdit, že tato veřejná prohlášení představovala pouhé
zdobení oken, recenze knihy z března 2018 v New York Times silně naznačuje
opak. Kenneth M. Pollack strávil roky jako analytik CIA a zaměstnanec Národní
bezpečnostní rady, poté vydal řadu vlivných knih o zahraniční politice a vojenské
strategii za poslední dvě desetiletí. Původně vstoupil do CIA v roce 1988 a svou
recenzi zahajuje prohlášením:

Jedna z prvních věcí, které mě naučili, když jsem vstoupil do CIA, bylo, že
neprovádíme atentáty. Do nových rekrutů se to vrtalo znovu a znovu.

Přesto Pollack se zděšením poznamenává, že během posledního čtvrtstoletí byly
tyto kdysi pevné zákazy postupně vyžírány, přičemž proces se po útocích z 11. září
2001 rychle zrychloval. Zákony v našich knihách se možná nezměnily, ale

Dnes se zdá, že z této politiky zbyl jen eufemismus.
Už jim neříkáme atentáty. Nyní jsou to „cílené zabíjení“, nejčastěji prováděné
útokem dronů, a staly se americkou oblíbenou zbraní ve válce proti terorismu.

Bushova administrativa provedla 47 těchto atentátů pod jiným jménem,   zatímco
jeho nástupce Barack Obama, ústavní vědec a nositel Nobelovy ceny za mír, zvýšil
svůj vlastní celkový počet na 542. Ne bezdůvodně si Pollack klade otázku, zda se
atentát stal „ velmi účinný lék, ale [ten, který] léčí pouze symptomy, a nenabízí tedy
žádný lék.“
Americká politika tak v posledních několika desetiletích sledovala znepokojivou
trajektorii ve využívání atentátu jako nástroje zahraniční politiky, nejprve omezila
jeho použití pouze na nejextrémnější okolnosti, poté se zaměřila na malý počet
významných „teroristů“ skrývajících se v nerovném terénu a poté eskalaci stejných
zabíjení na mnoho stovek. A nyní za prezidenta Trumpa byl učiněn osudný krok,
kdy si Amerika nárokovala právo zavraždit jakéhokoli světového vůdce, který se
nám nelíbí, kterého jednostranně prohlásíme za hodného smrti.
Pollack udělal svou kariéru jako Clintonův demokrat a je nejlépe známý svou
knihou The Threatening Storm z roku 2002 , která silně podporovala prezidentem
Bushem navrhovanou invazi do Iráku a měla obrovský vliv na vytváření podpory
obou stran pro tuto nešťastnou politiku. Nepochybuji o tom, že je oddaným
zastáncem Izraele a pravděpodobně spadá do kategorie, kterou bych volně popsal
jako „levý Neocon“.
Ale když si prohlíží historii dlouhého používání atentátů ze strany Izraele jako
základního pilíře své národní bezpečnostní politiky, zdá se, že je hluboce
znepokojen tím, že Amerika nyní může následovat stejnou hroznou cestu. O necelé

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Executive_Order_11905
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Executive_Order_12036
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Executive_Order_12333
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/07/books/review/ronen-bergman-rise-and-kill-first.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kenneth_M._Pollack#Advocacy_of_Iraq_invasion
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dva roky později naše náhlá vražda nejvyššího íránského vůdce ukazuje, že jeho
obavy mohly být značně podceňovány.

V posledních letech se tedy atentát stal standardním nástrojem
americké politiky, často veřejně deklarovaným. To přirozeně snížilo
práh pro jeho použití, což možná vedlo naši vládu k tomu, že se nyní
zaměřila na politického vůdce ovládajícího největší jaderný arzenál
světa, což je možnost, která by byla během původní studené války
naprosto nepředstavitelná.
K tomuto znepokojivému trendu amerického chování může přispět
ještě jeden faktor. Jak jsem nedávno diskutoval, během posledních
tří desetiletí neokonzervativci získali nad naší národní bezpečnostní
politikou sevření obou stran, a ať už jsou konkrétní jednotlivci Židé,
nebo ne, všichni byli úzce spojeni s podporou Izraele a sionistické
ideologické věci. .

Neocons a jejich vzestup k moci
 Ron Unz • Recenze Unz • 1. května 2023 • 6 800 slov

Jedním zvláště problematickým aspektem tohoto mocného
izraelského ideologického vlivu byla dlouhá sionistická historie
používání atentátů, a to jak před, tak po vytvoření Státu Izrael.
Začátkem roku 2020 mě naše zabití Solemaini přimělo publikovat
velmi obsáhlou prezentaci této důležité, ale dlouho skryté historie, z
níž byl tento odstavec a mnohé z předchozích úryvků čerpány:

https://www.unz.com/runz/the-neocons-and-their-rise-to-power/
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Příklon pravicovějších sionistických frakcí k atentátům, terorismu a dalším formám v
podstatě kriminálního chování byl vskutku pozoruhodný. Například v roce 1943
Shamir zorganizoval atentát na svého rivala z frakce , rok poté, co oba muži
společně utekli z vězení za bankovní loupež, při níž byli zabiti přihlížející, a tvrdil, že
jednal, aby odvrátil plánovaný atentát na Davida. Ben-Gurion, nejvyšší sionistický
vůdce a budoucí zakládající premiér Izraele. Shamir a jeho frakce určitě pokračovali
v tomto druhu chování do 40. let 20. století, kdy úspěšně zavraždili lorda Moyna,
britského ministra pro Blízký východ, a hraběte Folkeho Bernadotta, mírového
vyjednavače OSN, i když ve svých ostatních pokusech o zabití selhali.Americký
prezident Harry Truman a britský ministr zahraničí Ernest Bevin a jejich plány na
atentát na Winstona Churchilla zřejmě nikdy nepřekročily fázi diskuse. Jeho
skupina také propagovala použití teroristických automobilových bomb a dalších
výbušných útoků proti nevinným civilním cílům, to vše dávno předtím, než Araby
nebo muslimy kdy napadlo použít podobnou taktiku ; a Beginova větší a
„umírněnější“ sionistická frakce udělala v podstatě totéž.

American Pravda: Mossad Assassinations
 Ron Unz • The Unz Review • 27. ledna 2020 • 27 300 slov

Měli bychom si také uvědomit realitu, že během posledních
sedmdesáti let Amerika udržovala největší a nejlépe financovaný
program biologické války na světě, přičemž naše vláda během
těchto desetiletí utratila mnoho desítek miliard dolarů na biologickou
válku/biologickou obranu. A jak jsem diskutoval v dlouhém článku,
existují dokonce značné důkazy, že jsme skutečně použili tyto
nelegální zbraně během velmi obtížného prvního roku korejské
války.

American Pravda: Vedení biologické války
 Ron Unz • Recenze The Unz • 9. srpna 2021 • 7 500 slov

Brzy po své invazi Rusové veřejně tvrdili , že USA zřídily na Ukrajině
sérii biolaboratoří, které připravovaly biologické válečné útoky proti
jejich zemi. Minulý rok jeden z jejich nejvyšších generálů prohlásil ,
že globální epidemie Covidu byla pravděpodobně výsledkem
záměrného amerického biologického útoku proti Číně a Íránu, což
zopakovalo obvinění, která tyto země dříve vznesly.
Ruské bezpečnostní obavy ohledně našich vyspělých biologických
schopností a extrémní lehkomyslnost, s jakou bychom je mohli
použít, mohou vysvětlit poněkud zvláštní chování prezidenta Putina,

http://articles.chicagotribune.com/1994-01-16/news/9401160444_1_prime-minister-yitzhak-shamir-stern-gang-british-police
https://www.nytimes.com/1972/12/02/archives/letterbombs-mailed-to-truman-in-1947-truman-was-sent-bombs-book.html
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/1430766/Jewish-groups-plotted-to-kill-Bevin.html
https://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4051769,00.html
https://www.haaretz.com/opinion/.premium-hamas-and-the-irgun-how-dare-i-compare-the-two-1.5378098
https://www.haaretz.com/1.5023536
https://www.unz.com/runz/american-pravda-mossad-assassinations/
https://www.unz.com/runz/american-pravda-waging-biological-warfare/
https://www.unz.com/runz/ukraine-and-biowarfare-conspiracy-theories/
https://www.unz.com/runz/challenging-americas-lords-of-illusion-with-a-million-contrary-rumble-views/
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když se krátce před vypuknutím krize setkal v Moskvě na jednání s
francouzským prezidentem Emmanuelem Macronem a německým
kancléřem Olafem Scholzem. Ukrajinská válka.

V té době bylo mnoho pozorovatelů zmateno, proč v každém
případě tito dva národní vůdci seděli na opačných koncích velmi
dlouhého stolu, přičemž Putin nenuceně naznačil , že umístění mělo
symbolizovat obrovskou vzdálenost oddělující Rusko a západní

https://media-cldnry.s-nbcnews.com/image/upload/t_focal-760x428/mpx/2704722219/2022_02/Putin_Macron_thumbnail-vmg5n9.jpg
https://imageio.forbes.com/specials-images/imageserve/620bb417edf5ef33a843f3c8/RUSSIA-GERMANY-UKRAINE-DIPLOMACY-CRISIS/0x0.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZaXB02fE0gU
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vůdce NATO. Možná bylo to neškodné vysvětlení správné. Ale
považuji za mnohem pravděpodobnější, že se Rusové ve
skutečnosti obávali, že západní vůdci, kteří se s ním setkali, by mohli
být imunizovanými nosiči nebezpečného biologického činidla
určeného k infikování jejich prezidenta.
Vezmeme-li v úvahu totální šílenství, které americké vládnoucí elity v
posledních letech předvedly, těžko můžeme Rusům vyčítat, že přijali
tak neobvyklá opatření, aby zajistili Putinovu bezpečnost. To platí
zejména proto, že v dnešním Rusku je nominální a skutečná
politická moc spojena, což je velmi odlišná situace, než jaká se často
vyskytuje v Americe nebo na velké části Západu, jak jsem
poznamenal v roce 2015 .

Dnes, když se podíváme na velké země světa, vidíme, že v mnoha případech jsou
oficiální vůdci také vůdci ve skutečnosti: Vladimir Putin střílel v Rusku, Si Ťin-pching
a jeho přední kolegové z politbyra dělají totéž v Číně a tak dále. . Zdá se však, že v
Americe a v některých dalších západních zemích tomu tak je stále méně, přičemž
nejvyšší národní osobnosti jsou pouze atraktivními frontmany vybranými pro svou
lidovou přitažlivost a svou politickou poddajnost, což je vývoj, který může mít
nakonec hrozné důsledky pro národy, které vedou. Extrémním příkladem je opilý
Boris Jelcin, který svobodně dovolil drancovat celé ruské národní bohatství hrstkou
oligarchů, kteří tahali za jeho nitky,

Vzhledem k této situaci si myslím, že je pro svět – a naši vlastní zemi
– velkým štěstím, že Rusko i Čína jsou v současné době vedeny
extrémně obezřetnými a pragmatickými jedinci ochotnými vzdát se
jakéhokoli cyklu odvetné eskalace. Ale vládnoucí politické elity DC
by si měly uvědomit, že jejich vlastní osoby jen stěží zůstanou trvale
posvátné před strašlivými silami, které, jak se zdá, až příliš touží
uvést do pohybu.
Související čtení:
← Zabil ruský raketový úder 200 N...  
Přihlaste se k odběru nových sloupců
• Kategorie: Zahraniční politika , Historie • Štítky: Americká armáda ,
Atentáty , Biozbraně , Konspirační teorie , Neokonzervativci , Rusko
, Ukrajina , Vladimir Putin , 2. světová válka 
← Did a Russian Missile Strike Kill 200 N...  

https://www.unz.com/runz/american-pravda-when-tokyo-rose-ran-for-president/
https://www.unz.com/runz/did-a-russian-missile-strike-kill-200-nato-officers-in-a-ukrainian-bunker/
https://www.unz.com/subscribe/?domain=runz
https://www.unz.com/category/foreign-policy/
https://www.unz.com/category/history/
https://www.unz.com/topic/american-military/
https://www.unz.com/topic/assassinations/
https://www.unz.com/topic/bioweapons/
https://www.unz.com/topic/conspiracy-theories/
https://www.unz.com/topic/neocons/
https://www.unz.com/topic/russia/
https://www.unz.com/topic/ukraine/
https://www.unz.com/topic/vladimir-putin/
https://www.unz.com/topic/world-war-ii/
https://www.unz.com/runz/did-a-russian-missile-strike-kill-200-nato-officers-in-a-ukrainian-bunker/
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1. JasonT says:
The people who control U.S. politics (i.e., international bankers)
could care less if the current bunch of stooges in the White
House get killed. However, the international bankers really do
want Putin executed for daring to hinder their plans for world
domination.

• Agree: Richard B, brostoevsky, TheTrumanShow, Realist
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
2. Tallest Skil says:

@JasonT
Hinder in what way, exactly. Don’t make me post the wailing wall
pictures.

• Thanks: Haxo Angmark
• Replies: @JasonT
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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3. Anonymous[568] • Disclaimer says:
May 15, 2023 at 4:28 am GMT • 3.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
“One particularly problematical aspect of this powerful Israeli
ideological influence has been the long Zionist history of the use
of assassination, both before and after the creation of the State
of Israel.”

“Why haven’t the Palestinians found their Gandhi?”

Because every one of their Gandhis was promptly assassinated.

“But if the Palestinians would just protest peacefully!”

Yeah, they’ve been there and done that. The peaceful protesters
are quickly dispatched by a hail of sniper fire and foreign media
makes the Israelis out to be the victims.

Everything really comes down to who controls the media and
how they frame conflicts. Everything.

• Agree: Notsofast, Passing by, nokangaroos
• Replies: @Face_The_Truth, @mulga mumblebrain
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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4. 

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/QLhsDFd_Ha4

• Thanks: Agent76, Miro23, follyofwar
• Replies: @Agent76, @follyofwar
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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5. Mike Conrad says:
@JasonT
Agreed. The actual Powers That Be would be delighted —
elated — to get rid of Putin, and wouldn’t care one whit how it’s
done. So long as they get away with it, and if nothing else the
latest revelations about how the CIA worked with the FBI to fix
the last presidential election show that they’re not worried about
much.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/bidens-cia-assist-in-the-2020-
presidential-election-hunter-laptop-intel-community-letter-
bddd4564

The saddest comment on that WSJ piece was the one which
said: nothing will change. The Deep State rules.

• Replies: @Poupon Marx
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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6. Anonymous[177] • Disclaimer says:
May 15, 2023 at 4:32 am GMT • 3.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Larry Johnson believes that after the recent ambush of the
Special Air Group in the Bryansk region within Russia, that
Russia will be forced to take off the gloves and target NATO ISR
assets directly. And we could likely see a major escalation and
direct NATO-Russia conflict. A lot of the smart commenters on
Johnson’s blog say Russia has probably gamed this out already.

https://sonar21.com/ambush-of-russian-special-air-group-likely-
to-spawn-major-escalation-in-russias-war-with-ukraine-and-nato/

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/s4VlruVG81w

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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7. Zachary Smith says:
May 15, 2023 at 4:37 am GMT • 3.1 days ago • 300 Words   ↑

However, I have never heard that they feared falling to an assassin’s blade,
nor that King George III ever considered using such an underhanded means
of attack.

The Plot to Kill George Washington
 https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/plot-kill-george-

washington-180970729/

At the start of the Revolutionary War, the governor [appointed by the royal
government] and the mayor of New York, both British loyalists, successfully
turned some of Washington’s personal guards against him. They were ready
to strike, but Washington found out. The conspirators were arrested and
interrogated in secret. Then Washington gathered 20,000 troops and citizens
in an open field and had one ringleader hanged for all to see. That sent a
clear message to the Loyalists without revealing the plot.

I’m not going to give the Brits a bit of credit for clean hands on
assassinations. My search on the topic found two other
instances instantly:

When the British Tried to Assassinate Napoleon and Did
Britain try to assassinate Lenin?

The US targeting of Yamamoto was a big mistake – in my own
view. The man was making so many mistakes that leaving him in
place would have been a wiser decision. IMO it came down to
simple vengeance for the Pearl Harbor attack.

I’d never heard of the attempts to kill Chiang Kai-shek or Charles
de Gaulle, but I’ve no reason to doubt the tale. My opinion of the
top Allied leaders in WW2 has taken a nose dive in recent years.

Given the total madness that America’s ruling elites have exhibited in recent
years, we can hardly blame the Russians for taking such unusual precautions
to ensure Putin’s safety.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Zachary+Smith
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/plot-kill-george-washington-180970729/
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This is the precise reason I don’t think it’s prudent to speculate
about any current “statesmen” who might be in danger of exiting
Life prematurely. Despite the fact that some appear to be at
much greater risk of doing so than others.

• Thanks: Ron Unz, Agent76
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
8. Chebyshev says:

May 15, 2023 at 4:38 am GMT • 3.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

But the ruling political elites of DC should recognize that their own persons
are hardly likely to remain permanently sacrosanct from the terrible forces
they seem all too eager to set into motion.

Where does Nuland like to eat in DC?

Also, you forgot to mention Gen. Patton’s assassination by the
OSS.

These articles themselves are very potent in a way different from
drones or poison – they send neocon readers into tizzies. They
cause mental anguish in such subjects, who are then less able
to deny/justify reckless and evil USG behavior.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Ron+Unz
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Agent76
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Chebyshev
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9. Pastit says:
May 15, 2023 at 4:39 am GMT • 3.1 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
The American oligarchs were angered when Putin took over
from the alcoholic Yeltzen and put a stop to the plundering of
Russias natural resources by the West. Ever since the Zionist
neocons, who themselves harbor a deep and historic hatred of
the Slavic people, have been scheming a way to topple Putin
and carve up The Russian Federation into smaller, more easily
exploited countries, so as to grasp the bounty of Russias natural
resources. Thus you have the proxy war against Russia via
Ukraine, instigated and guided by the Zionist neocon Nuland
and her Zionist neocon husband Kagan. The fact remains that
very powerful Jews in the Biden Administration and in the private
sector seek to weaken Russia and implement regime change, as
they did in the Ukraine. As a result a White nation has been
destroyed and hundreds of thousands killed or crippled in this
vile game of geopolitical aggression underlain with ethnic and
racial hate.

• Replies: @YetAnotherAnon
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
10. May 15, 2023 at 4:40 am GMT • 3.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

If it wasn’t a false flag, it is all but certain that the ‘attack’ on the
Kremlin was the result of a local rogue. Someone strapped an
IED to a delivery drone. A disgruntled Ukrainian emigre, for
example. Russians aren’t quite as pathetic as Americans and
sometimes use actions to express themselves, not merely
words.

• Replies: @Old Brown Fool
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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11. Zarathustra says:
I cannot help it not to say it so I do say it.

 Ron Unz is a Genius.

• Agree: pachacuti
• Thanks: Derer
• Replies: @Annacat, @Kérberos
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
12. tanabear says:

May 15, 2023 at 5:15 am GMT • 3.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Here Jeffrey Sachs discusses America’s foreign policy disasters
over the last 30 years. He mentions that a historian, not named,
has uncovered archival evidence that NATO expansion to
Ukraine was already planned in 1992. While at the same time
we were giving assurances to Gorbachev that NATO expansion
would not happen. From the 23:10 mark…

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/3z_EUtLZVz0

• Thanks: Dieter Kief, Agent76
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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13. May 15, 2023 at 5:39 am GMT • 3.1 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
American leaders sacrosanct? What is Mr. Unz saying?

The same people behind the scenes who assassinated JFK and
RFK (and Dag Hammarskjöld, Patrice Lamumba, Chris Hani,
Muammar Gaddafi, etc.) are now thinking on a much grander
scale and clearly working (as with Fauci’s virus and bioweapons
labs in Ukraine) to kill hundreds of millions. Mr. Unz implies this
in this very article but fails to name the motive: RELIGION.

The motives of the Talmudists to kill or enslave everybody
except THE CHOSEN have been clear since 1242 A.D., when
King Louis IX put the talmudists on trial and, upon conviction for
their genocidal plots, ordered the public burning of every copy of
the talmudic writings in France (10,000 of them!). The talmudists
were allowed to defend their position and they lost in a fair trial!

If Louis IX could see it, why can’t Mr. Unz? Fauci’s motives, like
those of Karl Marx, Kissinger, and Chomsky before him are not
money or power or reason (this is a fake pass) but RELIGION,
which fact appears to be Mr. Unz’s blind spot. This will get him in
trouble pretty soon (meaning a kind of discrediting that is not
becoming to him) unless he wakes up.

To see how the talmudists got going more way more than ONE
THOUSAND YEARS AGO with their endless genocidal plots
against THE OTHER, read this:

https://www.academia.edu/76372363/To_Sevastopol_With_Love

Note that to read the article, simply SCROLL DOWN; no sign-in
is necessary. Thanks.

• Agree: Brad Anbro
• Replies: @TheTrumanShow
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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14. Kurt Knispel says:
May 15, 2023 at 5:53 am GMT • 3.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
The criminal American state murders not only foreign leaders –
won’t bother you with the long list of USrael murdered German
scientists, producers and patriots – but also Americans like the
Kennedy men (and women?)

 (Putin shook hands with the EUSSR whores Macron &
Scholz…)

 Your “epidemic” was a rebranding of the flu in order to be able to
“treat” white people and Europeans in particular as part of the
strategic attack on Europe starting with “natural” floods,
continued with human floods, sickening floods culminating in war
with all its divisions and sacrifices.

 Europe must cut all ties with America!

• Replies: @anon
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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15. JWalters says:
May 15, 2023 at 5:59 am GMT • 3.1 days ago • 1,000 Words   ↑
Thank you Ron Unz for this spectacular analysis.

The “malleability” of Western political leaders is precisely the
problem. And following up on the Zionist “traditional” use of
assassination, I would add that behind those malleable “leaders”
we have a Talmud problem.

The criminal oligarchy which, it seems to many, clearly controls
the Collective West, coordinating its corporate media, its MIC, its
financial sector, and its government officials (elected and
appointed), has an exceptional and dangerous animosity toward
the people of the Collective West. Thus it is relentless in its
deception of the people, in its financial swindles, and in its
destructive wars for profit. And it stokes internal chaos in its
divide & conquer strategy.

The relentless nature of its animosity comes from the Talmud.
The Talmud tells its followers they may deceive, cheat, rob, and
murder non-Jews with impunity. This attitude of impunity derives
from the premise that non-Jews have animal souls, and were
created only to serve Jews. A corollary is that all non-Jews’
property actually belongs to the Jews. Jewish Israeli scholar and
whistleblower Israel Shahak has explained this in his book

 Jewish History, Jewish Religion: The Weight of Three Thousand
Years

 https://ifamericaknew.org/cur_sit/shahak.html

Ron Unz has a more abbreviated discussion of this in his article
 American Pravda: Oddities of the Jewish Religion

 https://www.unz.com/runz/american-pravda-oddities-of-the-
jewish-religion/

This criminal oligarchy and Talmudist Cult maintains control with
bribery, blackmail, and assassination. For example,

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=JWalters
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American Pravda: Mossad Assassinations
https://www.unz.com/runz/american-pravda-mossad-
assassinations/

On anniversary of Shireen Abu Akleh’s death, new report details
Israel’s history of killing reporters with impunity

 https://mondoweiss.net/2023/05/on-anniversary-of-shireen-abu-
aklehs-death-new-report-details-israels-history-of-killing-
reporters-with-impunity/

Mega Group, Maxwells and Mossad: The Spy Story at the Heart
of the Jeffrey Epstein Scandal

 https://www.mintpressnews.com/mega-group-maxwells-mossad-
spy-story-jeffrey-epstein-scandal/261172/

How the CIA, Mossad and “the Epstein Network” are Exploiting
Mass Shootings to Create an Orwellian Nightmare

 https://www.mintpressnews.com/cia-israel-mossad-jeffrey-
epstein-orwellian-nightmare/261692/

Some of this Talmudist cult’s history is described at
 War Profiteer Story

 https://warprofiteerstory.blogspot.com

Attempts to honestly discuss these facts are met with a barrage
of “anti-Semitism” accusations. It is now widely accepted,
including by Jewish anti-Zionists, that these accusations are
completely baseless, are never backed up with evidence, and
are merely an intimidation tactic.

Any discussion of these facts is a double red line for this
Talmudist Mafia because it will lead to the unraveling of their
many gigantic lies and crimes. For example, the standard story
of today’s Israel taught to the Collective West is a complete
fiction. In reality, the Zionists were the terrorists, not the
Palestinians. For example,

https://www.unz.com/runz/american-pravda-mossad-assassinations/
https://mondoweiss.net/2023/05/on-anniversary-of-shireen-abu-aklehs-death-new-report-details-israels-history-of-killing-reporters-with-impunity/
https://www.mintpressnews.com/mega-group-maxwells-mossad-spy-story-jeffrey-epstein-scandal/261172/
https://www.mintpressnews.com/cia-israel-mossad-jeffrey-epstein-orwellian-nightmare/261692/
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Terrorism: How the Israeli state was won
http://mondoweiss.net/2017/01/terrorism-israeli-state

War Profiteers and the Roots of the ‘War on Terror’
 https://warprofiteerstory.blogspot.com/p/war-profiteers-and-

roots-of-war-on.html

We see this Talmudist doctrine most openly on display in their
treatment of the Palestinians, killing and robbing them with
arrogant impunity. The Talmudist cult, with its messianic goal of
ruling the world from Jerusalem, is keeping the war against
Russia going in the Ukraine, against all facts, reason, and
justice. As Zelensky has announced, they want to make Ukraine
a “Big Israel”. And just as they want the West Bank in Palestine,
they want the Donbass in Ukraine, Ukraine’s most valuable part.

It is they who are stimulating the threats against China. It is they
who are orchestrating the repeated financial crises that
impoverish populations while enriching themselves. It is they
who stoke the distracting political kabuki theater, derailing sane
discussions and cooperation. It is they who are precipitating the
multiple migration crises through their destruction of the
economies in those migrants’ home countries.

The signs of criminals controlling our financial system are
plentiful. Economist Michael Hudson recently discussed this.
“The financial system is external to the economy. It’s like a
parasite on the economy, using the government as a means of
extracting money from the economy or using its own money-
creation abilities to make sure that it creates enough money to
make sure that the wealthy financial institutions cannot lose.”

 4 US Banks Crash in Two Months; Banking Crisis Explained
 https://www.unz.com/mhudson/4-us-banks-crash-in-two-months-

banking-crisis-explained/

http://mondoweiss.net/2017/01/terrorism-israeli-state
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Economist Catherine Austin Fitts’ describes how our financial
system is a criminal operation, in a discussion with Kim Iversen.

 “They’re after your Kids” – The Real Agenda Behind The Great
Reset | A Conversation with Catherine Austin Fitts

 https://rumble.com/v2m8tig-may-5-2023.html

Mitch Feierstein describes his pragmatic financial view of the
problem in this discussion on The Duran.

 Planet Ponzi w/ Mitch Feierstein
 https://rumble.com/v2mvfta-planet-ponzi-w-mitch-feierstein-

live.html

Controlling the banking system and the money supply enables
swindles on a far vaster scale than controlling the pork bellies
market. It enables owning the entire mainstream media, most of
the Congress, the MIC, Big Tech, Big Pharma, etc. It enables
deceiving the public through a chorus of professional con artists
in the media, corporations, and politics. It enables a Surveillance
State, with its efforts to micromanage the life of every individual.

We are living in a situation similar to some in the past which
gave rise to the stereotype of Jewish financiers controlling a
country’s media and the politicians.

We need people with the courage to stand up to the bribery, the
blackmail, and the assassination threats. Confiscating all their ill-
gotten gains (a “criminal gains” tax) would help right our
economy. Ending their managed ignorance of our population
would help our society flourish. The Talmudist Mafia depends
upon secrecy and a few traitorous collaborators. But ultimately
they are a tiny minority.

The Golden Rule – treat others as you would want to be treated
– underlies the teachings of Jesus, Muhammed, Buddha,
Krishna, Confucius, and Lao Tzu. Arguably it also underlies the
teachings of Moses. But as Israel Shahak explained (linked

https://rumble.com/v2m8tig-may-5-2023.html
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above), the Talmud turned it into a “Jews only” rule. Jews are to
treat other Jews as they would want to be treated, but treat non-
Jews as disposable sub-humans. That is the doctrine that now
rules the Collective West, and must be overthrown.

• Agree: TheTrumanShow
• Thanks: Badger Down
• Replies: @Francis Miville, @Miro23
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
16. Odyssey says:

May 15, 2023 at 6:01 am GMT • 3.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

Stephen Cohen, the eminent Russia scholar, has argued that no foreign
leader since the end of World War II has been so massively demonized by the
American media as Russian President Vladimir Putin. For years, numerous
agitated pundits have denounced Putin as “the new Hitler,” and some
prominent figures have even called for his overthrow or death.

I am hardly a specialist in modern European history, but after the 1648 Peace
of Westphalia ended the Thirty Years War and regularized the rules of
warfare, no assassination as high-profile as that of Gen. Soleimani comes to
mind.

Slobodan Milosevic was demonized even more (and all Serbs),
tortured in The Hague and finally killed. Previously, during the
bombing of Serbia, his house was hit with a Tomahawk launched
from US aircraft carrier in Adriatic Sea with intention to kill him.
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17. Gerhard57NL says:
May 15, 2023 at 6:16 am GMT • 3.1 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
Yes, the Americans have all the means and motives to kill Putin.
But flying a drone over the Kremlin is the same as flying one
over the White House. Hitting the cupola doesn’t mean killing
folks meeting in some secure room downstairs. And was Putin
even there at the time? A light burning in Big Ben signifies that
the British parliament is in session:

 https://www.parliament.uk/about/living-
heritage/building/palace/big-ben/news/restoring-the-ayrton-light/

 Neither the White House nor the Kremlin have such
announcement lights, as far as i know, and Putin needn’t be
present at all of these meetings. His itinerary and exact
whereabouts will be inside knowledge for a chosen few only.
The exploding drone didn’t produce a huge blast. It wouldn’t
have blown off the doors of an armored money transport van.

You could argue that this was a warning. Or a provocation,
humiliation, insult or rattling of cages. The US would perhaps do
that to an armed faction leader or a mid level foreign politician,
but not to the leader of a peer nuclear power. That would be
adolescent, as the relations betwern Putin and Biden are already
perfectly clear and utterly hostile and tense, on the brink of a
nuclear conflict. A warning is something the mafia does to a
citizen or judge, a superpower just goes ahead and does the
damage it wants to inflict, adding shock and awe to the mix.
Warning a mutual super power would mean that the threatened
party would double its preparations and decide on devastating
steps right from the start.

The US would not announce attempts to kill Putin. They would
just carry them out, preferably by proxy and packed in a lot of
distractions. Just like Nordstream. Targeting Putin on his home
soil would be stupid. A powerful rocket, killing Putin and much of
his government, would be seen by the military commands as a

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Gerhard57NL
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direct attack on Russia itself, and they would unleash gruesome
retaliation. Already, most of the Russian population and military
top urge Putin to be harder on the West and be less diplomatic,
so others with the authority to push nuclear buttons will be found
quickly, if Putin is dead and Russia under attack. That’s why the
US is more likely to look for opportunities when Putin is abroad.
A meeting in Saudi Arabia would be an option. Arrange for a
hired expert group to fire something odd like a Chinese rocket
on Putin and the prince at the same time. Something like that.

• Agree: Son of a Jedi, Zarathustra, Rev. Spooner
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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18. LarryD3 says:
May 15, 2023 at 6:36 am GMT • 3.1 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Ron Unz wrote:

 “deadly biological compounds …. in mostly unsuccessful
attempts to assassinate … Prime Ministers Zhou Enlai of China
and Patrice Lumumba of the Congo”

Zhou En-Lai was about to board a plane for the 1955 Bandung
Conference when he was either stopped or out of his own
premonition decided to take another flight. The original plane did
crash from a bomb explosion in the South China Sea. Most
Asians pointed to both Chiang and the CIA for the assassination
attempt.

Many Africans blame the US for the death of Lumumba when
the West’s puppet Mobutu staged a coup and killed the
Congolese Prime Minister by firing squad. It was, however, the
UN Secretary General Dag Hammarskjold who died from the
classic plane crash. Hammarskjold was apparently hot on the
trail of finding evidence that could incriminate those who
subverted the Republic of Congo and had its first president shot.

“the ruling political elites of DC should recognize that their own
persons are hardly likely to remain permanently sacrosanct from
the terrible forces they seem …. to set in motion”

Before that happens we already have the deaths of the Kennedy
brothers, Martin Luther King Jr., etc

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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19. Anon[821] • Disclaimer says:
May 15, 2023 at 6:38 am GMT • 3.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
There is also a pragmatic reason to ban the killing of the
enemy‘s president (aka King). If the King believes he faces
certain death in defeat, then he has no reason to accept a
compromise peace. That leads to senseless slaughter and
barbarism.

This topic was deeply explored by Christian scholars during the
Middle Ages. It formed a basis for limiting warfare‘s destruction.

It’s tragic that at least since WWII, our leadership has
abandoned all pretense of Jus in Bello. Their barbaric attitude
towards civilians is horrifying.

• Agree: pachacuti
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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20. Tom Welsh says:
May 15, 2023 at 6:38 am GMT • 3.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
“…if Putin or his successor gave the order, the bulk of our
population could be annihilated within hours”.

Where “the bulk of” equals “100% of”. No American would
survive an all-out Russian thermonuclear attack; and no other
kind could happen.

The Russians will not launch a thermonuclear counter-attack
unless they are already being attacked with thermonuclear
weapons, or Russia itself is in danger of being destroyed in
some other way. Under such circumstances, they would unleash
everything.

As Mr Putin said, “Who would want to live in a world without
Russia?” Ironic of course, as people like Nuland would love to.
His point is that under no circumstances will they get that
chance.

• Replies: @Rev. Spooner
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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21. the Man Behind the Curtain says:
May 15, 2023 at 6:44 am GMT • 3.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

but I was very surprised when he claimed that late in the war the American
government, possibly under Communist influence, had decided to assassinate
Chinese President Chiang Kai-shek, leader of the largest Allied nation.

I have never heard this story before but I think it is plausible.
Madame Chiang Kai-Shek spent most of the last years of her life
unsuccessfully trying to sue for the return of the Republic of
China’s gold which had been kept in the United States for “safe-
keeping.”

there is even considerable evidence that we actually used those illegal
weapons during the very difficult first year of the Korean War.

I was not aware you wrote such an article and am happy to see
you brought up the issue

Would write more but am nodding off for my afternoon nap, nice
article

• Thanks: 24th Alabama
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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22. Wizard of Oz says:
May 15, 2023 at 6:44 am GMT • 3.1 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
You paint a very gloomy picture of the world where so far
Australia has not managed to find a way to disentangle itself
from the hoped for protection of the US..

Still the quibbles are more interesting. I can’t agree with your
assessment of Putin as cautious and pragmatic. I suppose
murdering people can count but hardly plunging ahead with the
death and destruction of his SMO after s big show of humiliating
his advisers who may have been a little more cautious.

If you conclude that the alleged assassination attempt on Putin
was nothing of the kind, even if it did happen to be, not a false
flag, but some pro Ukraine activists or other partisan dissenters
creating a lively show of defiance.

I also note that it must be hard to remain a doubter of the
Russian state’s (and therefore Putin’s) pragmatic willingness to
engage in targeted poisonings such as thoe directed against the
Skripals (“don’t think you are going to get away with it” was the
message), Navalny and Litvinenenko.

Is it not surprising BTW that there haven’t been more murder-
suicides of the difficult targets. Putin does seem to be cautious
about any danger from someone getting close to him. An elderly
cancer sufferer using a walking frame is just one if the many
disguises of a suicide bomber one could imagine. And the
tipping point for decision could be a large payment to the killer’s
family.
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23. Rich23 says:
May 15, 2023 at 6:49 am GMT • 3.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Add to that list Congressman John Murtha.

 He was:

1. Author of legitimate criticism about U.S. Marine murderous
misconduct at Haditha

 2. Against torture as already codified misconduct under Title X
 3. Issued correspondence about his intent to investigate military

physicians “double dipping” off Tony Principi’s multibillion dollar
company QTC Inc., a few days before his fateful surgery, routine
gallbladder,

 Yes, that QTC, the one purchased by Lockheed and spun off
later.

• Thanks: true.enough
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

24. freikorps says:
May 15, 2023 at 7:12 am GMT • 3.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
On May 13, 2023, our people shot down 2 Su-34 and Su-35
aircraft and 3 Mi-8 helicopters over the territory of the Bryansk
region of the Russian Federation, all pilots and crews were
killed. Russian military, don’t ruin your lives, kill putin and sign a
full surrender. Otherwise, we will have to exterminate you all and
take Moscow and St. Petersburg with a fight.

• LOL: Notsofast
• Replies: @Badger Down
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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25. 24th Alabama says:
May 15, 2023 at 7:20 am GMT • 3.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
It is hardly surprising that as U.S. foreign policy has become
more closely aligned

 with Israel’s that we might follow their lead in killing foreign
leaders and even

 prominent physicists in Iran.

The principle of diplomatic immunity is ancient and has always
protected prominent

 government officials as well as diplomats and emissaries of
every kind. With the

 assassination of General Soleimani Trump sank into the gutter
with Israel’s most

 psychopathic Prime Ministers such as Shamir, Sharon and
Netanyahu.

By killing Soleimani Trump was transparently pandering to the
Jewish vote in

 the 2020 election. Will murder and terrorism become part of
each Party’s

 platform in next year’s election?

• Agree: Joe Levantine
• Replies: @Rev. Spooner
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26. Levtraro says:
May 15, 2023 at 7:43 am GMT • 3.0 days ago • 200 Words   ↑

I was skeptical at the time, but when Ray McGovern was interviewed a few
days later he seemed to take the accusation seriously. Given his 27 years as
a CIA Analyst, including serving as head of the Soviet Policy Group, I tend to
trust his judgment on such matters.

In spite of your interesting essay highlighting the reckless
behavior of the USA in the department of assassinations, I think
this particular case, the drone attack on the Kremlin, had the
objective to cause a large fire (starting at rooftops) that would be
presented with great fanfare in Western media and spoil Victory
Day celebrations. This failed but then the Russians exaggerated
it as an attempt on Putin’s life to scare Ukrainian leadership over
retaliation.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

27. Alfred says:
Mr Unz is probably correct. Those who order these
assassinations are unable to think even one step ahead. The
consequence of the their “success” would be the replacement of
Putin by someone who is

would not averse to taking out the Pentagon in retaliation. And
publicly admitting it.
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28. Richard B says:
May 15, 2023 at 7:50 am GMT • 3.0 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@JasonT
Good comment! And though I think you’re right, I also think that
it’s become pretty obvious that Full Spectrum Dominance is
really just Full Spectrum Destruction. The latter making the
former an impossibility.

Of course Supremacy Inc., or Zionism, is interested in controlling
all of the human and natural resources it can, and is obviously
willing to destroy whatever stands in its way, but it doesn’t seem
to have much interest and ability in managing what it controls.
The result is that it’s losing control.

The reason is that Supremacy Inc. is operating in the realm of
the absolute. Everything is top-down with them. So there is no
feedback and correction, the source of human adaptability. They
could get away with this in the 20th century. But this rigid top-
down approach is fast reaching an adaptationally intolerable
level. One can see this in US foreign, domestic and economic
policies. This Devil’s Pitchfork, as it were, seems to be melting in
the virtual hellfire it’s being put through.

Put baldly, Supremacy Inc. is like a person of such fixed
orientation toward the world that it can not adapt its orientation
to changing situations, which necessarily require a restructuring
of its interests. Like Milton’s God, Supremacy Inc. is becoming
increasingly dark with excessive bright, a phrase I never
understood until now. Thanks to Supremacy Inc., of course.

All of this is to say that it could not be more obvious that the only
real existential threat to the world is Supremacy Inc. The
question becomes, What to do about it? Or, What can be done
about it? This is arguably the most important question in the
world today.
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29. H. Ph. Vogel says:
May 15, 2023 at 7:52 am GMT • 3.0 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Dear Mr. Unz,

Thanks for this article.

In view of what you are arguing, I should think it is also highly
likely that the assassinations of some European politicians (after
all, Europe is merely a bunch of US satrapies) were also carried
out either directly or under the auspices of US agencies.

I am referring to the killings of, for instance Swedish Prime
Minister Olof Palme and Pim Fortuyn of the Netherlands. The
latter, a very charismatic figure who in 2002 was widely
anticipated to win the upcoming national elections, was
assassinated by “a lone gunman” one day after he had a long
conversation with the US ambassador, who tried to talk him out
of reneging on the deal to buy Lockheed JSF (F-35) fighters for
the Dutch Air Force. An extra argument for eliminating Fortuyn
was his openly gay lifestyle, which to a great extent made him
impervious to blackmail.

The death of charismatic Jörg Haider, who was widely believed
to become leader of Austria and to lead his country in directions
that were running counter to what the US and the Fourth Reich
of the EU had in mind, is also widely assumed to have actually
been an assassination.

Haider’s car had seemingly been tampered with, which makes
his death in a way similar to that of Lady Di in that Parisian
tunnel.

• Replies: @Joe Paluka
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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30. meamjojo says:
No American politicians should be calling for Putin’s
assassination. Let me make the call!

• Troll: Joe Paluka
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

31. Commentator Mike says:
Apparently Russians hit a DU ammunition depot in the recent
missile attack on the Ukraine and radiation is rising. They didn’t
think of that when they accepted British DU ammo donations,
did they?

https://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=268867

https://www.infowars.com/posts/breaking-russian-strike-on-
ukrainian-ammo-depot-destroys-depleted-uranium-tank-shells-
massive-explosion-disperses-radioactive-particles-into-
atmosphere/

32. RJ Macready says:
If Putin dies it’ll be chaos. I wonder how he is in his personal life,
living daily knowing he is high on the list of dead people
authorized by ZOG.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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33. anonymous[125] • Disclaimer says:
May 15, 2023 at 9:07 am GMT • 3.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Ron’s statement :we had publicly assassinated a top Iranian
leader in a drone attack”

Likely it was as not “WE” as Ron says, but “the people who
control U.S. politics (i.e., international bankers), as JasonT says
and I add to the list of likely candidate the officers and directors
of monopoly-powered, globally operating, corporate empires and
the oligarchs that own and control them.

These internationals are responsible for much of the worlds
chaos.

• Replies: @Xafer
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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34. anonymous[184] • Disclaimer says:
May 15, 2023 at 9:14 am GMT • 3.0 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
An indispensable source now on the Ukraine conflict is
sometimes-Unz-author Rolo Slavskiy, who just covered the
important meeting of the Russian ‘Angry Patriots Club’, most
notably involving Igor ‘Strelkov’ Girkin, the hero of the 2014
Donbass rebellion sidelined by Putin when he was getting too
successful against Kiev way back then.

 https://roloslavskiy.substack.com/p/the-strelkov-angry-patriots-
club

These ‘Angry Patriots’ are doomers suggesting that all these
Western voices like Ray McGovern, Scott Ritter etc are in fact
uninformed about how desperate & disastrous the Russian side
of the conflict really is, given the massive corruption in the
Russian military establishment outside of Wagner, and the fact
that a good portion of the establishment wants to cut a semi-
surrender ‘deal’ with the West. Regarding Putin himself, Strelkov
says:

As critical as I am of Putin, right now Putin is the only legitimate figure in the
Russian Federation. His overthrow now, the elimination of illness or, as we
joke, I’m tired, I’m leaving. It would mean the collapse of the Russian
Federation. At the moment there is no one else in Russia who has at least
relative legitimacy and enjoys at least relative authority among the population.
And he has created this situation himself. Well, what we have is what we
have.

They are quite serious that Russia is on the verge of a
catastrophe like Yugoslavia, with its 20% minorities – 3/4 of
whom are Muslim, many with historical grudges against Russia
– and the fact that the Russian Federation is full of militias and
private warlord armies, some of them with ethnic groups in the
regions, others being militias for oligarch companies like
Gazprom.

• Troll: Notsofast
• Replies: @peterAUS
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35. Petermx says:
May 15, 2023 at 9:18 am GMT • 3.0 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
Great article, and I believe most or all of what is written in it is
true, or most likely true. I think there is strong evidence
supporting most of what is said, while a very large percentage of
what we have otherwise been told is in fact a lie.

I have read some things David Irving has written too, and he’s a
great author. Too much time has passed now, so most people
from the WW II era are now dead, but Irving would sometimes
show up at someone’s door in Europe who was involved in
something, and he would put a question to them. So fascinating
to me.

Regarding America’s use of assassinations, Mr. Unz wrote:

“There may be another contributing factor to this disturbing trend
of American behavior. As I’ve recently discussed, over the last
three decades the Neocons have gained a bipartisan
stranglehold over our national security policy, and whether or not
the particular individuals are Jewish, they have all been closely
aligned with support for Israel and the Zionist ideological cause.”

I agree with that suspicion, and at the risk of being called
names, I’ll take this a step further. There are treaties such as the
Geneva Convention regarding warfare, and as David Irving has
written, the holy allies were the ones who more frequently
ignored them.

One such instance is terrorist activity. In combat, soldiers are
required to wear uniforms that associate them with a particular
country or force, and the USSR did not sign the Geneva
Convention. Then, during World War II, they used “partisan
warfare”, also called terrorists, as a big part of their strategy.
This resulted in retaliation by Germany in the form of mass
shootings, but the allied version of history excuses Soviet

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Petermx
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culpability by calling terrorists partisans. The eastern front was
the most brutal theater in the war, and I suspect this played a
part in that.

My German mother had an unpleasant experience with
Russians and Czechs at the end of WW II when she was
captured and held with some other women, and she spoke of
the Russians having their own way of fighting in war, meaning
an unpleasant way. I have my own thoughts on that. I don’t know
if the Russians behaved that way in World War I. I suspect that
with Jews playing such an important role in the USSR, they
might have been responsible for the USSR not signing the
Geneva Convention and for the USSR using “partisans” as part
of their strategy.

Yes, of course I’m familiar with the accusations against Germans
and I’m offering a partial explanation for the brutality on the
eastern front.

• Replies: @anon
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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36. Been_there_done_that says:
May 15, 2023 at 9:26 am GMT • 2.9 days ago • 500 Words   ↑

“…we had publicly assassinated a top Iranian leader in a drone attack.”

Very peculiar – and revealing – to see the use of the word “we”
to refer to President Trump, acting upon the interest of Israelis,
who promoted him to commit this act.

The video featuring McGovern is full of idle speculation, even
though at least he does not categorically discount a false flag,
staged by the Russian government. Alternatively, it might have
simply been a demonstration or test of the Kremlin’s defense
capability in the middle of the night. Aside from that, there are
also Russian opposition groups with such drone attack
capabilities, an enjoy support among some dissenters within the
leadership.

According to subsequent reports, Putin was not even present at
that location at the time of the incident, so it is already far-
fetched to indulge in a narrative focusing on the topic of
assassination, especially because the most basic premise for
such an attempt is to ascertain that the targeted person is
actually present where one intends to strike. Unfortunately, the
author nonetheless focuses almost entirely on his subjective
suspicion that the US was likely to blame for this drone event.

One could argue that it is actually in the interest of the US to
keep Putin alive for as long as possible because every passing
day that he survives leads to an incremental erosion of morale
within the Russian leadership and insider class, and among the
educated segment of society that has not already fled the
country but has been subdued into silence to speak out, due to
the totalitarian control mechanism. The additional time also
provides an opportunity to regain territory as it incorporates
additional military hardware in a planned counter-offensive.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Been_there_done_that
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What McGregor said at the beginning of the interview is
probably true: “When you’re winning, you don’t need a false
flag.“. The corresponding contrapositive statement is that if you
deploy a false flag, then you are not winning. However,
McGregor is apparently delusional in his belief that Russia is
“winning” the war, however that may be defined. By reasonable
analytical accounts, Russia is definitely losing. (A week ago I
claimed that this already became apparent after three days,
when Russia’s initial coup attempt had failed.) Therefore,
McGovern’s distorted assessment, and presumably also that of
the author, who says he essentially concurs with McGovern,
logically forbids him to entertain the likelihood that the US was
not involved.

Leaving aside all the sensationalistic aspects, the narrative
presented here essentially derives from the wishful belief that
Russia is in an overwhelmingly advantageous position and, by
implication, in full control, just when the opposite situation is
being acknowledged, even by Russian observers. From these
premises, one should conclude that this article is highly biased
and unreliable but has a certain degree of entertainment value,
to placate those readers who desperately seek to reinforce their
continued desire that Russia is currently winning its misguided
war.

• Replies: @werpor
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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37. Z-man says:
May 15, 2023 at 9:44 am GMT • 2.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Targeted assassinations: If the Zionists can do it so can we*.

 Zelensky has to go. Hopefully an enterprising Ukrainian Colonel
will take this to fruition.

 A whole bunch of Neocons and their lackeys. Ideally it would be
666 (symbolic no?), but that’s just wishful thinking, although it
would improve Western Christian Civilization immeasurably.

 Realistically we could start with just 6. I have a list.

*American Nationalists or anyone that doesn’t bow to The Cabal.

• Replies: @John Johnson
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
38. SafeNow says:

But the ruling political elites of DC should recognize that their own persons
are hardly likely to remain permanently sacrosanct…

The same goes for aspiring political elites. Paul Craig Roberts
recently mused, as I recall, that if Tucker Carlson or Ron
DeSantis were to become president, he would be assassinated.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

39. Speermann says:
May 15, 2023 at 9:51 am GMT • 2.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Katholikenmörder foremost

This led Stalin to break relations with the Polish exile government, and Irving
makes a strong case that the top Allied leaders eventually decided that
preserving the vital Soviet wartime alliance required Sikorski’s elimination,
leading to the latter’s death in a suspicious airplane crash on Gibraltar a
couple of months after de Gaulle’s had narrowly avoided the same fate.

always have been

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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40. YetAnotherAnon says:
May 15, 2023 at 9:53 am GMT • 2.9 days ago • 600 Words   ↑
Well, the president of Belarus is currently ill and missing all
public appointments.

It’s not impossible for two reasons

a) past history, especially past Israeli/Jewish history and the
neocon tail wagging the US dog

b) to a much greater extent Western “leaders” are placeholders.
No one believes that US or British policy towards Russia would
change were Biden or Rishi Sunak to meet with an unfortunate
accident. OTOH Putin is sui generis, a one-off, whose deal with
Russian oligarchs was IMHO a personal one.

But in opposition to that idea, the drone looked more like a
firework than a killer (though who knows what was in the fire),
and president Assad, in some ways a very Putin-like figure, is
still intact in Syria.

A lot going on at the moment, with Zelensky/WAPO floating the
idea that the Wagner Group head is a traitor to Russia –
presumably an attempt to sow FUD and divide the military
leadership – the UK/French Storm Shadows already being used,
and something I crave your indulgence to ask about here, as
Steve is on holiday and takes forever to approve my comments.

There are reports in (as you might expect) pro-Russian
Telegram sites saying that elevated gamma-ray readings were
recorded in Khmelnitsky, where a missile strike caused a huge
explosion a few days back. Theory is that a large amount of DU
ammunition supplied by UK and others went up.

New footage of the colossal detonation of an ammunition depot in
Khmelnitsky, Ukraine, early this morning. pic.twitter.com/b49ItSWPQ5

— Clash Report (@clashreport) May 13, 2023

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=YetAnotherAnon
https://t.co/b49ItSWPQ5
https://twitter.com/clashreport/status/1657410504254451718?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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Be it ammo or fuel (certainly a lot of secondary detonations on
the sound) I thought this was odd in that the “standard” decay
pathways I could find didn’t show any gamma radiation from
either U-238 or U-235 in their long journey to lead.

Forgetting for a moment what went bang, how radioactive is
DU?

DU isn’t bereft of U-235, a/c/t wiki it has about half the amount
that normal uranium has.

But even pure U235 only appears to produce alpha and beta in
its decay chain, if Wiki is right.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranium-235#Natural_decay_chain

However it looks as if the standard decay chain diagrams ignore
gamma radiation. Wiki again on U-238 decay chain

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranium-
238#Radium_series_(or_uranium_series)

“when starting with pure 238U, within a human timescale the equilibrium
applies for the first three steps in the decay chain only. Thus, for one mole of
238U, 3×10p6 times per second one alpha and two beta particles and a
gamma ray are produced”

So 238 grams of U238 (1 mole), not a huge amount, if that stat
is kosher, in 1 second 3 million alpha particles, six million beta
particles and 3 million gamma rays. That seems like an awful lot
of radiation – is it really that much? A single M829A3 DU round
as used on Abrams contains 10kg of DU, so IF those figures are
correct that’s a lot of radiation.

Also here

http://www-
eng.lbl.gov/~shuman/NEXT/MATERIALS&COMPONENTS/Back
ground_measurement/natural-decay-series.pdf

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranium-235#Natural_decay_chain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranium-238#Radium_series_(or_uranium_series)
http://www-eng.lbl.gov/~shuman/NEXT/MATERIALS&COMPONENTS/Background_measurement/natural-decay-series.pdf
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We are told that U235 (still present in DU at about 0.3%) is “a
significant gamma emitter”.

So if these sources are right, gamma radiation may be a
byproduct of DU conflagration. It should in theory be possible to
measure the energy of the gamma rays to see what
radionuclide(s) gave rise to them.

We have a few physicists here – what gives? Is DU really that
radioactive or is Wiki telling us porkies?

And why don’t the decay path diagrams include gamma
emission?

• Replies: @Commentator Mike
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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41. true.enough says:
May 15, 2023 at 10:18 am GMT • 2.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Good article, many thanks to Ron.

Please don’t forget the assassinations which have taken place
within the U.S. which were, most people assume, perpetrated by
pro-izzie or izzie-sponsored groups.

One example of such crimes is the case of Alex Odeh, a
Palestinian Christian man who taught university courses in the
California State Univ. system. The so-called “Jewish Defense
League” is the prime suspect. The suspects are living in israel
after having fled there after the murder.

please see here: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alex_Odeh

What is more disgusting: the fact that an American was
assassinated within the U.S. for his criticism of izzie policies, or
the fact that the ‘Merikun gov’t won’t do a damned thing to
disturb the izzie criminals responsible? (hell, American
taxpayers probably picked up the tab for the flights to israel!)

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

42. anastasia says:
May 15, 2023 at 10:43 am GMT • 2.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Great and important article. The allies tried to kill Hitler several
times.

They used to do these assassinations in secret. Now, they brag
about it. Reminds me of the pro-aborts who used to say that
abortion was a necessary evil; and now they say they love it.
What is going to become of us as a people?

• Thanks: Chuck Orloski
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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43. May 15, 2023 at 10:48 am GMT • 2.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
There is also the mysterious plane crash of the Duke of Kent at
the beginning of World War Two. He was suspected of staging a
coup against Churchill in 1940 to replace him with Lord Halifax
and negotiate an end to the war. The Duke of Kent despite his
high profile as the first Prince to get a real job, and the younger
brother of King Edward V111 and King George V1 has been
written out of history.

• Thanks: Ron Unz
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

44. Waterbearer says:
“German”?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Josef_Joffe

https://dailycaller.com/2017/01/26/german-newspaper-editor-
assassination-easiest-way-to-end-trump-catastrophe-video/

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/4RUyKXXkpvk

• Thanks: Sarah
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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45. che guava says:
May 15, 2023 at 11:49 am GMT • 2.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Good article, Mr. Unz.

Just three points.

N.S. Germany had large stocks of nerve gas, Sarin, Tabun, and
another I forget the name of, Hitler personally forbade their use,
though if they’d been used in an obvious (withdraw, drop the
gas, win) way at Stalingrad, in particular, they’d have won the
battle.

The U.S.A. had no particular expertise in chemical or biological
agents at the end of the Pacific war. All of the expertise in the
former came from Germany, in the latter, from an Operation
Paperclip style recruitment of former members of Japan’s Unit
731. This was applied in parts of both China and Korea, until the
Korean armistice.

The U.S.A. also very frequently resorted to assassination in
Vietnam, generally in ways that did not help their own cause.
This started years before Operation Phoenix, and I would guess
that many Op. Phoenix targets were wrongly selected, in fact,
people whom the NLF and Viet Cong wanted hit.

• Replies: @Commentator Mike
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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46. Elvis Hister says:

You better not miss when you go to take out the king.
 Medvedev won’t be so kind if he takes the reigns.

• Thanks: Emslander
• Replies: @Emslander
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47. Kevin Barrett says:
May 15, 2023 at 11:53 am GMT • 2.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
The US government’s escalating infatuation with assassination
is a symptom of the decadence and depravity that accompanies
civilizational decline in general, and declining public morality in
particular. The media’s reaction to the attack on the Kremlin,
which included a rash of evidence-free false flag accusations,
highlighted another symptom: the near-complete lack of concern
for truth that epitomizes what Putin accurately terms the Empire
of Lies. (Long version: “Kremlin Drone Attack Sparks ‘False
Flag’ Mania in MSM”
https://kevinbarrett.substack.com/p/kremlin-drone-attack-sparks-
false ).

• Agree: Notsofast, Realist, LarryD3, Sarah
• Thanks: true.enough, Agent76, Chuck Orloski
• LOL: Wizard of Oz
• Replies: @Lurker
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
48. che guava says:

@JasonT
Also a good point, Is it a coincidence that the bad clown
Zelensky seems to be on a permanent world tour since the
drone and Kremlin incident?

• Thanks: Emslander
• Replies: @Rurik
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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49. Philip Kraske says:
May 15, 2023 at 12:22 pm GMT • 2.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
The story all across the world MSM media was that the attack
was a Russian false flag — and I mean ALL ACROSS IT, even
in Spain, where I live. And the message was reinforced in every
subsequent article. That being the case, it’s clear that the false-
flag business originated with U.S.G. elements who wanted that
version disseminated. I wonder why….

Is WWIII going to start with the assassination of Archbishop
Vladimir?

• Replies: @Wizard of Oz
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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50. Notsofast says:

May 15, 2023 at 12:24 pm GMT • 2.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
the u.s. tried to kill maduro with a drone, to install their puppet
guaido, so it is sop of the zioneocon war criminals attempting
desperately to cling to power. this was not so much a direct
assassination attempt, as an attempt to prod putin into finishing
off their deranged coke fiend in kiev, to end the bleeding and
financial blackhole of operation ukrainian tar baby.

the desperation of the deepstate trolls is not only palpable but
you can smell it, here they are stinking up the thread, sounding
like lindsey graham contracting the vapors, while foaming at the
mouth and demanding putins head on a platter.

• Agree: Zarathustra
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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51. ThreeCranes says:
The modern historical precedents for targeted assassinations
against enemy leaders were the Nuremberg Trials in which the
vanquished were charged with violation of Laws which were not
even in existence at the time the alleged crimes were
committed. Once you let yourself get away with that, “everything
is permitted”.

• Agree: Emslander, che guava, Just another serf
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

52. Broken Arrow says:
Ron I know you are not much of a Historian; but do some
research and make a note of the fact that even Hitler forbade
assassinations of other Political leaders.

• Replies: @QCIC
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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53. TheTrumanShow says:

@Protogonus
Protogonus, you’re right on target in every respect, except the
attribution to RELIGION. The attribution should be to POWER &
CONTROL. The handful of families driving this millennia old
WAR ON THE WORLD are no more religious than my left shoe.
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54. Poupon Marx says:
May 15, 2023 at 1:10 pm GMT • 2.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Mike Conrad

Agreed. The actual Powers That Be would be delighted — elated — to get rid
of Putin, and wouldn’t care one whit how it’s done

I’m not so sure. Review the stances and opinions of Dimitri
Medvedev. This is a one “Kill’em all” guy’s philosophy. Putin is
cautious and unemotional, while D. M. becomes purple with
rage. He would have the consensus of the Russian People with
him.

• Replies: @Zarathustra
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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55. QCIC says:

@Broken Arrow
This is mentioned in the paragraph next to the picture of a David
Irving book.

• Thanks: JPS
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56. MLK says:
May 15, 2023 at 1:17 pm GMT • 2.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

. . . willing to forego any cycle of retaliatory escalation.”

Willingness has got nothing to do with it. The response is in a
manner and time under the totality of the circumstances.

As my previous comments attest, the Iran Air Flight 655 and Pan
Am 103 pairing is notable. The USS Vincennes shoots down a
commercial airliner, Iran retaliates in the Lockerbie bombing, and
the resolve comes in the form of making Libya the dirty dog.

No escalation. Just a bunch of dead innocents to square the
books.

The salient details and context surrounding the Soleimani
assassination were quickly memory holed. I won’t belabor them
because nobody listens. Instead, I suggest, with the benefit of
hindsight, it’s glaringly obvious that if that drone strike had no
occurred Trump would have put together the rapprochement
with Iran that he had carefully laid the predicate for, beginning
with cancelling Obama’s deal.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

57. HT says:
May 15, 2023 at 1:17 pm GMT • 2.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
There are two people the Jew ruling establishment will likely kill
at some point and they are Putin and Donald Trump. They are
the biggest flies in the ointment that have to be dealt with. Trump
of course they might stop by putting into prison but if that fails he
will be taken out as a last resort.

• Replies: @Joe Paluka
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58. Backward says:
Unz keeps distracting his incel readership with this kind of click-
baits, while the planes over our heads are spraying toxic
nanoparticulate doing damage to everything alive. His silence on
this most pressing issue makes him an accomplice.

 http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org

• Troll: Robert Lindsay
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

59. War for Blair Mountain says:
May 15, 2023 at 1:25 pm GMT • 2.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
No doubt a line has been crossed. If Putin is assasinated…
Military Hardliners come in…I would think…….and White Liberal
Democratic Party Voters will still be dancing at Bruce
Springsteen’s 2003 Tour….Would any of you target these
creatures after the first three nuke salvos…you would have
nothing to lose it would seem…..

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

60. Emslander says:
May 15, 2023 at 1:27 pm GMT • 2.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Elvis Hister
It has occurred to me, as well, that Medvedev is the outspoken
and bellicose successor to Putin. He doesn’t want anyone to
believe that getting rid of Putin will make the Russian Federation
any less determined to insure its survival against NATO.

Biden set the whole assassination of Putin policy in action with
his gratuitous characterization of the Russian leader as a
“murderer”. As if our current WH occupant doesn’t have much
blood on his hands.
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61. Twinkie says:
May 15, 2023 at 1:29 pm GMT • 2.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑

our government provides all their funding, intelligence, and control, and such
a momentous act must have been fully authorized by top American officials.

One of the most notable things discovered from the recent
intelligence leaks is that the U.S. intelligence community
appears to have penetrated and has a much clearer look into the
Russian military (largely through SIGINT) than it does into the
Ukrainian military, for which it provides ISTAR. Likewise, the
leaks make it pretty clear that the Ukrainian government does
not reciprocate and does not fully share intelligence with the
USG and keeps its own counsel, so it is inaccurate and
misleading to suggest that the USG controls or authorizes
Ukrainian military and intelligence operations.

People with little to no experience in American foreign relations
tend to not to realize that American funding and beneficence
often do not correlate to similar influence, let alone control of its
allies’ actions (indeed, William Gleysteen, who was the U.S.
ambassador to South Korea in the late ‘70’s, once wrote a
booked titled, Massive Entanglement, Marginal Influence: Carter
and Korea in Crisis, to illustrate this point).

By the way, Mr. Unz, you wrote over two months ago that, if
Ukraine will have collapsed “in a month or two,” Douglas
MacGregor will have been proven right. I checked in with you a
month ago and now the second month is up. Has Ukraine
collapsed yet?

• Replies: @Ron Unz
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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62. May 15, 2023 at 1:35 pm GMT • 2.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
RU: “So in recent years assassination has become a standard
tool of American policy, often publicly declared. ”

So what about the assassination by drone of US citizens, with
no trial or due process, Mr Unz , in total violation of the 5th
amendment etc. etc.?

Not “important” enough for you, because they’re not [criminal]
heads of criminal states, right?

“Obama Killed a 16-Year-Old American in Yemen. Trump Just
Killed His 8-Year-Old Sister.”

 https://theintercept.com/2017/01/30/obama-killed-a-16-year-old-
american-in-yemen-trump-just-killed-his-8-year-old-sister/

“Secret U.S. Memo Made Legal Case to Kill a Citizen”
 https://www.nytimes.com/2011/10/09/world/middleeast/secret-

us-memo-made-legal-case-to-kill-a-citizen.html

“We’ve got to start us a new revolution
 And get back to the old constitution

 We’ve got to stand up and fight for the whole Bill of Rights
 Its time to start over again”

Song: “New Revolution”:
 

“Regards” onebornfree
 https://onebornfreesfinancialsafetyreports.blogspot.com/

 https://onebornfree-mythbusters.blogspot.com/
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63. anonymous[139] • Disclaimer says:
May 15, 2023 at 1:39 pm GMT • 2.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
If it played out as reported then it seems it could have been
more of a high profile stunt rather than an actual attempt, getting
fairly far inland before being brought down. Were Putin to
suddenly pass from the scene (he’s been reported dying for
years now from this or that disease in the Western media) does
anyone think he’d be succeeded by someone softer? They’re
already committed and are probably getting impatient so the
next president would probably be a hardliner who’d ratchet
things up.

 US openly threatens assassination at present, showing a sense
of impunity. Americans don’t seem for the most part to question
the notion they have the right to roam around the world bombing
and invading wherever they please. It must be a cultural
deficiency of sorts. Assassinations are killing on a retail level,
the wars are killing on a wholesale scale of anonymous low level
people. What can one expect from a group that’s willing to
destroy other countries, cause millions to die and become
refugees and try to frame it as doing good deeds as in
‘spreading democracy’? It’s just gangsterism on a world scale.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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64. ariadna says:
May 15, 2023 at 1:57 pm GMT • 2.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Wizard of Oz
Please do not get me wrong, I do not mean to suggest that this
is not funny:

“the Russian state’s (and therefore Putin’s) pragmatic
willingness to engage in targeted poisonings such as thoe
directed against the Skripals (“don’t think you are going to get
away with it” was the message), Navalny and Litvinenenko.”

Oh, yes, the Skripals… where are they, BTW?
 Of course it is funny, and you must be commended for

introducing a bit of levity in the comment section, but we have
laughed and laughed at these poorly crafted, badly executed
and absurd fakes so much that by now all you can elicit is a
short chuckle. You need fresh material if you aspire to be a
prime time stand up contender.

• Agree: 24th Alabama, Robert Lindsay, dimples
• LOL: Wizard of Oz
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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65. ariadna says:

Excellent work, Ron! Congrats and thanks

• Agree: ThreeCranes, Rurik
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66. che guava says:
@Commentator Mike
Wrong, and I am a little surprised.

Not nerve agents. Chlorine and mustard gas. Hitler himself had
been in hospital in WWI for some weeks from a mustard gas
attack by the British.

• Replies: @Commentator Mike
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67. Jesuitic Ziowahhabiz says:

May 15, 2023 at 2:03 pm GMT • 2.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Great fantasies for sale to those still wearing the asshat of
partisanship. But the Kremlin keeps moving in lockstep with the
terrorist USEUNATO conglomerate towards UN SDG’s, including
all the AI-powered plandemic and “climate change” (but never
weather modification) measures, central banksterism and
CBDCs, and, most notoriously, providing literal fuel to those that
are supposedly after Putin’s life, even though it’s well-known
Putin doesn’t live in the Kremlin but in an official residence
outside Moscow.

The US-led terrorists would’ve started the Taiwan dance of
death ahead of schedule if Putin hadn’t taken the first step in
Ukraine. All lying in the course of “multipolar” causality, certainly.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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68. YetAnotherAnon says:
May 15, 2023 at 2:03 pm GMT • 2.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Pastit
“the Zionist neocons, who themselves harbor a deep and historic
hatred of the Slavic people”

Surely the Western Slavs were more derided than hated, cattle
to be farmed.

https://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/arenda-jewish-virtual-library

But the neocons have never forgiven the looting of great-great-
grandpa’s general store in Minsk by drunken Cossacks,
unforgettably recorded in Sergei Eisenstein’s masterly
documentary “Fiddler On The Roof”.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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69. Realist says:

May 15, 2023 at 2:04 pm GMT • 2.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑

There may be another contributing factor to this disturbing trend of American
behavior. As I’ve recently discussed, over the last three decades the Neocons
have gained a bipartisan stranglehold over our national security policy, and
whether or not the particular individuals are Jewish, they have all been closely
aligned with support for Israel and the Zionist ideological cause.

Given this situation, I think it is very fortunate for the world—and our own
country—that both Russia and China are currently led by extremely cautious
and pragmatic individuals willing to forego any cycle of retaliatory escalation.
But the ruling political elites of DC should recognize that their own persons
are hardly likely to remain permanently sacrosanct from the terrible forces
they seem all too eager to set into motion.

The duplicity of the Deep State is horrendous, and they are
playing for all the marbles.

Wise words; thanks, Ron.
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70. Kolya Krassotkin says:
@Chebyshev
Where does Nuland[Nudelman] like to eat in DC?

I’ll guess Golden Corrall, same as her husband. (At least for
lunch and dinner.)

• LOL: The Real World, ThreeCranes, Rurik
• Replies: @Liza, @Chebyshev
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71. Francis Miville says:
May 15, 2023 at 2:19 pm GMT • 2.7 days ago • 700 Words   ↑
@JWalters
For Jesus also the “Golden Rule” only applied to those within the
fold, and he made it clear at various occasions. His only point of
disagreement with the Jewish establishment on that matter is
that he found the latter way too open-border and proselyte as
regards the fold’s extension, and called for the exclusion of
many sects he judged heretical out of the fold, though himself
also was willing to admit a few people from outside the Judaic
world of then, but only a few and not on an equal basis.

In particular Jesus was most firmly opposed to Philo and Hillel’s
hellenized interpretation of the scriptures as a message of
universalistic humanism, as in reality that abstract universalism
was pushed by the same who had phased out the Jubilees and
considered all debts as impervious to cancellation or new deals.
Jesus saw a “do good to all” attitude as tantamount to an “open
borders” policy forced onto a non-consenting clientele. In
particular “love of one’s ennemies”, “turn the other cheek” …
applied only within the group and was meant to consolidate the
group over the individuals’ particular interests. The latin word
used is “inimicus”, people you tend to quarrel with among your
frequent acquaintances, or who tend to be disagreeable towards
you. Enemies from outside, “hostis”, about whom you knew they
worked at destroying your community either militarily or
ideologically, were never to be befriended nor to be considered
for any fair deal.

And Jesus expressly forbade to even pray or even harbour good
feelings for humanity at large, for the Nations (goyim) or for the
world. Jesus made it clear that the great mass of humans would
always be accursed and bound for final destruction. If anything
Jesus was far more rigorous on that matter than most Jews of

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Francis+Miville
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his times or of now, proclaiming that universalism or attachment
to the progress of humanity at large only helped the cause of
Pharisaic hypocrisy or that of the Temple’s merchants.

That was to be confirmed just later on by the behaviour of the
early church as set up by the apostles or by those of claimed of
that status, as well as by the church as defended later on by
Saint Augustine : people from outside the Church or from the
secular world and institutions had to be treated, especially when
a Christian was to be involved in the political arena to defend his
fold, like the presumed natural-born scoundrels they were by
action of the original sin, not like believers, as the latter would
always be a numerically negligible minority.

The only point where Jesus might have looked more
universalistic than the Jews as we know them know or as
Shahak denounced them was that he considered any people he
frequently dealt with as his presumed neighbours and de facto
fellow souls (unless they explicitly rejected or refused to hear
what he said, or proudly indulged in manifest polytheistic
customs or pagan-style life, in which case he chased them with
physical violence and curses), but that concerned only a few
occasional acquaintances bound to remain a minority, never a
surrounding population outside from outside the fold. Jesus
would in particular have cured the sick and saved the
endangered lives among his physical neighbours sent to him by
life without checking for their belonging to the right families of
origin or school of conduct, but he would have never approved
of any kind of universal healthcare system to care for the distant
unknown. Anyway the early church always pushed for its
adherents to remain among co-believers or co-belongers as
systematically as possible and avoid people from outside except
under dire necessity, like commerce (in that case customers
from outside the fold had to be treated as recommended by the
Talmud, that is to say with cheating encouraged), employment or
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servitude (in that case the boss was to be regarded as God’s
representative, as the Talmud also commands when goys
happen to be bosses or rulers so as to dispose them well
towards one’s group) as needed for day to day survival. In
particular it was none of the lay people’s business to convert
people in the streets, that was to be done only on the authorities’
initiative.

• LOL: true.enough
• Troll: JWalters
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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72. true.enough says:

May 15, 2023 at 2:36 pm GMT • 2.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Zachary Smith

I’m not going to give the Brits a bit of credit for clean hands on assassinations

Why would you? Are you retarded? The ‘brits’ are scum.

One need only go back a few decades to the occupied Six
Counties in Northern Ireland for full blown assassination
programmes run by and paid for by ‘the crown’.

Of course, after controlled ‘investigations’, they admit that there
may have been a spot of (cough cough) ‘collusion’.
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73. Commentator Mike says:
@che guava
Ok. Chlorine and mustard gas are chemical agents. Phosgene
was also used in WWI. I think Nazis developed sarin.

• Replies: @che guava
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
74. Annacat says:

@Zarathustra
I agree, Zarathustra.

 My rather poor eye sight forces me to restrict reading on screen.
Despite this ailment I seldom abstain from reading Mr Unz’s
great (long) articles.

• Thanks: Zarathustra
• Replies: @Slav
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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75. Rentana says:

The deep state also killed Aldo Moro 1977, many attempted in
DeGualle throughth the 60s and Oalfe Palme in March 1986.

Russia should have an immediate hard line vice presidency of
Medyedev and Maria Zharova.

Remember to the dirtiest trick in m0ssads handbag is Polonium,
like they murdered Yasser Arafat.
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76. John1955 says:
May 15, 2023 at 2:48 pm GMT • 2.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
So much outrage and moral indignation emanates from the
comments…

Maybe Vlad should convert to Judaism or at least IDENTYFY as
Talmudist once in a while.

Is there a law, regulation or local ordinances which prohibits
appropriating & using efficient methods of Perennial Victors ?

“Kill The Best Gentiles !”

https://bookshop.org/p/books/kill-the-best-gentiles-james-von-
brunn/10363458?ean=9781912452736

MAZEL TOV VLAD !
 TOB SHEBBE GOYIM HAROG !

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

77. ThreeCranes says:
May 15, 2023 at 2:57 pm GMT • 2.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

“The aftermath of the killing soon led to the outbreak of World War I, and
although many millions died in the trenches over the next few years, it would
have been completely unthinkable for one of the major belligerents to
consider assassinating the leadership of another.”

That’s because the leaders were all Royals whose fates were
intertwined by marriage through generations. There’s something
to be said for that.
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78. Agent76 says:
May 15, 2023 at 3:17 pm GMT • 2.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Feb 21, 2023 Vladimir Putin’s Address to Federal Assembly of
Russia Feb 21 2023 – Full Speech English Subtitles

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/04p5pIrQ4Mk

May 3, 2023 Russia thwarts attack on Putin’s Kremlin Residence

Moscow said that it thwarted an attempt to assassinate Russian
President Vladimir Putin and accused Kiev of being responsible,
stressing that it reserves the right to respond.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Agent76
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/pkSudXyoewA

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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79. Abdul Alhazred says:
May 15, 2023 at 3:20 pm GMT • 2.7 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
Dear Ron,

Thanks for addressing what is an very important issue for
discussion to which the perspective I would like to share is that
the Assassination of President Putin would be on the orders of
the British Crown, and thus through proxies inclusive of the
United States and Israel, and represent an assassination against
all nation states, to which Russia represents, through historical
ties to the American Revolution and the Union in the Civil War,
along with the work with FDR against the Nazi’s. And thus it
should be understood that FDR was opposed to Churchill and
the continuation of the British Empire, and thus the
assassination of FDR is plausible relative to the stakes and the
fact that Henry Wallace was no longer Vice President.

https://americansystemnow.com/fdr-versus-the-british-empire/

And thus it should be further understood that the leading
opponent to the British Empire has been since the assassination
of the Kennedy’s has been by Lyndon LaRouche and his
associates around the world, who among other breakthroughs
accomplished the rediscovery of the American System of
Economics that was made possible through LaRouche’s critique
of Marx and revival of Rosa Luxembourg’s contributions, in a
unique coincidence of opposites that resolves the false dialectics
controlled by the financial oligarchy with headquarters in London
and Wall Street.

And thus it should be noted that this revival of the American
System would be of interest to those like Sergi Glazev who is
the principle architect of the reapplication of the American
System to Russia and through the BRICS and Belt and Road

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Abdul+Alhazred
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and cooperation with China acting in the same manner, that the
general welfare of the people is promoted. And it is this system
that is the arch enemy of the British.

Of course assassination of Putin can come with funeral cards
delivered by Kinzel

need to understand the role of the British in the murder of the
Kennedy’s, to whom Israeli Zionist fingerprints of the red
herrings of Disraeli’s gears…so to speak…

The Neocon/Israeli/Zionist angle does serve as a red herring
and smelly having passed through Disraeli’s gears, for it is the
British Empire that the entire great game is the understood
leader of the west to which

• Thanks: dogbumbreath
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

80. The crew of the USS Liberty (1967) actually represent a US
attempted mass assassination undertaken by Israel, hoping to
blame Egyptians.

 Dozens of the targeted victims did in fact die, but not all of them,
foiling the entire enterprise.
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81. Agent76 says:
May 15, 2023 at 3:26 pm GMT • 2.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Carlton Meyer
Thanks for your share and this article will give you great insights.

April 16, 2023 U.S.-NATO Involvement in the 2014 Ukraine
Coup and Maidan Massacre: The Soft Power Ecosystem and
Beyond

[This is Part II in a four-part series analyzing the 2014 Maidan
coup. Part I is here. It discusses the psycho-social aspects of
color revolutions; some of the thousands of think tank/NGO
change agents which received billions in U.S. and EU funding
since 1989 in Ukraine; outlines some of the regime-change
techniques of weaponized aid and political, diplomatic and
economic methods; the novel use of tech and social media
operations employed in Ukraine during the Obama years; and,
lastly, the shift from soft power to dark power, the point at which
violence is required to achieve regime change.—Editors]

https://covertactionmagazine.com/2023/04/16/u-s-nato-
involvement-in-the-2014-ukraine-coup-and-maidan-massacre-
the-soft-power-ecosystem-and-beyond/?
mc_cid=0635842b75&mc_eid=868c0dc63a
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82. the Man Behind the Curtain says:
May 15, 2023 at 3:29 pm GMT • 2.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Bhumibol Adulyadej, King Rama IX of Thailand, also acceded to
the throne in 1946 under circumstances that suggested the
OSS-sponsored assassination of his older brother, who reigned
only six months. Bhumibol was the 3rd longest reigning monarch
in history after Louis XIV and Elizabeth II, and like Louis XIV,
was succeeded by a son who was not up to the task. As the
crown princess, Bhumibol’s granddaughter, has been on ECMO
since January after “collapsing suddenly” at the age of 40 after
three doses of Pfizer, Thai politics may get very interesting very
soon.

• Agree: LarryD3
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

83. May 15, 2023 at 3:29 pm GMT • 2.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Francis Miville
Your reference to Jesus as a promoter of DaTalmud shows
extreme ignorance of Him –
https://crushlimbraw.blogspot.com/2023/05/an-open-challenge-
to-all-christian.html?m=0 – and after reading this article from my
archive, you should both research Christians for Truth and
DaLimbraw Library on the subject: Who Are the Jews….and
Who They Are NOT?
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84. John Johnson says:
May 15, 2023 at 3:32 pm GMT • 2.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Z-man
Targeted assassinations: If the Zionists can do it so can we

It was Putin that started first by putting a hit on Zelensky:
 https://nypost.com/2022/03/01/ukraine-says-it-has-neutralized-

chechen-zelensky-hit-squad/

The dome attack was unlikely an assassination attempt.

He wouldn’t be in the senate building and certainly not at night.

Putin rarely makes public appearances and he is known to live
in a bunker outside of Moscow.

Most likely a false flag or Russian partisans. It was amateurish
just like the bridge attack.

Russians later arrested partisans in the bridge attack and yet
some of you were certain it was the CIA.

The bridge would not be standing if it was the CIA. The pipeline
sabotage was also amateurish.

• Troll: YetAnotherAnon, Rurik, Chuck Orloski
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85. Zarathustra says:
@Poupon Marx
For me there is some mystery why when was vote on UN
resolution on Libya Medvedev (Grisly) did abstain instead of
voting nyet.

 Did he got some promise from US which was not fulfilled ?
 That would explain why he is now so furious.

• Replies: @Poupon Marx
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86. barr says:

May 15, 2023 at 3:50 pm GMT • 2.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@John Johnson
No .Russia did not try to kill Zelensky . Bennet from Israel asked
Putin. Putin flatly told Binnet that they were not at all interetsed
in killing him nor they tried .

 Bennett passed that information to Zelesnky .Zelesnky now
confident and assured of his bodily preservation ,came out in
public after long hiatus and claimed that he was not afraid of
dying .

• Thanks: YetAnotherAnon
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87. Desert Fox says:
May 15, 2023 at 3:53 pm GMT • 2.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
If the neocon/communist/zionists think that assassinating Putin
would solve their problem with Russia , they are mistaken, the
next in line would make Putin look mild in comparison, Russian
leadership is far more agressive toward the war in the Ukraine
than Putin has been.

The problem with the ZUS and ZNATO is they are under zionist
control and thus the continual wars , beginning with WWI and
right on down to the war in the Ukraine, all the wars have been
zionist agent provocateur caused wars and these wars have
been financed by the zionist privately owned FED and their
privately owned collection agency the IRS and when both of
these were saddled on America in 1913, the die was casted, for
unending wars and unending debt and unending deaths all for
the benefit of the zionist banking kabal.

As long as the FED aka central bank and IRS aka graduated
income tax exist, which are 2 of the 10 planks of the communist
manifesto and are unconstitutional, as long as they exist
American will remain slaves on the zionist plantation.

The ZUS is by way of the Act of 1871 a corporation owned by
the zionists, if anyone doubts this , tgoogle the Act of 1871 the
US is a privately owned corporation, it is a fact.

Zionists are destroyers of nations and humanity, it what they do
and George Soros said that the culmination of his life’s work will
the destruction of America, a true zionist, his true feelings about
America.

• Agree: Brad Anbro
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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88. GMC says:
May 15, 2023 at 3:56 pm GMT • 2.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Alfred
Yep Alfred, I’m afraid this War/Game started by the West against
Russia is for Keeps. The only way out for the West is to kill or
destroy, all those that can point a finger and tell the world -Who i
the real ” Purveyor of Violence and Terrorism”is and always has
been. I guess we’re lucky to be East of the new Mason/Dixon
line. For now.

• Replies: @Notsofast
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
89. anon[546] • Disclaimer says:

@Odyssey
Have you ever considered that Serbs deserved it?

• Troll: Rurik, YetAnotherAnon
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
90. anon[546] • Disclaimer says:

@Petermx
Russians have always been known as a rapist horde of violent
savages. Slavs in general as well. Most of them migrated into
Europe around 1500 years ago in what is called the great slav
migration which was more like an invasion.

• Troll: Commentator Mike, Robert Lindsay
• Replies: @Petermx, @Odyssey
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91. Maxgon says:
In simple words, those American bastards know that they can
get away with any kind of dirty operation against Russia
because Putin does not have the balls to take any action against
them.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

92. Rurik says:
May 15, 2023 at 4:16 pm GMT • 2.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

But the ruling political elites of DC should recognize that their own persons
are hardly likely to remain permanently sacrosanct from the terrible forces
they seem all too eager to set into motion.

it is my sincere hope, that there isn’t a bunker made, that will
protect them from what they’re unleashing on the planet, in their
insane imperative to dominate all in absolute terms, or bust.

I pray they are the first to get it. And good.

‘The apocalypse of the psychopaths’

God speed to Russia and China and Iran and all the nations and
billions of people everywhere who oppose the unspeakable evil
of ZOG.

• Replies: @Geowhizz
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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93. Old Brown Fool says:
May 15, 2023 at 4:17 pm GMT • 2.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Alrenous
The way a couple of guys were waiting on the dome, at that
hour, shows that Putin was expecting the drone, almost to the
minute.

It is too sloppy to be a false flag; I credit Russians with more
careful planning than this. However, it may very well be an
attempt by the NATO, given their present level of competence
and mental maturity.

P.S: if this was indeed planned by the Americans, just imagine
the laughter of the Russians that night, over vodka.

• Replies: @John Johnson
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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94. Sarita says:
May 15, 2023 at 4:32 pm GMT • 2.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
I’m so happy that Putin got his ass kicked in Ukraine.

 His ego was completely humiliated.
 He wanted to do to Ukraine what he did to Syrian children.

(45.000 children slaughtered with gas and chemical weapons).
 The West silence at his genocide in Syria was because it was

convenient for them…and for Israel; they were all scared of the
awakening of the Caliphate.

 Iran, the biggest monster yet, brought him so that -subliminally-
Muslims wouldn’t blame them directly for the slaughtering of
other Muslims. So God damned suleimani -may he burn in hell
forever- went and got Putin.

 “Do what you got to do” “we can’t lose Syria, it’s part of the Shia
Crescent Project”.

 Putin went and killed 800.000 civilians, 50.000 of them fighters.
PUTIN THOUGHT THE WEST WOULD STAY SILENT AT HIS
ATTACK ON UKRAINE BECAUSE HE THOUGH UKRAINE
WAS HIS REWARD FOR DESTROYING THE CALIPHATE
THAT SCARED THEM ALL, HOMOSEXUAL ARAB REGIMES
INCLUDED.

 He will die like the sucker he is.

• LOL: Commentator Mike
• Troll: Robert Lindsay, Skeptikal
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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95. Geowhizz says:

@Richard B
With “past is prologue” in mind, are the talmudists being set up.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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96. Geowhizz says:
@Rurik
Agree.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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97. Sir Launcelot Canning says:

May 15, 2023 at 4:45 pm GMT • 2.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
The one thing that never adds up in the past 25 years is that no
one ever avenges the neocon killing machine. How can it be that
no one ever struck back at high quality “American” targets after
the assassination of Ghaddafi or Soleimani? Are the two oceans
sufficient borders that “American” leaders never pay a price for
Serbia, Iraq, Libya, Syria, Russia, Afghanistan, and Iran? I
guess the mystique is real: In the 21st Century, the Deep State
Neocon Murder, Inc. is actually untouchable. The mafia could
only dream of such impunity.

• Agree: Bro43rd
• Replies: @Emslander, @ariadna
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98. John Johnson says:
May 15, 2023 at 4:46 pm GMT • 2.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@barr
No .Russia did not try to kill Zelensky . Bennet from Israel asked
Putin.

Putin kills own allies over minor sleights and you think it is
implausible that he put out a hit on Zelensky?

Full list of Russians that have fallen out of windows since
Putin invaded
https://www.newsweek.com/full-list-russians-fall-windows-putin-
ukraine-war-1781790

Putin flatly told Binnet that they were not at all interetsed in
killing him nor they tried .

Putin flatly told all envoys that the war wouldn’t happen and that
it was all training exercise.

Remember that? When his envoy to the UN went on a massive
rant about how it was all a CIA conspiracy? And when Scott
Ritter told us that Russia would never do such a thing?

Zelesnky now confident and assured of his bodily preservation
,came out in public after long hiatus and claimed that he was not
afraid of dying .

He has never been afraid of dying. He makes public
appearances but they are normally unannounced and only a few
have been near the front.

To believe the hit didn’t exist would require that paid Chechens
were lying and were dropped into Kiev for some other
undisclosed mission.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=John+Johnson
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I’m far more inclined to believe Chechens than a lying little KGB
rat who executes his own allies for merely criticizing the war.
Where is Lukashenko?

Emotionally attaching yourself to a psychopath like Putin will
only lead to disappointment. They are just as contemptuous of
their friends as they are of their enemies.

99. Kérberos says:
May 15, 2023 at 4:56 pm GMT • 2.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Zarathustra
Definitely. Not only is Ron Unz a genius, but he allows some
very unsavoury, insulting characters on his blog to write some
very vile things about him, just because he was born a Jew. Mr.
Unz is a true gentleman genius. Praise the Lord and the people
like him. To me, he is an impersonation of “the power of one…”
May he live long and prosper.

• Agree: Alden
• Thanks: Zarathustra
• Replies: @Greta Handel
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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100. John Johnson says:
May 15, 2023 at 4:56 pm GMT • 2.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Old Brown Fool
It is too sloppy to be a false flag; I credit Russians with more
careful planning than this. However, it may very well be an
attempt by the NATO, given their present level of competence
and mental maturity.

So you think the Russians would be too competent for a such a
false flag?

All the brains at NATO came together and decided on a short
range drone that didn’t have enough payload to crack a dome
over top a building that would have been empty? And certainly
wouldn’t have Putin inside?

This is a NATO conspiracy assassination attempt? Was there a
taped X where he was supposed to stand under the dome at
night?

It is indeed amateurish which is why partisans are far more likely
than Ukraine. It was probably just an FU attempt at knocking
down the flag.

Either that or a lame false flag by Russia to put on State TV and
push the message that they are under attack on all fronts and
need volunteers. That is in fact the current message.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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101. Lurker says:
@Kevin Barrett
A wry laugh from me when many of those screeching about
false flags at the Kremlin have spent the years since the Liberty
and 9/11 denigrating the very concept.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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102. Lurker says:

@Sarita

may he burn in hell forever

I thought (((you people))) didn’t believe in hell?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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103. PUTINFAN says:

@Jeffrey A Freeman
And after we win lets go Lootin for Putin.

• LOL: Levtraro
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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104. Poupon Marx says:
May 15, 2023 at 5:03 pm GMT • 2.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Zarathustra

That would explain why he is now so furious.

I don’t think so. Too obscure to opine or speculate. Overall, he
has always been like he is. He is a guy who negotiates with a
pistol on the table. More likely to “Make an offer he cannot
refuse”.

He even looks scrappy, and projects a “Don’t fuck with me”
image. I believe, if he succeeds Putin, he will focus intently on
chopping Zelinsky into Spam.

Head of the Duma is retired colonel general, decorated hero.

• Agree: Zarathustra
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105. Pablo says:
May 15, 2023 at 5:08 pm GMT • 2.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
” Kenneth M. Pollack spent years as a CIA analyst and National
Security Council staffer,”, “One of the very first things I was
taught when I joined the CIA was that we do not conduct
assassinations. It was drilled into new recruits over and over
again.” HaHaHaHaHaHaHaHa!!!!!!! Kenneth Pollack, ‘former’
CIA member? Ron, Kenny is STILL working for the CIA. Pollack
is a propaganda mouthpiece. The CIA has a history of
assassination. They overthrow Governments using the
assassination tool as one of their Coup tactics. Mossadegh in
Iran. Sukarno, Pinochet. And some would argue JFK. Pollack is
part of a PPropaganda campaign to give the Agency ‘distance’
in the event of a high profile assassination. I hope Pollack
chokes on the money he’s being paid to mouth his CIA
propaganda.

• Troll: Robert Lindsay
• Replies: @Ron Unz
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106. Rurik says:
May 15, 2023 at 5:12 pm GMT • 2.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@che guava

Is it a coincidence that the bad clown Zelensky seems to be on a permanent
world tour since the drone and Kremlin incident?

I doubt it Che,

like Brandon, Zelinsky is one of Russia’s best good fortunes.

I expect that more Ukrainians, at this date, would prefer to off
Zelinsky, than Russians or anyone else.

if you had a sneering little homosexual coke-head as your
opponent, who goes around in undershirts demanding more
billions for the most corrupt regime on the planet, would you
want him replaced?

He’s Russia’s greatest asset.

• Replies: @Wokechoke
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
107. Poupon Marx says:

@Sarita
You are lost, little girl. Go home and have mommy wash your
mouth with soap. Laundry soap with Oxi-clean.

• Replies: @Zarathustra
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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108. Thomas Faber says:
May 15, 2023 at 5:29 pm GMT • 2.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
A fine addition to the already superb array of “American Pravda”.

For once, however, I have to agree with the Zionists: would that
assassinations were generally considered fair play in warfare – I
think there would be much less war if the instigators themselves
would have to consider personal, lethal consequences from
making enemies on behalf of their countries.

Better a few politicians and media gasbags than millions of
more-or-less innocents in the trenches, I say.

• Agree: Sir Launcelot Canning
• Replies: @vox4non
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
109. Wokechoke says:

May 15, 2023 at 5:31 pm GMT • 2.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Francis Miville
The guy was an exorcist, a supernatural being.

If you reckon on the gospels to have any accuracy he was
exorcising Jews. Many of them.

His first foray into the 3 Year Blitz on Jerusalem was to walk into
a Synagogue and have a Rabbi his at him: “I know who you are;
have you come to destroy us?”
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110. follyofwar says:
May 15, 2023 at 5:35 pm GMT • 2.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Carlton Meyer
The Constitution has proven to be a huge stumbling block
preventing a dire situation like the one we’re in from occurring.
The Constitution stipulates that the president has a 4-year term.
And, unless there is a veto proof majority in Congress, nothing
can stop the current regime from starting a nuclear war.

He’ll never be removed by the 25th Amendment and
impeachment is just for show. Congress has given up its power
to declare war, allowing the all-powerful executive to run amuck.
And the corrupt In-Justice Dept. is not about to prosecute their
party’s senile leader. So, apparently, we must hold our breath
hoping that the war doesn’t go nuclear before the next election.
And that assumes that the party in power loses the presidency
and is not replaced by crazed neocons in the other party.

Guaranteed 4-year terms for an incompetent executive regime
may prove to be the world’s undoing. If we must keep a sham
democracy, where ignorant people are automatically given the
vote, we should at least have a parliamentary system where the
PM can be voted out by No Confidence votes, as occurred
recently in GB where Liz Truss was ousted after a few weeks.
Sadly, Richy Sunak isn’t much better.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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111. American Literary Historical Society,... says:
May 15, 2023 at 5:40 pm GMT • 2.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Ron, I can’t believe you overlooked the current bioweapons
assassination attempts on both Erdogan of Turkey and
Lukashenko in Belarus!

Both Erdogan and Lukashenko have been targeted by the CIA in
the past few years and now while we’re in a largely covert
WWIII, the West wants regime change as part of its war against
Russia and neither Erdogan nor Lukashenko has acquiesced to
the West in this operation.

Turkey’s President Erdogan back on campaign trail after illness

Published 29 April 2023

…The Turkish leader, who is 69, startled TV viewers on Tuesday night when
he became unwell during a live broadcast, which had to be halted. He blamed
it on a stomach bug…

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-65438671

Lukashenko ‘seriously ill’ with unknown illness sparking alarm bells in
Kremlin

 The Belarusian President was last seen on May 9 for the Victory Day
celebrations

By ALESSANDRA SCOTTO DI SANTOLO, CIARAN MCGRATH, MARK
REYNOLDS

08:28, Mon, May 15, 2023

https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1770246/lukashenko-health-belarus-
flag-day-ceremony

The West (CIA/MI6) is using bioweapons/biowarfare to regime
change. Plausibility and all that. This has been going on for at
least 18 months and that’s why you’ve read so many planted
stories about Putin’s health. Western is media is now 100%
Deep State psyops.

-J. Turner
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ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

112. JPS says:
May 15, 2023 at 5:44 pm GMT • 2.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@ThreeCranes
Except it’s not true. The British tried to assassinate the Kaiser.

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/first-world-
war-kaiser-wilhelm-uk-raf-bombing-kill-germany-emperor-
boulogne-a8375996.html

The UK refused to allow the Czar’s family to go to England.
They were happy to see them killed. The assassination of Franz
Ferdinand was not done on the Serb’s own initiative.

You can’t understand WWI without the slogan “Make the World
Safe for Democracy.”

Who started WWI? The Freemasons.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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113. wormssnakesbrain says:

@Chebyshev

Where does Nuland like to eat in DC?

Nuland eats with the jackals in the zoo – bloody and taxpayers
pick up the tab.

All the Yidcohns gather together for bloody feasts.
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114. PUTINFAN says:
May 15, 2023 at 6:00 pm GMT • 2.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Sarita
A black man from the Caribbean? You seem to write in British
English. I listen carefully to what you say, I don’t agree, but am
extremely happy to have you posting here. No, I don’t have a
black friend and I all but guarantee you don’t have a white friend.
I look for your posts and read them all.
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115. Face_The_Truth says:
May 15, 2023 at 6:01 pm GMT • 2.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Anonymous

Anonymous[568] • Disclaimer says:

“Why haven’t the Palestinians found their Gandhi?”
 Because every one of their Gandhis was promptly assassinated.

Your favorite example of Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi is
inappropriate here; because, Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi
was actually “…the most trusted and the most loyal stooge of
the British Crown, [who] served the British interest through his
“Satyagraha” or the [so-called] non-violent freedom struggle.”

In history, Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi of Indian
subcontinent was actually a Boris Nikolayevich Yeltsin of the
Russian Federation!

Aside from that, the word “Palestine” was a Roman invention.

‘Before 1948, the territory that now encompasses the modern
state of Israel had been called Palestine.

The Romans used that term to refer to that territory after they
conquered the ancient state of Israel.

…the place name Syria Palaestina, which was then shortened to
“Palestine,” was given to the Roman province of Judaea in the
early 2nd century A.D.

The re-naming is often presented as having been performed by
the Roman Emperor Hadrian — who was a Christian-convert,
not a Pagan — in the wake of the 132-135 A.D. Bar Kokhba
revolt.

Scholars suggest, it was enacted to “disassociate the Jewish
people from their historical homeland.”

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Face_The_Truth
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Certainly “Palestine” helped to efface the Jewish connection to
the land that had been made manifest in the toponym “Judea.”’

So to this day, the Christian Church has kept the fictitious name
“Palestine” alive just like British Christian imperialists created
“Pakistan” in Indian subcontinent.

116. May 15, 2023 at 6:05 pm GMT • 2.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Let’s remember that our nation cheered when told Osama bin
Laden was assassinated. President Obama boasted about it and
made it part of his reelection effort. They made no attempt to
arrest him, because he had plenty of secrets about his dealings
that the US Government wanted to bury. I don’t accept the
official story about his death, but he was never indicted for the 9-
11 attacks and there was never any proof presented that he was
involved. He was only wanted in connection with two embassy
bombings in Africa. A Kuwaiti was accused on organizing 9-11,
but he remains at Gitmo awaiting trial, because they probably
have no hard evidence that he was involved.
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117. Hoyeru23 says:
May 15, 2023 at 6:08 pm GMT • 2.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
even UNZ stopped talking how “Ukraine is losing’ and is now
writing articles on Putin the P*ssy. In fact, removing Putin The
P*ssy and getting somebody who in fact does something to turn
this war around will be the best for Russia at this point.

 I have spoken.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

118. @Carlton Meyer
The truth about 9-11 is slowly appearing. This just in as a FYI.
Remember Ron Unz hates it when comments are hijacked by 9-
11 debaters.
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119. Rev. Spooner says:
May 15, 2023 at 6:13 pm GMT • 2.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Tom Welsh
Below is just copy-paste by me and it says all that I wanted to
say.

https://www.quora.com/Putin-said-that-if-there-is-no-Russia-there-will-be-no-
world-how-does-this-not-scare-anyone

 Elena Morris
 Director at Professional Services5y

 Related
 How is no one threatened by the fact that Putin said if there is no Russia there

is no world?
 There was no threat in his words . Putin was arguing certain countries policies

and actions and he stated that we wanted to live in peace. And the only time
that Russia will have to respond would be if other countries will decide to
attack Russia ( remark against USA as they always attack other countries
when they feel like it ). Putin said that Russia never used nuclear weapon as
oppose to other countries – USA attack on Japan. Then Putin said Russia
wanted to live in peace but if we had to respond to the external attack on the
country there won’t be a world after it. And why do we need such a world
without Russia? Why?
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120. Notsofast says:
May 15, 2023 at 6:16 pm GMT • 2.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@GMC
hey gmc, always appreciate your inside view (alfred as well) and
you are so right about being on the east of the great divide. vvp
has so eloquently illustrated your point in his beautiful victory
day speech. why can’t we have intelligent, articulate and forward
thinking leadership, or is that too much to ask? (please don’t
answer, as i already know why, ((heavy sigh)) ….. well here is
what a real world leader sounds like:

For us, for Russia, there are no unfriendly, hostile peoples either in the West
or in the East. Like the vast majority of people on the planet, we want to see a
future of peace, freedom and stability.

We believe that any ideology of superiority is inherently disgusting, criminal
and deadly. However, the Western globalist elites still talk about their
exclusivity, pit people and split societies, provoke bloody conflicts and
upheavals, sow hatred, Russophobia, aggressive nationalism, and destroy
family, traditional values   that make a person a person. And all in order to
continue to dictate, to impose on the peoples their will, their rights, rules, and
in fact, a system of robbery, violence and suppression.

• Thanks: GMC
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121. PUTINFAN says:

@John Johnson
You are famous Trump antagonist Jean Carroll’s husband and
you are using your real name here. Sorry for you but Mr. Orange
Man Bad has no money in his name and you will never collect a
dime. But it is Great Theatre.

• Replies: @John Johnson
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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122. Incisive One says:
May 15, 2023 at 6:18 pm GMT • 2.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Ron

Great article.

Did a Russian Missile Strike Kill 200 NATO Officers in a
Ukrainian Bunker?

Returning to your article about incredulity re that story, the basis
of which is, in part, that there are not many foreign advisers let
alone NATO advisers, on the ground in the separatist state.
Well, in the video you have included in this article:

 __

Napolitano and McGovern openly discuss that event.

From my side, if analysts are discussing hundreds of NATO
soldiers and officers as advisers, the number will certainly be
thousands. Even the US mercenaries are up there in the
thousands.

Best research thus far: the bunker was a command centre
outside Lvov; the number killed was over 300 soldiers; 80 NATO
officers. Yes, it was a fortified underground bunker.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Incisive+One
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Also note that Russia does not trumpet itt great successes, in
addition to this one, there was the 600 man attack on teh
Zaporyzhye Nuclear Power Plant, commando style using a
flotilla of small landing craft, a 100% wipe-out. She is quite
happy for the West to think of them as bumbling drunks and
fools.

• Replies: @Wizard of Oz
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
123. Eddie the swarthy rat cellar says:

I’d rather they assasinated Harrier Harman, (((Zelensky, Soros &
Larry Fink)))

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

124. Kak says:
May 15, 2023 at 6:25 pm GMT • 2.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Sarita
This is correct, Russia bombed Syrian civilians on a deliberate
basis and called them terrorists or rebels. The same people on
here that are against US bombing raids on Muslim civilians white
wash Putin’s bombing raids over Muslim civilians and call them
terrorists while neocons call American bombing raids over
muslims as bombings of terrorists instead of civilians. What it all
boils down to is optics and the need to kill muslims for greater
Israel and to scatter brown muslims into Europe to cause strife
and make Jews more wealthy and powerful. If any clown here
thinks Putin or even Iran is against zionist power they need to
reassess their intelligence and stop being dumbasses.
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125. Kak says:
May 15, 2023 at 6:31 pm GMT • 2.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Odyssey
Slob Milosovic was a Wall Street homo that wanted a race war
and destroyed the artificial construct of Yugoslavia. You clowns
always paint yourselves as victims much like the Jews that gave
you your country. What a clown. Btw where is the proof that
Serbs descend from illyrians, goths or vincas? You never seem
to answer this!

• Troll: mulga mumblebrain
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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126. Ron Unz says:
May 15, 2023 at 6:37 pm GMT • 2.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Pablo

Pollack is a propaganda mouthpiece. The CIA has a history of assassination.
They overthrow Governments using the assassination tool as one of their
Coup tactics. Mossadegh in Iran. Sukarno, Pinochet…I hope Pollack chokes
on the money he’s being paid to mouth his CIA propaganda.

It’s certainly possible that Pollack was lying, but I don’t think so.
Didn’t you read my immediately preceding paragraph?

At the height of the Cold War, our CIA did involve itself in various secret
assassination plots against Cuba’s Communist dictator Fidel Castro and other
foreign leaders considered hostile to US interests. But when these facts later
came out in the 1970s, they evoked such enormous outrage from the public
and the media, that three consecutive American presidents—Gerald R. Ford,
Jimmy Carter, and Ronald Reagan—all issued successive Executive Orders
absolutely prohibiting assassinations by the CIA or any other agent of the US
government.

All the incidents you describe came before those Executive
Orders were issued.

• LOL: Notsofast
• Replies: @Twinkie, @dimples
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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127. Rev. Spooner says:
May 15, 2023 at 6:47 pm GMT • 2.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@24th Alabama
Trump is an American product. Like most Americans and
immigrants and their decedents today, he worships money.

 The American political establishment was caught flatfooted
when he was elected but soon recovered. They soon had Trump
grovelling and debasing himself to the real masters of USA and
he left no stone un-turned to prove his loyalty to the Jews and
deep state.

 He gifted the Golan Heights to Israel as if it was his to give. He
then droned (Murdered) a real enemy of terrorists in Iraq and
then went on to betray all the poor Americans who protested on
Jan 6.

 His grandfather ran a hotel/whorehouse and he (Donald) was
was bailed out by the Jews when he was bankrupt.

 All this is in public domain.
 America’s addiction to Jewish cut cane is inexplicable.

• Agree: 24th Alabama
• Replies: @Notsofast, @24th Alabama
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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128. Face_The_Truth says:
May 15, 2023 at 6:47 pm GMT • 2.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Carlton Meyer
Your post is based on false assumption(s) propagandized by so-
called clandestine American government’s fiction-writer
Seymour Myron Hersh.

American Navy Seals did not kill Usamah bin Laden during the
reign of America’s first Muslim president Baraq Hussein Obama,
Jr.

To enter a Pakistanian military enclave in the dark of night — for
very noisy military activities — without co-operation from
Pakistan’s Inter-Services Intelligence is (was) an impossible
task.

American Navy Seals might seem to be as powerful as the
heros of DC Comics, Inc.; but, it is indeed very comical to think
that, American Top Gun Mavericks are capable of doing
anything more than drinking-drinking-f**king women — let alone
assassinating Vladimir Putin or Xi Jinping or Kim Jong Un or
Muhammad bin Salman.

• Replies: @Carlton Meyer
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
129. Iva says:

“we had publicly assassinated a top Iranian leader in a drone
attack.” ……..and this was Trump order , his subservient act for
Israel, and this is why Trump should not be elected again.

• Replies: @Avery
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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130. peterAUS says:
May 15, 2023 at 7:36 pm GMT • 2.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@anonymous
The truth is probably somewhere in the middle.

Good to see that the resident Putintards haven’t reacted to your
post so, hopefully, we’ll have conversation without skipping their
replies.

These “doomers” make good points, but, they also pump it up a
bit because they ARE true Russian patriots. They hope (wrong,
IMHO) that their works will prompt Putin to start doing right
things.

So, let’s assume for the moment, that the coming NATO
offensive works as planned: put that road to Crimea under
observed tubed artillery fire, at least. Nothing will happen in the
Russian power structure.

Kremlin has been very effective in managing any internal
dissent.

 Besides, the world (not USA…) TPTBs don’t want any splinting
of the Russia. On the contrary. They want well managed Russia
to deliver what it’s supposed to.

We’ll most likely in Zaporizhzhia see the repeat of the Kherson
offensive. Nothing more.

• Troll: Notsofast
• Replies: @Chuck Orloski, @peterAUS
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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131. Derer says:
May 15, 2023 at 7:39 pm GMT • 2.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

Neocons have gained a bipartisan stranglehold over our national security
policy, and whether or not the particular individuals are Jewish,

Absolutely…this group, mainly WASP, remained untouched still
siting in the sinister corner of the Republican Party. Trump’s
main downfall for failing to weed them out. Their resilience was
demonstrated by a gravely sick McCain appearing late on
casting his vote for Obama care??? – idiotic vindictiveness.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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132. May 15, 2023 at 7:41 pm GMT • 2.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Face_The_Truth

American Navy Seals did not kill Usamah bin Laden during the reign of
America’s first Muslim president Baraq Hussein Obama, Jr.

In my post I stated I didn’t believe the official story, and I did this
video to explain it. However, when Obama bragged that he
ordered a successful assassination, Americans cheered.
Reporters didn’t ask why he wasn’t arrested and brought to
justice. The part about dumping his body at sea is absurd along
with a dozen other claims.

Also, President Obama wasn’t Muslim, he was raised by a white
Christian family and his career was funded by the CIA, just like
his Dad.
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133. Miro23 says:
May 15, 2023 at 7:55 pm GMT • 2.5 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@JWalters
There’s another underlying aspect to all this.

Jews have experience many expulsions over the centuries and
have always favoured gravitation to centers of power for their
new homes – the last major move being to the United States in
the 20th century.

Problem that over the last 50 years globalization has made the
world a much smaller (more interlinked) place. One result being
the rapid rise of China which is very open to trade while
paradoxically being a very closed ethnically aware society. Most
of the Jewish counter-cultural activities that plague the West
have little or no impact there. Jews can’t activate their traditional
hooks into power and they also can’t pass as ethnic Chinese.

That makes for a serious problem if Jews are chased out of the
US. They basically have nowhere left to go.

Putin broke their power in Russia (hence the hatred and the
Ukraine war) and the other alternative – India really can’t
compete despite its delusions of grandeur.

So it’s the USA or nothing. They’re locked into the place,
generating the prediction that they’ll convert it into the most
extreme dictatorship, disposing of all dissent. Truly Bolshevism
II. Jews would of course control the US nuclear arsenal and
evaluate using it if it would further their power.
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134. Derer says:
@Kak
Could you specified which nonexistent group, besides ISIS, the
Washington sinister players propped up and supported in Syria?
They were spreading filthy lies (McCain) about the magnitude of
the Assad opposition. The US military illegal and occupying stay
in Syria is a reckless disregard of international law.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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135. Avery says:

May 15, 2023 at 8:01 pm GMT • 2.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Iva
the word is Trump didn’t even know about it beforehand: US
Deep State in cooperation with Israel or on Israel’s orders,
planned and carried it out.

After the fact, Trump claimed responsibility — so as not to look
stupid or impotent.

 This is entirely plausible, since the Neocons he hired in his
Admin (including the reptilian Jared) thwarted Trump every step
of the way.

This does not mean of course that Trump didn’t go out of his
way to curry favour with the Israel-First crowd. He did. But who
do you vote for ? Biden ? dim-witted Camela? Who?

It is a choice between Bad and Worse.

• Replies: @Darius
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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136. Liza says:
@Kolya Krassotkin
From a review of that restaurant:

Ambiance: hot and chaotic.

Yes, she’ll fit right in.

• LOL: Kolya Krassotkin
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
137. Derer says:

@Sarita
Make that visit, they can help you. Ukraine cannot kick
anybody’s ass, millions have left and so far Russia is engaged in
a velvet war avoiding Slavic civilian casualties. The prolonged
war is draining US treasury, inflation and dollar collapse.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
138. Notsofast says:

@John Johnson
the cia is as amateurish as your comments, ipso facto.

• Replies: @Wokechoke
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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139. Face_The_Truth says:
May 15, 2023 at 8:20 pm GMT • 2.5 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Carlton Meyer
There are 5 pillars of Islam:

The Shahada or profession of faith that “there is no God, but
Allah, and Muhammad the Arabian was last or final messenger
of Allah (i.e., because our 4.5 billion-year-old earth was coming
to an end very soon in 7th century A.D.);

The Salat or a specific set of daily prayers (i.e., as a form of
daily physical exercise);

The Zakat or alms-giving (i.e., charity only to Muslims, not to
non-believers);

The Sawm or fasting for a month (i.e., by eating a lot of food at
one time in a day);

The Hajj or pilgrimage to Mecca (i.e., because fictitious Islamic
Allah resides in Saudi Arabia);

That’s it.

A person who fully embraces the 5 pillars of Islam is considered
a Muslim.

Based on the above, can anyone prove that American ex-
president Baraq Hussein Obama, Jr., actually renounced the 5
pillars of Islam when he bowed before the Saudi King?

Of course, there are practicing Muslims and there are non-
practicing Muslims in this world.

So, American ex-president Baraq Hussein Obama, Jr., was (is) a
non-practicing Muslim.

• Troll: mulga mumblebrain
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ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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140. Notsofast says:

@Rev. Spooner
just can’t get enough of that sweet stuff….

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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141. Chuck Orloski says:

May 15, 2023 at 8:40 pm GMT • 2.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@peterAUS
peterAUS commented::”Kremlin has been very effective in
managing any internal dissent.”

So does the Blue & White House who facilitated the murder of
journalists, Dorothy Kilgallen, Gary Webb, and Michael Hastings.
Of course, with the total co-op of the Jewish Corporate Media.

And lest we forget the murder of Senator Paul Wellstone.

• Thanks: Skeptikal
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142. Pierre de Craon says:
May 15, 2023 at 8:49 pm GMT • 2.5 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Zachary Smith
Has Zachary Smith or anyone else with at least half a brain
actually read this ridiculous article? In that it is virtually as loaded
with partiality and cherry-picked data as a typical “news” item
from the New York Times or the Washington Post, its author,
Anna Diamond, is clearly one of the museum’s million or so
Jewish or affirmative-action employees.

Save for pointless and inaccurate denigration of Washington’s
steady accumulation of military experience and insight—readers
of either Flexner’s or Freeman’s magisterial biography will
immediately know what I am talking about—the story spends
less time on Washington and his inept would-be assassins than
on sentimentalization of the domestic politics of the
Revolutionary era.

With regard to those political and social conditions, the article
crucially omits to mention that, since the events described took
place in June 1776, the American colonies were still a full year
away from being in a state of open rebellion against the crown.
As far as the 90 percent of elected and appointed officials—
including the Loyalist governor of New York and Loyalist mayor
of New York City, the only Crown officials ever implicated in the
assassination plot—and the 60 to 75 percent of the population
that was and remained Loyalist straight through to Cornwallis’s
surrender were concerned, Washington and the mostly armed
irregulars under his command were little better than common
criminals and enemies of a morally legitimate royal government.*

The rebellious Patriots’ disgraceful and largely immoral but at
least intelligible treatment of the overwhelmingly Loyalist
population of the Thirteen Colonies both during the Revolution
and for forty years subsequently is far less well understood
today than it was a century ago. Along with everything else
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about the American past and present, it is a story that is
constantly being rewritten to accord with the ever-changing
requirements of the Judeo-Bolshevik Ministry of Truth.

 __________
 Cf. Doctor Johnson’s influential 1775 essay “Taxation No

Tyranny.”

• Replies: @Pierre de Craon
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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143. GeneralRipper says:

May 15, 2023 at 8:55 pm GMT • 2.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Well Ron, if that were to actually happen, there are numerous
posters here, ( JohnnyJohn, Corvanus, and Jojo, to name a few)
as well as many prominent (((Neocon))) pundits and State Dept
officials who would probably end up in the Emergency Room
with priapism’s…lol

“God fearing Patriotic Americans”, one and all.

• Replies: @Ennui
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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144. Emslander says:

May 15, 2023 at 8:55 pm GMT • 2.5 days ago   ↑
@Sir Launcelot Canning
Southern border of the US is the perfect avenue for the
infiltration of assassins, but I actually don’t think the rest of the
world thinks any of our managers are worth the trouble.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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145. Hapalong Cassidy says:
May 15, 2023 at 9:13 pm GMT • 2.5 days ago   ↑
Interesting about Sikorsky and De Gaulle. Which leads to the
next question: what are the odds that the “plane crashes” of Ron
Brown, JFK Jr, and Paul Wellstone were all just accidents?

• Replies: @anon
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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146. Zarathustra says:

May 15, 2023 at 9:18 pm GMT • 2.5 days ago   ↑
@Poupon Marx
He HE

 sar in hungarian means shit.

• LOL: Poupon Marx
• Replies: @Poupon Marx
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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147. Pierre de Craon says:

May 15, 2023 at 9:30 pm GMT • 2.4 days ago   ↑
@Pierre de Craon

… in June 1776, the American colonies were still a full year away from being
in a state of open rebellion against the crown.

I meant to type “a full month away” and failed to notice and
correct the error before the editing window closed. My apologies
to all readers for this clumsy mistake.
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148. peterAUS says:
May 15, 2023 at 9:43 pm GMT • 2.4 days ago   ↑
@peterAUS
You’ve probably read this, “anonymous[184]”:

 https://roloslavskiy.substack.com/p/but-what-does-it-all-mean-
really

 Care to comment that article ?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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149. Zarathustra says:

May 15, 2023 at 9:47 pm GMT • 2.4 days ago   ↑
@Face_The_Truth
I am letting you know that there is such a book in existence
which is called Bible.

 You do not have to read it all. Only you have to read the section
called exodus.
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150. Darius says:
May 15, 2023 at 9:49 pm GMT • 2.4 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Avery
[the word is Trump didn’t even know about it beforehand: US
Deep State in cooperation with Israel or on Israel’s orders,
planned and carried it out.]

Stop your propaganda at once. That zionist servant, trump,
assassinated General Soleimani, because Israel wanted and
was involved in the assassination. The FDD and his son in-law
were pushing him and he did it, I am sure he received a lot of
money for it. He knew what he was doing.

 Trump is a traitor selling the office for money. He did everything
for money and made billions of dollars during his term.

 He freed many Jewish mafia criminals, few with 20 year prison
sentence, demanding millions of dollars. H wanted to attack Iran
but he couldn’t because this was NOT US policy, only Israeli
policy where I am sure will take it into their GRAVES. US knows
that they cannot attack Iran at this point, because like other
places, they will be DEFEATED.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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151. anon[577] • Disclaimer says:

May 15, 2023 at 9:50 pm GMT • 2.4 days ago   ↑
@Kurt Knispel
And…Russia needs to cut ALL ties to Israel!

 Afterwards, you will see a quick victory for the Russians in the
Ukraine…

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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152. Zarathustra says:
May 15, 2023 at 10:00 pm GMT • 2.4 days ago   ↑
@Carlton Meyer
Osama bin laden and Cromwell

 Both did die of tuberculosis of kidneys.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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153. Vissarionovich says:

May 15, 2023 at 10:03 pm GMT • 2.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Thanks, once again, for this excellent piece.

Just a totally unrelated (and technical) comment : the unz
website RSS feed seems to be invalid. It doesn’t update in my
RSS widget and when I try it it in an online RSS viewer, it’s
flagged as invalid.

 It’s just a minor nuisance, but I like to have all my updated Unz
news conveniently displayed in my RSS widget each time I open
my browser

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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154. anon[577] • Disclaimer says:
May 15, 2023 at 10:08 pm GMT • 2.4 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Hapalong Cassidy
Remember when Flight Attendant Shelly Kelly emerged from the
wreckage of the 737 that Ron Brown was on unscathed, and
was seen to be walking around without any help by the villagers!

 Then, she died mysteriously between the time she was picked-
up and the announcement of her death at the hospital?

 No witnesses…typical of the similar ‘CLINTON DEATH LIST’…!
 JFK Jr.- Piper Saratoga possibly sabotaged with detonation cord

placed inside the rear of the fuselage, since he was going to
meet with the Democrats regarding a run for the New York
Senate Seat that Hellary Klinton eventually …’won’…via vote
fraud, no doubt!

 Soooo many assassinations, usually sanctioned by the CIA, US
Secret Service AND the Israeli Mossad, the latter which leads
the number of ‘hits’ worldwide, and never atones for such as we
are just useless and inferior ‘Goyim’!

 No justice for the USS Liberty, Rachel Corrie, and Shireen Abu
Akleh, and there NEVER will be until Israel disappears via total
sanctioning (never will happen), with-holding of US Taxpayer
Funded money in the form of ‘Foreign Aid’, that in turn is used to
commit International Human and Civil Rights violations against
the Palestinians, of which we are all now an extended group that
shares the suffering of the same!
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155. Sarita says:
May 15, 2023 at 10:09 pm GMT • 2.4 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Assassinating Putin.

 Why can’t people see the modus operandi of the people who sits
in high buildings looking out the dark glass windows or at the
Pentagon secret rooms or in the backyard of the white house,
smoking cuban cigars and drinking Hennessy while planning
how to use fuckers like Putin, Saddam Hussein, Kaddafy, Bin
Laden or Al Baghdadi and even the Iranian regime?
They have them do the dirty work, carry the guilt of the multiple
crimes and then those guys I mentioned -holding the big cigars
that you can’t buy at Mohammed’s 7/11- just get rid of them.

 So yes, Bin Laden didn’t get away with shit, he was used to
bring the towers down, attack the Pentagon, and then they killed
him in Abbottabad. (At least that’s what 97% of Americans
believe).

 That’s the meaning that I get from the title of this article; people
who are used by the Powers that Be, people like Al Baghdadi
here, Bin Laden there, Putin Here, Chavez there, Ron Unz here,
Khameney there. They see gain in them and when they are of
no more use they get rid of them.

 BUT THEY KEEP FALLING IN THE TRAP.
 Business as usual.

 Yawn

• Replies: @Lurker
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156. 24th Alabama says:
May 15, 2023 at 10:30 pm GMT • 2.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Rev. Spooner
Trump is a charismatic salesman-huckster who revels in his
ignorance and greed.

 We loved it when he mocked the Establishment until we realized
we were just the

 the rabble and he was our rouser, albeit a colorful and
entertaining one.

He promised affordable health care and stopping illegal
immigration but failed to

 deliver either one. In all fairness, he did try to achieve
rapprochement with Russia

 but was blindsided and overwhelmed by the Russia Hoax, which
was possibly the

 most vicious and well organized propaganda operation in our
political history.

Hopefully, Americans now realize that we are in a life-or-death
struggle with the

 Oligarchs and their Deep State minions who will do anything to
dominate us and

 preserve their international conglomerate.

We must be even more ruthless than they are if we want to
restore populist rule.

• Replies: @Wokechoke
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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157. Wokechoke says:
May 15, 2023 at 10:43 pm GMT • 2.4 days ago   ↑
@Rurik
If the Russian is deeply conspiratorial the Jew King of Kiev does
provide a sort of solution for the Russian State.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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158. Wokechoke says:

May 15, 2023 at 10:45 pm GMT • 2.4 days ago   ↑
@Notsofast
The CIA notoriously forgot to mention that Germany would have
a sort of spontaneous unification and the USSR would back off
and disintegrate. Budgets need monsters. It’s a big anthropology
department that tells people things about stuff.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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159. Wokechoke says:

May 15, 2023 at 10:47 pm GMT • 2.4 days ago   ↑
@24th Alabama
He wasn’t supernatural or superhuman. Quite flawed and too
Philosemitic.

• Agree: 24th Alabama
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160. Ennui says:
May 15, 2023 at 10:54 pm GMT • 2.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@JasonT
Ok Jason,

You want to defang the bankers? Defund the US Military and
Intelligence Community. What will be your opposition? You think
you can get the chuds and heartland boomers to go along with
that? Say what you want about GOP Establishment, but if you
run on rejecting the US Military as always having been a tool of
Atlanticist elites, those heartland chuds will reject you out of
hand.

Dang, it’s almost like Grandpa Jones in Peoria, or PawPaw
McCoy up in some KY Hollar is complicit in all this due to their
voting habits.

The bankers are only able to do what they do because the
chuds and country club WASPs created a congenital climate for
their shenanigans.

• Agree: Robert Lindsay
• Replies: @JasonT
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161. Badger Down says:
May 15, 2023 at 10:55 pm GMT • 2.4 days ago   ↑
@freikorps
Yes, a full surrender. The US government wants to rule Russia
as it sees fit. You do as we say! All your bases is ours! All you do
from now on is Obey!

 Or continue fighting or Freedom and Democracy in Russia, Asia,
and the World.
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162. Ennui says:

May 15, 2023 at 10:59 pm GMT • 2.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@GeneralRipper
Have somebody openly run on defunding the US Military and
see how the average normie reacts. You can’t blame all this on
neocons. They are only able to succeed because Anglos are
quite fond of war and expansion and hyper-capitalist
competition.

I’m guessing the neocons would not have gotten so far if the
Brits and later the Americans had not been world powers for the
last 300 years.

• Agree: Robert Lindsay
• Replies: @Crush Limbraw, @Crush Limbraw, @Chebyshev
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163. harfang67 says:
May 15, 2023 at 10:59 pm GMT • 2.4 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Mr Unz, you are still a beacon for me. Have followed you on this
Covid-19 issue and now on these very troublesome times. I’m a
neophyte in these geopol issues being mainly trained in
engineering in communications and in computer science but my
graduate management courses in dicated to me the importance
of characterising your business environment for decision

 purposes and that is what has attracted me sources such as
yours and that of Larry Johnson, Douglas MacGreggor, Gregg
Hunter and others.

 You touched upon the zionist ideology cause, I think that with
financial power behind the frontline people serving them I really
think we are facing a historical battle and that the reason they
are pushing so hard is because they know they are targeted. But
according to Laurent Guyenot’s book “Du Yahvisme au
Sionisme”, they are absolute fanatics who serve first and
foremost their ideology of world domination and for them there is
no life after death. There lies the danger before us. Does that
mean that they will lead us to a Massada II?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

164. Slav says:
May 15, 2023 at 11:01 pm GMT • 2.4 days ago   ↑
@Annacat
You can listen all his articles.
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165. mulga mumblebrain says:
May 15, 2023 at 11:13 pm GMT • 2.4 days ago   ↑
@Anonymous
Exactly. For the Talmudists and their secular allies, AND their
agents of influence controlling US politics (and the Bidet regime
to unparalleled extent) killing is a sacred act. A mitzvah in fact.
The current religious fanatic fascist gang in power in Israel is like
a New Irgun.
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166. Badger Down says:

May 15, 2023 at 11:18 pm GMT • 2.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Commentator Mike
“Depleted” uranium sounds like all the U-235 has been taken out
of it.

 But don’t be fooled. Partially-depleted-uranium munitions should
be banned. They partially vaporise on impact, poisoning the
environment with uranium dust that causes cancer and horrific
birth defects. Britain sent this uranium into Europe: a criminal
act. Russia did well to keep it far from her borders.

• Agree: Commentator Mike, Robert Lindsay
• Replies: @Robert Lindsay
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167. mulga mumblebrain says:
May 15, 2023 at 11:23 pm GMT • 2.4 days ago   ↑
@Kak
It appears that this ‘Kaka’ troll is a jihadist fan-boy. Syrian
‘civilians’ my arse! Salafist butchers, and Putin saved Syria from
them, with Iran, Hezbollah and the Syrians themselves of
course. The anti-Zionist blather is a smokescreen.

• Agree: Commentator Mike
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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168. mulga mumblebrain says:

May 15, 2023 at 11:26 pm GMT • 2.4 days ago   ↑
@Carlton Meyer
They murdered, in cowardly cold blood, an old actor, used to
impersonate Osama, who had died years before. It sort of sums
up what the USA really stands for-murder and lies.
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169. Poupon Marx says:

May 15, 2023 at 11:41 pm GMT • 2.4 days ago   ↑
@Zarathustra
Hungarians are one of my favorite people.

• Agree: Sir Launcelot Canning
• Thanks: Zarathustra
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170. Robert Lindsay says:
May 15, 2023 at 11:51 pm GMT • 2.3 days ago   ↑
@Face_The_Truth
What is this hasbara doing here on Unz of all places? Don’t you
have any Palestinians to kill today? Go away. Hymietown is
calling your name.

• Replies: @Zarathustra
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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171. Crush Limbraw says: • Website

May 16, 2023 at 12:03 am GMT • 2.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Ennui
You nailed it, Ennui!

Ranting about Jewish power without revealing the identity of
their willing and cooperative servants is not useful. After all,
while having wealth and total institutional control far beyond their
numbers, what about all those willful consenters who do the
actual dirty work – who far outnumber the Jews?

 Judaism was declared DEAD in 70 AD – by Christ Himself……
but His Church hasn’t quite accepted it yet –
https://crushlimbraw.blogspot.com/2023/05/who-are-daservants-
of-satan-does-it.html?m=0 – how do I know?

 I WAS one of them!
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172. Crush Limbraw says: • Website
May 16, 2023 at 12:12 am GMT • 2.3 days ago   ↑
@Ennui
And furthermore……it would have been impossible…….without
Christ’s Church being CORRUPTED FIRST!

 https://crushlimbraw.blogspot.com/2023/05/an-open-challenge-
to-all-christian.html?m=0 – unless anyone understands this,
we’re just farting in DaWind!

• Troll: RadicalCenter
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173. Wizard of Oz says:

May 16, 2023 at 12:13 am GMT • 2.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Incisive One
Your assertions are interesting but being contrary to so much
else on by RU and others it would be hood to know your
evidence that you advert to even you say. “Best research thus
far: the bunker was a command centre outside Lvov; the number
killed was over 300 soldiers; 80 NATO officers.”.
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174. Chebyshev says:
May 16, 2023 at 12:40 am GMT • 2.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Kolya Krassotkin

I’ll guess Golden Corrall, same as her husband. (At least for lunch and
dinner.)

Maybe, but that’d be difficult, since the nearest one is in
Maryland.

She might eat a lot at Call Your Mother Deli. Or rather, she has it
delivered and eats at her desk. She’s protected from
assassination if she has it delivered.

• Replies: @24th Alabama
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175. JWalters says:
May 16, 2023 at 1:16 am GMT • 2.3 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Francis Miville
In Jesus’ story of the good Samaritan he portrays two officials of
the Jewish religion (“in the fold”), a priest and a Levite, who
withhold help from someone outside “the fold” (the wounded
man). The priest and the Levite follow the Talmudic Law (which
you claim Jesus supports) and avoid the wounded man. Then a
Samaritan (a non-Jew at that time) comes along and takes care
of the wounded stranger.

Jesus clearly intends the Samaritan as the model of how to
behave, and the Talmudic priest and Levite as examples of un-
Godly behavior. In other words, he directly condemns the
Talmudic Law of Jewish supremacism.

Your comment looks like fake erudition, with no evidence or
citations given, with long meandering sentences and a few fancy
words, designed to trick people with a lesser education into
thinking you are some sort of intelligent authority.

This is a classic Zionist disinformation tactic. Pretend to oppose
Jewish supremacism, and then attempt to sow confusion and
misunderstandings in those who waste their time reading your
long-winded verbiage.
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176. Chebyshev says:
May 16, 2023 at 1:34 am GMT • 2.3 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Ennui

Have somebody openly run on defunding the US Military and see how the
average normie reacts.

That’s a bad way to frame the issue, though. That sounds like an
attack on the troops themselves.

Candidates should campaign on removing treasonous parasites
who send Americans over to die in unnecessary wars that make
America weaker. Think about Trump in 2015-2016, who openly
called the Iraq War terrible and promised to “drain the swamp”.
That didn’t happpen in the end, but that was the correct
formulation.

You can’t blame all this on neocons.

Why not?

The Global War on Terror only happened because of 9/11, which
the Bush neocons and the Mossad orchestrated. How popular
do you think wars in the Middle East would’ve been among
conservative normies in August of 2001?

The current Ukraine War is the Obama and Biden neocons’
handiwork and has happened really without any public input.
Very negative opinions of Putin and Russia among liberals have
been shaped over the last decade by the mainstream media,
which works hand in glove with the deep state.

• Replies: @Ennui
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177. JWalters says:
May 16, 2023 at 1:38 am GMT • 2.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Miro23
Excellent point about the Talmudists having nowhere to jump to
this time. I suspect they thought they would jump to China back
when they moved America’s manufacturing over there. Then
China wised up and blocked them from taking over the banking
and money supply. Suddenly China flipped from being our BFF
to our worst enemy.

And I think you’re right that this may be driving the desperation
we’re seeing from the ruling oligarchy – the insane military
operations in Ukraine, the insane policies toward Russia, toward
China, and sanctioning two thirds of the entire world!

And the insane levels of censorship in America – “Bolshevism II”
– are becoming obvious to so many. Ultimate they will, I believe,
run aground on the 1st Amendment. It’s all becoming too
obvious. Can’t happen too soon, before they go Samson Option.

• Replies: @Radicalcenter
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178. Odyssey says:

May 16, 2023 at 1:40 am GMT • 2.3 days ago   ↑
@Face_The_Truth
Where did the Judeans find refuge after the exodus? What was
the name (still has that name) of the mountain where Moses
received the tablets with 10 commandments? What was the
previous name of Sinai? What is the name of the mountain
where Moses died? Who were the Philistines?
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179. Wizard of Oz says:
May 16, 2023 at 2:00 am GMT • 2.3 days ago   ↑
@Francis Miville
Note to check this
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180. Skeptikal says:

May 16, 2023 at 2:33 am GMT • 2.2 days ago   ↑
“Reply” link isn’t working.

One wonders whether Jeffrey Sachs has any regrets regarding
his role in fleecing Russia in the 1990s.

Has he ever publicly discussed his role?

• Replies: @ariadna, @Ron Unz
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181. Alden says:

May 16, 2023 at 2:45 am GMT • 2.2 days ago   ↑
@Zachary Smith
Plans to kill Chiang Kai Shek are pretty well known among
historians of communism. Interesting article thanks Ron UNZ
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182. 24th Alabama says:

May 16, 2023 at 2:55 am GMT • 2.2 days ago   ↑
@Chebyshev
Vicky’s porcine look suggests an illicit affair with Jimmy
Dean,consummated daily at the Oink Cafe.
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183. vox4non says:
May 16, 2023 at 3:04 am GMT • 2.2 days ago   ↑
@Thomas Faber
Absolutely agree. The movers-and-shakers should have ample
opportunities to experience it themselves.
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184. JimB says:

May 16, 2023 at 3:16 am GMT • 2.2 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Russia has an important role to play in dismantling the corrupt
American military empire by supplying America’s economic
competitors with vital raw materials and energy. As the savior of
his nation from greedy Western opportunists, Putin has put
Russia in a secure and independent position in the world,
capable of militarily fending off NATO’s proxy army in the
Ukraine while providing prosperity and security for the Russian
people. Obviously, US political elites loathe him for threatening
US world hegemony. And while the US government recognizes
no moral limits to actions in aid of preserving US world power —
eg blowing up the Nordstream pipelines, unleashing the Covid
virus, attempting to assassinate heads of state, and engineering
color revolutions in non-allied nations — it is domestically trying
to make neocon power election-proof through censorship,
election rigging, open borders, and judicial persecution of
political opponents. As the primary threats to the neocon
monopoly on power from within and without, Putin and Trump
are naturally the top enemies of the DC establishment, who
would like to terminate them both with extreme prejudice.

• Agree: 24th Alabama
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185. anonymous[390] • Disclaimer says:
May 16, 2023 at 3:25 am GMT • 2.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@John Johnson
god, this fucking jew never stops. Zelensky is a coward; he is
very afraid of what he is going to bring upon himself and his
posterity. I’ll say one thing in your favor ((John Johnson)): you
are pertinacious in serving your Mossad masters. How much are
they paying you? Probably pennies on the dollar, but enough for
you to keep doing it.
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186. Alden says:

May 16, 2023 at 3:34 am GMT • 2.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Carlton Meyer
Obama’s mother and the maternal grandparents who raised him
were the opposite of Christians. They were American
communists. Goyim, not Jewish communists but communists
FBI had a file on Grandpa Dunham going back to the late 1930s.
Reason the Dunham grandparents moved to Hawaii to raise
Barack was because their close friend Frank Marshall Davis
head of the communist party of Hawaii lived in Hawaii. Davis
and grandpa Dunham trainee Barack Obama from the age of 10
to 18. At 20 he was turned over to Bill Ayers and Bernadette
Dohrn. While in law school his handlers were the Chicago law
firm Sidley Austin that arranged his marriage.
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187. Lurker says:
May 16, 2023 at 3:39 am GMT • 2.2 days ago   ↑
@Sarita
You’re not (((Sarita La Cubanita))) are you?
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188. JasonT says:

May 16, 2023 at 3:41 am GMT • 2.2 days ago   ↑
@Tallest Skil
By carving out a slice for whoever controls Russia after him.
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189. JasonT says:

May 16, 2023 at 3:44 am GMT • 2.2 days ago   ↑
@Protogonus
Your comment is nonsense since I am not American and in no
way have any Red Republican leanings.
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190. JasonT says:
May 16, 2023 at 3:51 am GMT • 2.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Richard B
On an individual level, the only thing you can do is seek like-
minded people and set up a parallel economy to keep you and
your families alive while this works its way through.

The only way the above can be done is to turn to Christ, If you
die here physically, you will have eternal salvation. If you
survive, then you will have eternal salvation and help others in
this world to survive.
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191. Zarathustra says:

May 16, 2023 at 4:18 am GMT • 2.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Robert Lindsay
Face the truth, Sarita, and Mala and some others are Indians
from Delhi.

 They get some baksheesh from the Jews.

Wizard of OZ, John Johnson J2 and some others are cadets at
MI6 learning to be propagandists.

 They are in London so they sleep during day and they are active
during night.

• Agree: Robert Lindsay
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192. Zarathustra says:
May 16, 2023 at 4:33 am GMT • 2.2 days ago   ↑
@Zarathustra
Sorry I forgot.

 The others you can find when they are complementing to
comments of these people.

 So far I did not see any Jew commenting here.
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193. Twinkie says:

May 16, 2023 at 5:00 am GMT • 2.1 days ago   ↑
@Ron Unz
https://www.unz.com/runz/assassinating-vladimir-
putin/#comment-5961165
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194. 24th Alabama says:

May 16, 2023 at 5:21 am GMT • 2.1 days ago   ↑
@Francis Miville
Biblical Derangement Syndrome?
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195. Petermx says:
May 16, 2023 at 5:33 am GMT • 2.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@anon
They raped two million German women at the end of World War
II, with many being gang raped in the most horrific way, and then
murdering and mutilating the woman’s body afterwards. Unlike
the 80 years of slanderous lies against the Germans, this is true
and has been covered up and ignored, except for one forgotten
German film made about it ten years ago.

• Replies: @Levtraro, @Odyssey
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196. Truth Vigilante says:

May 16, 2023 at 6:55 am GMT • 2.1 days ago   ↑
@Carlton Meyer
Thanks for that video featuring John Pilger.

He certainly had Barack Obama figured out. He said those
things very early in Obama’s first term.

 Pilger clearly saw through the facade and recognised Obama as
the fraud and ZOG puppet that he most assuredly was.
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197. Odyssey says:
May 16, 2023 at 8:57 am GMT • 2.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@anon
That’s what a circumcised Albanian Muslim goatbanger, a
member of a group without history, culture, religion, language,
morals, who wandered into Europe (Serbia) 1043 AC, says. This
group is not yet civilized, as Ottomans’ bashibozuk they
terrorized and raped Serbian Christians in Kosovo for hundreds
of years until today and their only economic activity today is
narco-trafficking thanks to their primitivism and herdic social
organisation.
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198. dimples says:

May 16, 2023 at 9:08 am GMT • 2.0 days ago   ↑
@Ron Unz
So you are saying that the CIA does all its assassinations off the
books then? What about the Chinese chap in Yidsrael whose
demise you recently speculated was a CIA job? Also off the
books I presume.

All the CIA employee on the books needs to do is suggest to an
off the books sub-contractor “Who will rid me of this turbulent
person?” and hand over a bag of untraceable C-notes.
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199. Levtraro says:
May 16, 2023 at 9:46 am GMT • 1.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Petermx

Unlike the 80 years of slanderous lies against the Germans, this is true and
has been covered up and ignored, except for one forgotten German film made
about it ten years ago.

You’re wrong. It’s not been covered up in the West. It’s been
discusssed by Western historians. It is well known that Nobel
prize winner Günter Gräss’ mother was raped by Soviet soldiers
when she was part of the German refugee mass of miserable
wrecks kicked out of Danzig.

• Disagree: Petermx
• Troll: JPS
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200. Ennui says:

May 16, 2023 at 9:47 am GMT • 1.9 days ago   ↑
@Chebyshev
You prove my point, Americans “must support the troops.” As
long as that attitude prevails, Americans deserve whatever their
elites do to them.

That cabal or whatever term you want to use would be
powerless in a non-Anglo society.

• Replies: @Robert Lindsay, @Chebyshev
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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201. peter mcloughlin says:
May 16, 2023 at 10:04 am GMT • 1.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
All parties to war believe they have truth on their side – certain
of victory. But much of what we think of as “fact” is propaganda
and impossible to verify: so it becomes myth. Only historic
pattern can reveal the truth – only it can predict the future. But
nobody accepts the prediction they don’t want.

 https://patternofhistory.wordpress.com/

• Replies: @Wizard of Oz
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
202. traducteur says:

May 16, 2023 at 10:11 am GMT • 1.9 days ago   ↑
Interestingly, this morning’a Guardian has an opinion piece
entitled “The EU should start planning now for Russia after
Putin”.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

203. Joe Paluka says:
May 16, 2023 at 11:25 am GMT • 1.9 days ago   ↑
@H. Ph. Vogel
Don’t forget Anna Lindh the Swedish foreign minister who was
assassinated in 2003, British MP’s Joe Cox and Sir David
Arness in 2016 and 2021 respectively.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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204. Anonymous[125] • Disclaimer says:
May 16, 2023 at 12:32 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Crimes against humanity is a term of art meaning “what Nazis
do.” Considering Hitler’s finicky aversion to germ warfare and
other barbarities, we need a new term of art meaning what CIA
does.

The CIA regime has one vital interest, impunity. Their invariant
conduct and policy is “What are ya gonna do about it?” CIA’s
common plan and conspiracy spans sneaky perfidious nickel-
and-dime stuff like assassination and sabotage, inhuman
treatment at industrial scale, and mass destruction weapons of
the most indiscriminate, even uncontrollable, sort. CIA’s use of
force in WW III is already total war justifying nuclear attack in
historical legal precedent. The question is not if but when.
Fortunately, as Hannah Arendt notes, totalitarian states are easy
to decapitate and replace. We could luck out with like 40 million
dead, if Shoigu’s in a good mood.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

205. krav says:
May 16, 2023 at 12:33 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago   ↑
ray mcgovern seems like a doddering old fool and i refuse to
even listen to any video quoting him!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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206. Anonymous[197] • Disclaimer says:
May 16, 2023 at 12:56 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago   ↑
Really, come on. You think Russia is going to let these psychos
run away and live to fight another day?

https://deliverypdf.ssrn.com/delivery.php?
ID=607074089082018068018115088003073100019000031052
064056118109014085029077069119120076045022127062105
116060074100124002075085069105018000043039100117105
100027119005123003044033106027079098023084028110017
114098109113120009100024088070020025098077017096001
&EXT=pdf&INDEX=TRUE
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207. Wizard of Oz says:
May 16, 2023 at 1:01 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@peter mcloughlin
That sounds wise until you think about it.

All parties to war believe they have truth on their side – certain of victory.

Well no. Not all Russian military people close to Putin or
German generals close to Hitler were “certain of victory: – far
from it.

More obviously, not a single Belgian in 1914 could have
expected victory against the Germans

Only historic pattern can reveal the truth – only it can predict the future.

That could be very helpful if there was any truth in it. So perhaps
you could encourage your readers by giving one example of a
historic pattern which revealed the truth and gave rise to a true
prediction of te future.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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208. Robert Lindsay says: • Website
May 16, 2023 at 1:17 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 700 Words   ↑
@Wizard of Oz

targeted poisonings such as those directed against the Skripals (“don’t think
you are going to get away with it” was the message), Navalny and Litvinenko.

LOL! None of these things happened. Nobody was dosed with
Novichok. If they were, they would be dead, period. The Skirpals
were dosed with BZ by the MI6 to frame Russia. They were
double agents anyway so they were expendable. The BZ was
found in their blood and their symptoms resembled BZ poisoing.

Novichok poisoning is fatal, period. Later, pure Novichok, not
weapons-grade, was added to the blood samples by Porton
Downs chemical warfare lab in the UK which produces chemical
weapons for the UK. It’s been proven that this was added later
on.

Remember how the story kept changing all the time? That’s how
you know it’s a false flag. In false flags, the stories keep
changing every day. If one lie fails, a new one is put out to see if
it works. It fails too and then a new one is put out. Remember
how many times the Skirpal story changed?

The Skirpals said that they wanted to go back to Russia. The
British refused to return them. Their relatives kept trying to
contact them but the British would not let them. Then both
Skirpals vanished off the face of the Earth.

The British said they were being hidden so Russia wouldn’t kill
them, when Russia had actually invited them back into the
country. They were last seen in the company of the British, who
said they were in a secure location. They have not been seen
since. People fear they may be dead. Where have the British
hidden these poor people?

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Robert+Lindsay
https://beyondhighbrow.com/
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Navalny was not poisoned with Novichok either. He had some
sort of a medical crisis and almost died. Extensive testing found
no Novichok or any other toxin in his blood. The West
demanded he be shipped to the West and he was sent to a
German hospital that works with German intelligence and NATO.

German intelligence, the BND, then reported that they found
Novichok in his blood where no one else had found any.
Russians asked to see the samples to check them but the Kraut
dogs refused. Then a phone conversation between the German
BND and a Baltic country was captured by Belarus and released
in which the BND said that the whole thing was a gigantic fake
and there was no Novichok.

Notice how that story kept changing too? If that Novichok had
been on that man’s underwear or in his water bottle in the hotel
room or any of the other fake places where they found it, that
man would have been dead. Period. And everyone around him
who breathed the fumes from that bottle in that room would be
dead too. And the people around him on that plane would be
dead from his underwear. That’s how strong that stuff is.

The man who invented Novichok saw a tape of Navalny in the
hospital three weeks later and said he had not been poisoned by
Novichok because at even 1/300th of a weapons grade dose, he
would have had pinpoint pupils even three weeks later, and he
did not.

The Litvinenko story, another fake with a double agent who the
UK apparently view as expendable, seems dubious. The retired
head of French intelligence recently stated that the British MI6
had poisoned Litvinenko themselves with polonium as a false
flag to blame on Russia. The Russians always denied and it
didn’t seem like something they would do. The Russians even
said that they did not care about Litvinenko themselves so there
was no reason to poison him.
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All of these poisonings were fakes! One was a real false flag that
killed the victim. The second one they were dosed with
something else and then lab results were tampered with, then
the victims were disappeared or murdered. In the third case,
nobody was poisoned at all. A man had a medical crisis which
was changed to a fake poisoning plot and then lab results were
again reportedly tampered with, but there was no way to check
as the West would not put the samples out for review.

I always thought Russia would not murder dissidents, especially
overseas, with toxins. They had never done it before and even
the Soviets never stooped that low.

• Replies: @John Johnson
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
209. Robert Lindsay says: • Website

May 16, 2023 at 1:18 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago   ↑
@Ennui
I concur. We deserve all the hatred we get from the rest of the
world.

• Replies: @RadicalCenter
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
210. Poupon Marx says:

May 16, 2023 at 1:28 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago   ↑
@Alden
Correct. All of this was financed and directed by the Pritzler
Family of Chicago, whose degenerate member is now Grubener
of Illinoise. They are as evil as Jewish Bolshiviks get.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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Subscribe to New Columns
211. John Johnson says:

May 16, 2023 at 3:08 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@PUTINFAN
You are famous Trump antagonist Jean Carroll’s husband and
you are using your real name here. Sorry for you but Mr. Orange
Man Bad has no money in his name and you will never collect a
dime. But it is Great Theatre.

Well that’s a new one. The most recent theory is that I’m a
Minnesota Nord and possibly Ukrainian.

The problem with your theory is that I voted for Trump twice and
am deeply against the Republican establishment. That’s in my
history here and I have many posts describing why I believed
Trump was the better candidate. I was also quite critical of
Trump fans for ignoring polling data in his reelection attempt as I
was concerned that he would lose. I’ve actually been ex-
communicated by a few people for voting for Trump. Yes even to
this day.

I’m also not a boomer and am quite critical of them. That’s also
in my history. I do admire Unz but the rest of the lot should be
airdropped in Zimbabwe where they can work out their
competing right/left race denial theories.

But I will give your accusation points for originality. I’ll add it to
the list.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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212. che guava says:
May 16, 2023 at 3:17 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Commentator Mike
You are correct on phosgene, though it was very seldom used
and only late in the history of over a century ago.

The nerve agents were not developed by ‘Nazis’ but by German
chemists, and as I correctly state, never used because
Chancellor Hitler had ordered non-use, although there was a
large stockpile that, if it had been used at certain points, would
have been very effective in military terms.

Another irony is that the post-war traitor, Albert Speer, had
almost certainly been the coordinator of the stockpiles.

Of course, the Yanks and Brits had no compunctions about
endlessly terror-bombing civilian populations, when the mainly
Jews running the Yanks made a couple of atomic bombs that
they wanted to drop on Berlin, but they couldn’t because
Germany had already fallen, they had no compunctions about
dropping them on two cities in Japan.

A balance to consider.

• Agree: Commentator Mike
• Replies: @John Johnson
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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213. Robert Lindsay says: • Website
May 16, 2023 at 3:17 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Badger Down
The reason the British did this and Ukraine, the US and the rest
of the NATO Nazis signed on is because all of that DU
cancerous radiation was going to be polluting the Donetsk,
Lugansk, Zaporozhye, and Kherson regions which Russia has
annexed and are full of Russian ethnic “separs” or separatists,
who, according to NATO Nazi logic, all deserve to be killed,
following Ukrainian Nationalist Nazi rhetoric.

It wasn’t their own people who would be getting cancer. It would
be those scummy Moskals and a number of Ukronazis have
already stated that 2-3 million Russian “separs” in the East can
either choose to leave or be killed, as they are “superfluous.”

You can’t kill enough Russians to please the Western Nazis, so
they signed on to the project.

Notice that Serbia and Iraq also got polluted to Hell with this
radiation? We don’t pollute our own countries with it! We only
pollute our enemies’ lands!

Notice how wicked the British dogs are being now? They’re
worse than the Americans. The British hate Russians way more
than Americans do and the hatred goes back much further, all
the way back to the 1800’s. It’s the hate that’s lasted forever,
rivalry between two vast empires.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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214. Vonu says:
May 16, 2023 at 3:17 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Given that Russia’s ICBMs are hypersonic, the bulk of the
population of all NATO countries would be exterminated in well
under one hour, especially since there has been a Russian
ballistic missile submarine stationed just outside our east coast
territorial limit since we started surreptitiously funding and
supplying the increasingly desperate Ukrainian defense to the
unfortunate but completely justifiable Russian SMO.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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215. John Johnson says:
May 16, 2023 at 3:25 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Robert Lindsay

targeted poisonings such as those directed against the Skripals (“don’t think
you are going to get away with it” was the message), Navalny and Litvinenko.

LOL! None of these things happened. Nobody was dosed with
Novichok. If they were, they would be dead, period

They survive when the dose isn’t high enough.
 https://arstechnica.com/science/2020/09/novichok-how-are-

victims-surviving-poisoning/

Putin uses Novichok and Polonium as calling cards. They aren’t
available to the public and we all know the origin.

Putin also kills people the old fashioned way:
 Russians that have fallen out of windows since the start of the

Ukraine war:
 https://www.newsweek.com/full-list-russians-fall-windows-putin-

ukraine-war-1781790

It’s really sad that you went from being an insightful
independent-left racial realist to defending a mass murdering
dwarf. I once considered you to be one of the most original
bloggers. We need people like you to think outside the status
quo. We don’t need defenders of a mass murdering dwarf and
his orc invasion that is currently failing.

• Replies: @Boba Lazarević, @the Man Behind the Curtain
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216. Ron Unz says:
May 16, 2023 at 3:53 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Twinkie

One of the most notable things discovered from the recent intelligence leaks
is that the U.S. intelligence community appears to have penetrated and has a
much clearer look into the Russian military (largely through SIGINT)

Aren’t you assuming that the leaked documents are accurate
about the internal Russian military information they provide?
Why would you be sure about that? Obviously, the Ukrainian
casualty figures are totally fraudulent, telling our government
what it wants to hear, so I’d think the Russian info might be just
as unreliable.

By the way, Mr. Unz, you wrote over two months ago that, if Ukraine will have
collapsed “in a month or two,” Douglas MacGregor will have been proven
right. I checked in with you a month ago and now the second month is up.
Has Ukraine collapsed yet?

Nope, I’m still waiting.

The very long-awaited Ukrainian counter-offense seems to be
similarly delayed, and Macgregor says that the same factor is
responsible in both cases, namely that the thick mud makes
major armored attacks almost impossible until it dries. Maybe
he’s just providing a convenient excuse but maybe not.

• Replies: @Wizard of Oz, @the Man Behind the Curtain,
@Twinkie
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217. Xafer says:
May 16, 2023 at 4:11 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@anonymous
I found Ron’s use of We very insightful. The dichotomy between
public and government promotes impunity for crime by
encouraging moral bystander effect.

I realized it few years ago incidentally. It was some news scene
of a bombed out city by US aggression and there were some
relief workers distributing goods in packages by US Aid. It was
almost funny… One hands gives and the other takes away.
What was written on the packages was even funnier- From the
American people. I thought-the statement would be complete if it
was: From American people, through a C.I.A conduit!

Secondly. there is no justification in a democracy for people to
distance themselves from the actions of their government.

Also, as for education that we don’t do assassinations, maybe
not directly. But by fomenting adversarial groups and institutions
against each other in a country, arming them, and allowing them
to assassinate leaders is still very applicable. Very recent
examples include Hassan Morsi, Qaddafi & Bashar al-Assad,
almost (Thanks to Russians for the stitch in time).

• Replies: @John Johnson, @Chebyshev
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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218. dhdhd says:
May 16, 2023 at 4:42 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Putin is assassinating his own people, along with Zelenski. I
guess it’s a removal of their less upwardly mobile/rural
population while their city-dwelling bourgeoisie can either pay
their way out of military service or be excused (school
exemption?) I’ve seen enough ‘nothing is happening I’m so
happy’ Instagram photos of urban Russian girls with their guy
friends to conclude with this assessment.

 100s of thousands of white military aged men dead or maimed
across Europe, most either being rural youngsters or fervent
nationalists. who will replace them? Will Israelis relocate to
Ukraine?

• Replies: @Robert Lindsay
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219. Chebyshev says:
May 16, 2023 at 4:51 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Ennui

Americans “must support the troops.” As long as that attitude prevails,
Americans deserve whatever their elites do to them.

Why wouldn’t the typical American support the troops? Don’t
ordinary people in all countries support their troops?

Every Jesuslander who now thinks the wars in the Middle East
were bad presumably blames Bush and/or Obama for them, not
the troops themselves.

That cabal or whatever term you want to use would be powerless in a non-
Anglo society.

There’s no non-Anglo country that has been a global
hyperpower. The neocons need to operate within a supremely
powerful country like the U.S. in order to do their thing.

Regardless, if the neocons hadn’t been in power over the last 30
years, then America wouldn’t have fought or provoked any of the
wars it did. They need to be removed from power.

• Replies: @Ennui
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220. John Johnson says:
May 16, 2023 at 4:55 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@che guava
Of course, the Yanks and Brits had no compunctions about
endlessly terror-bombing civilian populations

Hitler was terror bombing London while claiming he wanted an
end to the war.

His V-1s and V-2s were aimed at London instead of military
targets.

In fact he would have done far more damage to the military if he
bombed the harbors.

Both sides were guilty in bombing civilian populations.

• Replies: @che guava
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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221. John Johnson says:
May 16, 2023 at 5:03 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Xafer
Also, as for education that we don’t do assassinations, maybe
not directly. But by fomenting adversarial groups and institutions
against each other in a country, arming them, and allowing them
to assassinate leaders is still very applicable. Very recent
examples include Hassan Morsi, Qaddafi & Bashar al-Assad,
almost (Thanks to Russians for the stitch in time).

Would you be fine with us selling weapons to those groups on
the cheap and then claiming to be apolitical?

Maybe we should just take the Russian route and proclaim
neutrality as M-16s show up in every Arab rebellion.

Qaddafi was a bastard and his people would have gotten him
without our help. They stormed his palace with their own
weapons. They chose to murder him instead of having him stand
trial.

That is the creep that kept people he executed in giant freezers
as trophies. He would go in and talk to them as mockery of their
death.

The US is not the cause of all problems. Psychopaths like
Qaddafi predate the existence of America. Sometimes the
people get fed up and go after them. Syrians would vote to
remove their unwanted royalty and also the Russians if they had
the choice.

• Replies: @Xafer, @Ennui
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222. RadicalCenter says:
May 16, 2023 at 5:12 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago   ↑
@Robert Lindsay
Agreed wholeheartedly. When we visit Turkey, we speak in basic
Turkish and also say that we’re Canadian when asked. (They
typically know from our accent that we are english-speakers, no
getting around that.)

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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223. Incisive One says:

May 16, 2023 at 5:21 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Wizard of Oz

being contrary to so much else on by RU

At UR we have this notion called Free Speech, which in turn
leads to contradictory views. We don’t need permission.

On this subject matter, UR is not a primary source, it is merely
somewhat to the right of the media narrative. So that my post
contradicts the malstream, is no surprise.

Best research thus far

Russian wand Ukrainian websites and Telegram channels are
primary sources. Noting that Ron dismisses some Western
websites.
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224. Zarathustra says:
May 16, 2023 at 5:40 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago   ↑
So what really happened.

Zelensky went Orifice (not oracle ((too far)) and did ask the
question.

 Orifice answer was If you go to war you will destroy great
country.

 And Zelensky did say: I do not give a shit about USA I only want
more money.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

225. Chebyshev says:
May 16, 2023 at 5:57 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Xafer

Secondly. there is no justification in a democracy for people to distance
themselves from the actions of their government.

Of course there is. The neocons in the government formulating
our foreign policy have not been elected.

Public opinion is shaped by the unelected mainstream media,
which is allied with the neocons, and the public *still* elected
the less neoconservative of the two options presented to them in
2000, 2008, 2016.

• Replies: @Xafer
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226. Boba Lazarević says:
May 16, 2023 at 6:13 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@John Johnson
Russia is not the only place where Novichok is being produced.
You’re just parroting the lies from the Guardian and other
Western garbage press without a modicum of questioning. The
formulas (there’s eight known variants of Novichok) are so old
and known by now that probably everyone who needed them
have them.

If Putin “kills people the old-fashioned way”, as you claim, and it
works without fail, why would he ever want to resort to some
exotic poison, known only by it’s Russian name, that already
failed twice, that would implicate him straight away and put him
in the public spotlight like an amateur?

Or polonium, for that matter? Why would he use such an
expensive and attention-grabbing thing like that to clandestinely
kill unimportant people, for crying out loud?

The answer is – he wouldn’t and he didn’t. If you can’t see the
obvious Western frame-up, you’re beyond help. Then again, all
Putin-haters are beyond help.

• Replies: @John Johnson, @Robert Lindsay
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227. Xafer says:

May 16, 2023 at 6:57 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago   ↑
@Chebyshev
Agree about 2000 & 2016. Not so sure about 2008.
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228. Joe Paluka says:
May 16, 2023 at 7:20 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@HT
The days of the total control of the ruling establishment are
coming to an end and they know it, but they can’t stop. They
have no brakes, they’re programming tells them to kill, maim and
destroy, it’s all they can do. Most of the world is rising up against
them and as the US loses power, so do they. The writing’s on
the wall for all to see.
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229. John Johnson says:
May 16, 2023 at 7:26 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Boba Lazarević
Russia is not the only place where Novichok is being produced.

I said we all know the origin.

We know the origin because Russian opposition leaders and
critics are the ones that are poisoned.

People in the US and Britain don’t randomly get killed by
Novichok and Polonium. It’s obviously a Russian affair and
especially given that his critics “just happen” to come down with
a case of Novichok after trying to flee.

You seem to trust a dwarf dictator who started this war by lying
and claiming it was all a training exercise.

I’ll go with the opinion of the Russian opposition. It’s obvious to
everyone that Putin is afraid of competition and accountability.
He just sent a journalist to 25 years in a hard labor prison for
criticizing the war:

 https://www.cbsnews.com/news/russia-ukraine-war-critic-
vladimir-kara-murza-prison-sentence-opposition-vladimir-putin/

If Putin “kills people the old-fashioned way”, as you claim

It’s not something I merely claim. I linked to an article that lists
the number of Russians that have fallen from windows since the
war started.

Maybe you think they are all accidents.

There are former allies of Putin that describe him as a ruthless
tyrant that kills the opposition.

Are they lying as well?

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=John+Johnson
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Your days of delusion are slowly coming to an end. His Jewish
chef has supposedly consorted with the enemy. This would be a
good time to quit defending the dwarf and move on.

Or polonium, for that matter? Why would he use such an
expensive and attention-grabbing thing like that to clandestinely
kill unimportant people, for crying out loud?

It’s a calling card and threat to potential critics. What do you
want him to do? Have the opposition shot and brag about it on
TV? He still tries to maintain an image for his followers. His core
support comes from ex-USSR boomers that watch State TV and
think he is Orthodox. They are easily fooled with the suggestion
that it could all be a conspiracy and not the will of Putin.

• Thanks: Wizard of Oz
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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230. Robert Lindsay says: • Website
May 16, 2023 at 8:18 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Zarathustra
Thx!

What about Me Jew Jew (Mejojo) or whatever it’s name is?

Face the truth, Sarita, and Mala and some others are Indians from Delhi.

They get some baksheesh from the Jews.

Yes the fascist Hindus in India are in very deep with the fascist
Jews in Israel. They share some basic hatreds, mostly of
Muslims whom they both despise. They both also hate
Christians to one degree or another. Most Jews don’t particularly
hate Christians, but I doubt if they are all that wild about them.
But those fascists in Israels, a lot of them definitely hate
Christians, especially the Orthodox, who are poisonous as any
other dangerous idiot fundamentalist.

I don’t really care about dumb people or stupid people. Hey
some people are born a little short in the brains department. It’s
ok. There’s a place in the world for someone like that. What I
don’t like are dangerous idiots and dangerous retards, which
much of the human race is at any time, and most of the West
have turned into now. In fact it is so unpleasant that I finally
actually look forward to the day I don’t have to bear their
presence anymore.

• Thanks: Zarathustra
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231. Anonymous[423] • Disclaimer says:
May 16, 2023 at 8:21 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
@Miro23

So it’s the USA or nothing. They’re locked into the place, generating the
prediction that they’ll convert it into the most extreme dictatorship, disposing
of all dissent.

It’s amazing how often a simple and obvious truth remains
unknown until it is clearly stated.

Right, Judaism is locked out of most of the world, and now it’s
losing the US as well (or perhaps has lost it, see:
https://www.takimag.com/article/hollywoods-jews-get-their-
wandering-papers/ ). The alliance between Saudi Arabia and
Iran, coupled with the in process decline of US power and
probable decline in world trade, is pretty much the end of Israel.

Judaism’s power might just barely manage a retreat to South
America. It has already been ejected from Africa, where it
apparently hoped to retain its influence in the Union of South
Africa.

There is a species of Electric Eel lives in seasonal ponds. They
dry up every year. The eel burrows into bottom mud, while there
is any, and wraps itself in a sort of water-tight envelope while the
mud is still liquid. It then estivates until the next rainy season.
The genetic record of the Ashkenazi suggests that it did much
the same after the Kitos War (~115) and the subsequent Bar
Kochbar revolt ( https://www.grunge.com/997034/how-the-kitos-
war-reignited-conflict-between-the-jewish-community-and-rome/
) discredited Judaism in the Roman Empire, and the subsequent
centuries long decline of the Western Roman provinces led to an
Ashkenazi genetic bottleneck of around 300 at around AD 700 (
https://systemsbiology.columbia.edu/news/study-sheds-light-on-
ashkenazi-jewish-genome-and-ancestry ) , which was long after
Western Europe had been lost to Constantinople, about the time
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that the Islamic expansion into Europe was ended by Charlie the
Hammer (Charles Martel), and about a Century after Pope
Gregory the Great made a Europe-wide
influence/communication net for the Roman Catholic Church
(RCC), establishing RCC as the dominant religion in at least
Western Europe and Italy.

Apparently this “exploit the area until you get a strong reaction”
business has been going on for quite some time (
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/11/30/science/ashkenazi-jews-
genetic-history.html ), in which case the loss of the USA with no
place to go save for a bolt hole or two would just be part of
Judaism’s life-cycle.

Once Darwin’s granddaughter asked him “Why does it have to
be so brutal?”. Good question.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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232. Robert Lindsay says: • Website
May 16, 2023 at 8:35 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
@Boba Lazarević
I’m not sure if Novichok has ever been used as a chemical
warfare agent to attack or kill a single soul other than the
accidental poisoning of one of the scientists who discovered it.
IOW, it’s never even been used!

I’d like to see some good evidence of these Novichok poisonings
from somewhere other than the lying Nazi NATO countries and
their controlled press machines.

I’m not even sure about Putin having people killed. I think he did
have some spies killed who were double agents. That doesn’t
surprise me at all. But I’ve never heard of him being implicated
in any other deaths.

He didn’t kill that opposition guy outside the Kremlin. Chechens
did that.

I went through the list of journalists killed in Russia, and the rate
of their killing was far higher under Yeltsin than it was under
Putin. Most of it was connected to the Chechen Wars. The rate
went way down under Putin. I could not connect him to any
journalist death other than possibly one, and there were over
100 listed. Most were killed by common criminals or organized
crime and quite a few seem to have been offed by local
politicians at the municipal, state, and regional level.

I’m quite sure that either Putin or his allies has journalists beaten
up though. I’m aware of one obvious case.

The problem is that everyone making these claims are NATO
Nazis or the Russian opposition, both of which are the most
incredible liars. Both have already told countless lies about Putin

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Robert+Lindsay
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and Russia even if we only look at the last year. I’d really like to
see a look at this question from an unbiased source or better
yet, a pro-Putin source.

Putin is giving people what they want, no? He has 83% approval
ratings. That’s nothing to shake a stick at. It looks like Russians
are quite happy with his type of governance. Who am I to
complain. National sovereignty. People have a right to run their
countries in any way they see fit as long as they are not
committing mass human rights violations against their own
people.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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233. Wizard of Oz says:

May 16, 2023 at 8:58 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Philip Kraske
Are you in a position to give an accurate account of what ALL
the Western MSM said wrt false flag and how they approached
it? Of course not.But even seen through your prejudices did you
notice the variations in approach and who was actually asserting
‘false flag” and why?

Does it occur to you that what was undoubtedly false and a clear
set up for Russian threats was a mere popcorn firework attack
on a vast edifice in the most visible TV viewable way that never
had the slightest chance of killing Putin? C’mon: switch the brain
on.
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234. Xafer says:
May 16, 2023 at 8:59 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@John Johnson
Maybe read Gen. Wesley Clark’s “Winning Modern Wars”.
Served as supreme allied commander Europe. He clearly stated
in the book published in 2003 a Wishlist of seven countries that
will be taken down. Read that list. And see what happened in
each of it after 2003.

https://libgen.is/book/index.php?
md5=87F9141921B7773CE9C454F531E77ADD

Also Aaron Good’s “American Exception: Empire & the Deep
State” is an excellent source.

https://libgen.is/book/index.php?
md5=EFD22DF4C6B472ACC961EDDD9A443804

I have appended links for the books hosted at library genesis
freely. Collectively, these both books have about 20 instances,
maybe you can find a bastard to fit the bill for each of these
twenty instances.
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235. Wizard of Oz says:
May 16, 2023 at 9:08 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago   ↑
@John Johnson
An intriguing thought Just as the poisonings by Novachuk (?
spelling )

 and polonium are clear message sending so is defenestration.
One or even two might be coincidence but lots of them sends a
message.

• Replies: @mulga mumblebrain
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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236. Wizard of Oz says:

May 16, 2023 at 9:17 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago   ↑
@Incisive One
I. the time you took to emit that superfluous exercise in what
amounted less to free speech than to a brain fart could you not
have put forward your evidence and reasoning for your claim?
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237. QCIC says:

May 16, 2023 at 9:46 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago   ↑
@Anonymous
Didn’t DeSantis have a hand in this?
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238. che guava says:
May 16, 2023 at 10:09 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@John Johnson
This after how many bomber raids on Germany at night for how
many years?

Also, by the time the V I appeared, I think Hitler would long have
given up on ending hostilities with GB, although it had earlier
been his strategic goal and desire, and really, the aim had been
to have none.

Even allowing the Dunkirk evacuation was a graceful gesture in
that direction.

• Agree: Truth Vigilante
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239. ariadna says:

May 16, 2023 at 10:33 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Skeptikal
“One wonders whether Jeffrey Sachs has any regrets regarding
his role in fleecing Russia in the 1990s.

 Has he ever publicly discussed his role?”

No regrets. Not in his DNA. He explained that the reason things
went awry in Russia was that the Russians did not follow all of
his directives…
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240. Pierre de Craon says:
May 16, 2023 at 10:34 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Alden
Thank you for these instructive comments. They might help a
few people understand that it is wrong to routinely assume that a
white Gentile is ipso facto a Christian. Unfortunately, offhand
slandering of Christians is a popular sport hereabouts. It has no
shortage of either players or enthusiastic spectators.

Although I have profited greatly from many of Carlton Meyers’s
videos, hearing John Pilger complain about Obama amounted to
eavesdropping on a disagreement over tactics at the
socialist/communist family dinner table. Neither one of them
gives a damn about actual white Americans.
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241. ariadna says:

May 16, 2023 at 10:46 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Sir Launcelot Canning
You have a point. Hard to figure the answer.

 Perhaps, paradoxically, only when sufficiently Judaized, well
imbued with the burning judaic spirit of vengeance, will the
deplorables of the world be able to produce strong avengers to
strike at the neocons

 —
 It is “high value” not “high quality” targets.
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242. Wizard of Oz says:
May 16, 2023 at 11:12 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Ron Unz
Have you seen mud in recent videos? I have ‘t seen anything g
to suggest that the Ukraians are not taking it steadily seeking
rewarding bites wherever opportunities are detected, hammering
logistics and forcing Russian forces into inferior defensive
positions. Crimea is an obvious target but maybe too obvious
and the Crimean campaign might be counted a success if the
destruction of the Kersch bridge was completed. Maybe for the
Ukrainians it is enough to get the Russians bogged down for
another winter well behind most of their existing defense
positions and with supplies and logistics badly damaged.

• Replies: @peterAUS, @Zarathustra, @mulga mumblebrain,
@Robert Lindsay
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243. Anonymous[237] • Disclaimer says:
May 16, 2023 at 11:19 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Right, QCIC re 250, DeSantis was a torture shyster, producing
what the HRC calls “legal pretexts for manifestly illegal acts.” He
decided when and why they slit your dick or bury you alive or
drown you or freeze you or stuff socks down your throat and
asphyxiate you.

When the treaty bodies, charter bodies, and special procedures
called CIA torture systematic and widespread, formally
designating it a crime against humanity, they specifically
extended command responsibility to CIA billboard lawyers like
DeSantis. Since there’s no statute of limitations on crimes
against humanity, Russia can sweep up all the DeSantis-type
torture cowards and stuff em in the Black Dolphin, when the war
is done.

Can’t wait to see the scumbag in the glass booth at Khabarovsk
II, squirming his lips in sadness at getting caught.
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244. peterAUS says:
May 17, 2023 at 12:10 am GMT • 1.3 days ago   ↑
@Wizard of Oz

• Replies: @mulga mumblebrain, @Wizard of Oz
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245. Le Sage says:

May 17, 2023 at 12:58 am GMT • 1.3 days ago   ↑
The following two high-profile assassination attempts in
European history that come to my mind were that on the Tzar
Paul I of Russia in March 1801, which was successful, and on
Napoleon by French royalists in exile in December 1800. In both
cases the British intelligence was involved.
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246. Ennui says:
May 17, 2023 at 1:07 am GMT • 1.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Chebyshev
Nope, worshiping soldiers is a new phenomenon, and taken to
its extreme in the US. Jewish propagandists have played a role,
but WASPs were right there with them building up the myth,
unless Teddy Roosevelt and Randolph Hearst and the
organizers of the Grand Army of the Republic were crypto-jews.

Old Chinese proverb, nails are not made from good iron, and
soldiers not made from good men.

• Replies: @Chebyshev
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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247. mulga mumblebrain says:

May 17, 2023 at 1:11 am GMT • 1.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@peterAUS
Top Level has a ‘friend’ who tells him that he has an
‘acquaintance’, at the very highest level, you understand (wink,
wink, nudge, nudge-say no more)who assures him that he has a
Ukrainian business partner (human organs apparently-
booming!)whose second cousin’s girlfriend says that one of her
customers, a ‘big-wig’ in the Banderite regime, says that it has
ALREADY happened, and the Ukrainians are in the Kremlin, as
we type. All that Russian stuff is just ‘deep fakes’.

• LOL: Levtraro
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248. Ennui says:
May 17, 2023 at 1:16 am GMT • 1.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@John Johnson
Who is going to pay for those M-16s? Oh, the Saudis or
Emiratis? The good guys, amirite? Starving Yemeni babies can
be ignored, I guess.

But you know who will also probably fund those rebels under the
guise of “neutrality”? Us and the Mossad. But you are fine with
that, Johnson, because you are a neocon.

You just can’t get enough of people fighting for their freedom,
amirite? And the rebels and the people are always good and
noble, amirite?
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249. Zarathustra says:

May 17, 2023 at 1:21 am GMT • 1.3 days ago   ↑
@ariadna
If I may I respectfully disagree.

 Society is ruled by trends. Trends have a ratio of growth. If the
ratio of grow reach certain gradient than it is impossible to stop
by ruling class.
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250. Zarathustra says:
May 17, 2023 at 2:00 am GMT • 1.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Wizard of Oz
Please stop dreaming and blabbing. Fist you should realize that
Russia is fighting with about ten percent of it strength. Maybe
even less. Uki is fighting with 1oo percent of its strength plus
foreign legions and all NATO armaments.

 Second Russia knows what is doing. Russia now decided to
depopulate Kiev.

 You must know that Rockets are cheap shit and so they are
increasing their productions.

 Kiev now is in real trouble.
 Now imagine yourself going to sleep every night and you do not

know if you will wake up in the morning.
 The result of it will be that Kiev population will move to safe

place which will be Poland.

• Agree: Radicalcenter
• LOL: Wizard of Oz
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251. mulga mumblebrain says:
May 17, 2023 at 2:07 am GMT • 1.3 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Wizard of Oz
The wishful thinking of a true Banderite fan-boy. You can almost
hear Top Level’s grand-pappy, in 1942, mumbling that the
Fuhrer’s beloved Sixth Army was proceeding cautiously, grinding
the Moskali Communist cockroaches to dust in Stalingrad.
Taking their time, detecting ‘opportunities’, forcing the dreaded
Russians back into defensive positions.

 When one considers the frantic, hysterical, dedication of
Anglosphere Rightists like Top Level to the neo-facist, Banderite
cause you must recollect that much of the Anglosphere would
gladly have supported Hitler et al. And, after WWII, wherever
there was some pseudo-fascist, tin-pot, butcher despot eg
Pinochet, Videla, Banzer, Rios Montt, Batista, Somoza, Duvalier,
Mobutu, Savimbi, Kagame, Sadat, Saddam, the Shah, Thieu,
Diem, Rhee, Suharto, Zia etc ad infinitum, there was the West,
led by the USA, with its Five Eyes buddies following like jackals,
supporting them all the way.

 I remember well how the Top Levels of the day, for decades,
supported apartheid South Africa with vigour, as they support
the Jewish apartheid State today. It is NO wonder that the
Banderite fascists enjoy Top Level et al’s febrile support today-
fascists recognise their own. Always have, always will.
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252. mulga mumblebrain says:
May 17, 2023 at 2:15 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Wizard of Oz
Novichok, patented in the USA, able to be produced in any
University chem lab. The Skripal laugh?? Only a fool or a fraud
(here we have both) takes that as anything but garbage. Look up
Polonium 210 poisoning, Toppers. First noted in the 50s, if I
recollect correct, at Dimona, in Israel. And where has it been
found? Why in Yasser Arafat’s clothes, after his ‘mysterious’
demise. Before the Western MSM loyally Memory Holed that,
they tried saying that Po 210 is a medical diagnostic substance,
a laughable Big Lie worthy of Top Level himself. And
defenestration was first in the CIA assassination manual
exposed by the Church Committee.
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253. JasonT says:

May 17, 2023 at 3:21 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Ennui
This is precisely why the U.S. is finished, and the rest of the
English speaking world with it. The average WASP is either too
stupid to see what is happening to their culture or to weak to
stand up and fight. And those who see and are strong are too
few.
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254. Ron Unz says:
May 17, 2023 at 3:31 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Skeptikal

One wonders whether Jeffrey Sachs has any regrets regarding his role in
fleecing Russia in the 1990s.

Has he ever publicly discussed his role?

This subject has already come up here numerous times and
Sachs has discussed it himself in several of his interviews, so
apparently you haven’t been paying any attention. Here’s one of
the more recent links:

https://www.unz.com/runz/standing-upright-amid-a-sea-of-lies/?
showcomments#comment-5813254

I have the impression that you’re just a typically ignorant activist-
type, who probably knows very little about what happened in
1990s Russia excerpt perhaps through an article or two in the
Nation or maybe the Naomi Klein book. I’m hardly an expert
myself, but Sachs’ explanation seems sincere and plausible to
me.

More importantly, the Russians themselves obviously have 100x
the detailed knowledge of the disaster that befell their country
under Yeltsin, and yet they always seem to treat Sachs in a very
respectful and friendly manner. If Sachs had any significant
share of the blame, why would they act that way?

• Agree: Levtraro, Dnought
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255. Robert Lindsay says: • Website
May 17, 2023 at 4:03 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@dhdhd
Assasinating his own people? What on Earth are you on about?

I guess it’s a removal of their less upwardly mobile/rural
population while their city-dwelling bourgeoisie can either pay
their way out of military service or be excused (school
exemption?)

There’s no way that Putin or anyone in his government would
ever think like this.
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256. Robert Lindsay says: • Website

May 17, 2023 at 4:13 am GMT • 1.2 days ago   ↑
@Wizard of Oz
LOL! Ukraine is winning! What’s with these clowns? What planet
are they on anyway? Hope springs eternal I guess.
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257. Wizard of Oz says:
May 17, 2023 at 4:19 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@peterAUS
Thanks. What makes me really sad is that a brilliant young and
middle aged man can turn into the elderly Ron Unz who can
prefer listening to his motley crew of misfits at the expense of
dismissing honest commentators like Ben Hidges with a
ridiculous assertion that he had referred to Russia’s “invasion” or
“attack on” Georgia when almost everyone uses that shorthand.

• Replies: @peterAUS, @Ron Unz
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258. Odyssey says:

May 17, 2023 at 4:25 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Petermx
Have you heard about the American rape of German women or
you are afraid to mention that? Do you know how the Americans
managed the camps where the Germans were imprisoned?
Have you heard of Morgenthau’s plan to destroy the German
state and disintegrate the German nation? Who saved the
Germans from destruction?

Russians! The Russians twice saved the Germans from
destruction. You are already a known member of the German
panzer brigade, which is collectively the stupidest on this site.
You are even dumber than that circumcised Muslim goatbanger
and narco dealer whose comment you are replying to.
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259. Wizard of Oz says:
May 17, 2023 at 4:32 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Ron Unz
Have you definitively worked out what Bill Browder is good for
and what not. I have read plenty of quibbles as, e.g. about
whether Magnitsky was really a lawyer, but I have never seen
evidence that he was one of the oligarch clique ripping off the
ordinary Russian sucker instead of the activist investment
manager that he certainly became. At the very least he has been
persuasive to a lot of people round the world who are
professionally cynical.
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260. Chebyshev says:
May 17, 2023 at 5:25 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Ennui
Ok, but the Chinese national anthem glorifies the soldiers who
fought against the Japanese during their occupation of
Manchuria. I think reverence for soldiers is pretty common
across countries.

Yes, American worship of the military went into especially high
gear because of 9/11. You can thank the overwhelmingly Jewish
neocons in the Bush administration for 9/11:

https://www.unz.com/runz/american-pravda-911-conspiracy-
theories/

https://www.unz.com/runz/seeking-9-11-truth-after-twenty-years/

The key neocons responsible for our Ukraine policy are Victoria
Nuland, Jake Sullivan, and Antony Blinken – 2 out of 3 Jewish!
Nobody voted for these people.

The set of elected officials we do get to vote for is determined by
a heavily Jewish group of megadonors, and the candidates have
to make sure whatever they say about foreign affairs won’t get
them demonized in the heavily Jewish media.

https://www.unz.com/pgiraldi/americas-jews-are-driving-
americas-wars/

https://www.takimag.com/article/truth-or-trope/

Yes, Evangelicals are cheerleaders for Israel, but they aren’t
actually important in the crafting of U.S. foreign policy.
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261. the Man Behind the Curtain says:
May 17, 2023 at 5:31 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@John Johnson

They survive when the dose isn’t high enough.
 https://arstechnica.com/science/2020/09/novichok-how-are-victims-surviving-

poisoning/

I think John Johnson is right about this one as I have a Russian
friend who moved to California who believes he was poisoned
after visiting Russia and saying the wrong things. It’s healthy not
to idealize Putin and Russia even if you don’t trust the MSM and
think the American regime needs attitude adjustment (it is
currently ruled by a bunch of spoiled sissies, after all).

• Replies: @Robert Lindsay
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262. the Man Behind the Curtain says:

May 17, 2023 at 5:33 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Ron Unz

Nope, I’m still waiting.

A lot of people expected the American civil war to be over
quickly. In the end the Union (analogous to Russia as it is the
bigger of the two combatants) won, but it took four bloody years
even though the capital of the Confederacy was just down the
road from Washington. Probably a similar situation in this
conflict.
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263. the Man Behind the Curtain says:
May 17, 2023 at 5:47 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Ron Unz

More importantly, the Russians themselves obviously have 100x the detailed
knowledge of the disaster that befell their country under Yeltsin, and yet they
always seem to treat Sachs in a very respectful and friendly manner. If Sachs
had any significant share of the blame, why would they act that way?

Looks like Jeffery Sachs has a plausible explanation in his own
words. According to him, after helping implement a successful
economic turnaround plan in Poland, he was invited to join a
similar team of advisors in Russia in the early 90s. Ultimately,
while the looting of the Russian economy did happen, Dr. Sachs
says he argued for larger amounts of Western aid to Russia
which never materialized. Whether this is sincere or merely
blame-deflecting subtlety I don’t know. In any case here is
Jeffery Sachs’ paper, “What I did in Russia”:

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5d59c0bdfff8290001f869d
1/t/5ed7d8e248deea6dbee5d577/1591204091062/Sachs+%282
012%29_What+I+did+in+Russia.pdf
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264. peterAUS says:
May 17, 2023 at 6:22 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Wizard of Oz
Stopped paying attention to all those types after Kharkov
counter-offensive.

 The grifters make money; the followers desperately need some
hopium.

Don’t find this “push” (Zaporizhzhia) much interesting either.

What will be interesting is, as the General mentioned, “shaping”
the Crimea. Not so much on the battlefield (he explained it well)
but its effect on the internal Russian power dynamics.

I expect harder clampdown on dissidents, nationalists in
particular. How will it work for the current cabal in Kremlin, or
not, well, we’ll see.
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265. Twinkie says:
May 17, 2023 at 6:42 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 500 Words   ↑
@Ron Unz

Aren’t you assuming that the leaked documents are accurate about the
internal Russian military information they provide?

Leaked satellite photographs back up the signal intercepts:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-
security/2023/04/14/leaked-documents-russian-spetsnaz/

 

This image is part of the leaked classified material that was circulated in a
Discord chatroom and obtained by The Washington Post. The Post informed
the Pentagon that this imagery would be published with this story. The
document shows satellite images of the 22nd Separate Spetsnaz Brigade’s
motor pool in southwestern Russia. The images were captured, from left to
right, in November 2021 and November 2022, showing a depleted force
following its return from Ukraine last summer. (Obtained by The Washington
Post)

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Twinkie
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The hollowing of these units appears to be evident in satellite imagery
featured among the leaked materials. Before-and-after photos — showing a
base used by the 22nd Separate Spetsnaz Brigade in southern Russia,
according to the document — reveal that “all but one of five Russian Separate
Spetsnaz Brigades that returned from combat operations in Ukraine in late
summer 2022 suffered significant losses.”

The slide includes two overhead images, one taken in November 2021,
months before the invasion began, and another captured a year later. The
former shows a bustling motor pool teeming with vehicles; the latter reveals
what U.S. officials concluded is a state of extreme depletion months after the
brigade’s return home with fewer than half of the Tigr tactical vehicles it had
before the deployment. The 22nd and two other spetsnaz brigades suffered
an estimated 90 to 95 percent attrition rate, the assessments say.

Compounding Russia’s problems is the loss of experience within its elite
forces. Spetsnaz soldiers require at least four years of specialized training,
the U.S. documents say, concluding that it could take as long as a decade for
Moscow to reconstitute these units.

The documents do not say how many spetsnaz troops are estimated to have
been killed or wounded in Ukraine, but the materials, citing intelligence
intercepts, assess that one unit alone — the 346th — “lost nearly the entire
brigade with only 125 personnel active out of 900 deployed.”

Nope, I’m still waiting.

How long are you going to wait? 2 years? 10 years?

The very long-awaited Ukrainian counter-offense seems to be similarly
delayed, and Macgregor says that the same factor is responsible in both
cases, namely that the thick mud makes major armored attacks almost
impossible until it dries.

You should have been listening to me, not Macgregor. I stated
numerous times in correspondences with you over these months
that the so-called “Spring Offensive” would likely take place
summer-to-fall. And it has nothing to do with mud – the mud
season is over. The “delay” as such stems from the delivery of
equipment and the continuing training of elite Ukrainian units in
the West, the latest cohorts of which won’t arrive in theater until
early summer.

• Replies: @the Man Behind the Curtain, @Ron Unz
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266. Greta Handel says:

May 17, 2023 at 8:51 am GMT • 23.3 hours ago   ↑
@Kérberos

impersonation

You’ve not realized that

allow[ing] some very unsavoury, insulting characters on his blog to write some
very vile things about him, just because he was born a Jew

also obscures his cowardly censorship of others?
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267. Levtraro says:

May 17, 2023 at 11:05 am GMT • 21.1 hours ago   ↑
@Ron Unz
The Russians are responsible for the 90s in Russia, period.
They were corrupt to the bone, coming out of a losing ideology
without any moral retrain or value system paradigm except
“anything goes”, pretty much like today’s Ukraine.
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268. Robert Lindsay says: • Website
May 17, 2023 at 12:30 pm GMT • 19.7 hours ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Levtraro
If they are so responsible, why did they erupt in fury over the
Western colonization and mass murder of Russians (15 million
killed in the 90’s) and elect a nationalist, Putin?

Why did the people vote Communist and anti-Yeltsin in 1992 to
such extent as to create a Parliament that refused to go along
with the Western mass rape of their country? Why did Yeltsin
have to attack his own Legislature with the army and tanks,
killing 600 people, because they would not go along with his
program? Why did the US and the West cheer ecstatically as
Yeltsin massacred his own Legislature?

Why did Yeltsin have to win in 1996 by fraud? Remember the
suitcases full of cash delivered to Yeltsin from the US Embassy?

If they were so ecstatic about it, why did they elect Putin, a
nationalist, to put an end to the nation-sellers and traitors?

Communism was the exact opposite of the Wild West laissez
faire capitalism that followed under Yeltsin? How on Earth did
Communism lead to its exact opposite?

Blame the victim!
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269. Robert Lindsay says: • Website
May 17, 2023 at 12:44 pm GMT • 19.4 hours ago • 400
Words   ↑
@the Man Behind the Curtain
We know that Putin has poisoned people. He poisoned that anti-
Russian leader in Ukraine. But it wasn’t fatal.

If this friend got dosed with Novichok (which has never been
used on any human beings anywhere ever), why isn’t he dead?
A weapons grade dose of Novichok is fatal! Period! If you don’t
die, you are massively damaged and will be dead in five years
with a steadily deteriorating course.

Why on Earth would Putin give these people sub-lethal doses of
Novichok so they would survive and blow the whistle on him?

Remember the call intercept between German intelligence and
the Baltic official where the German said that the whole thing
was faked to blame Russia and there was no Novichok?

Why did the story change every time we turned around? It’s like
on lie failed so they tried a new one to see if that would fly.
Stories don’t change every other day in actual events.

The Skirpals’ symptoms did not resemble Novichok poisoning,
and their quick recovery means the drug was not used. Their
symptoms resembled BZ poisoning and indeed, the first blood
samples sent to a non-corrupt Swiss lab found BZ in the blood of
both Skirpals and no Novichok. That was declared to be in error,
and a new sample, this time rigged with Novichok from Porton
Downs, was sent in. But it was laboratory Novichok, not
weapons grade, and while it was said to be three weeks old, it
was fresh as the day it was made. A real three week old
Novichok presence in the blood would have deteriorated a lot by
that time.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Robert+Lindsay
https://beyondhighbrow.com/
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Why did the story keep changing every other day? That only
happens in fake stories and false flags.

Also, about dissidents in Russia, there are 15 million adult
dissidents in Russia who oppose this war. That’s a lot of people!
A British reporter recently went to Moscow and interviewed
people on the street and everyone he met was against the war
and many people said they were supporting Ukraine against
their own country? Why are these people not poisoned, thrown
out of windows, or locked up in prison? They’re walking around
free as the day they were born.

• Replies: @the Man Behind the Curtain
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270. werpor says:
May 17, 2023 at 2:05 pm GMT • 18.1 hours ago • 700 Words   ↑
@Been_there_done_that
Win, lose or draw, the facts about whom exactly is running the
USA is no longer obscured behind the screen of sympathy
promulgated by years and years of propaganda and lies. Tribal
affiliation among a small minority of highly structured and
organized inclusiveness has cost the United States dearly.

That the U.S. has an exogenous extraterritorial jurisdiction
almost entirely inhabited by people of that tribe, and that the
American people have been inveigled into considering it as
essential to American interests to protect that minorities interests
— wherever they reside in the world — when in fact the U.S. is
today a satrapy of that distant remove from American shores, is
nothing if not uncommon.

Are there any policies done in government at any level that are
not done to advance Israelis interests whether they harm
American interests or not? Clearly, that this question is asked is
disclosure!

Israel has soldiers. Israel has weapons. How many of Americans
enlisted men and women are soldiers? Clearly Israelis know
how to kill. Why are American citizens doing the dirty work
advancing Jewish interests in Ukraine? Why are ordinary
Russian men and women being killed defending their nation
against Israeli and Jewish interests whom are the obvious
instigators of the conflict?

The majority of Bolsheviks were Jews. The Jews intentionally
sought to make Russia — after promulgating the revolution of
1917 — a satrapy for Jewish bankers interests — as was done
in the United States in 1913.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=werpor
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Jews in the United States were denied control over banking
certainly by Andrew Jackson in the 1830s and Jews never gave
up promulgating Jewish banking interests throughout the
decades until Jews successfully gained control with their
privately owned Federal Reserve founded in 1913.

The history of banking is the history of America. In fact unless it
is widely understood the extent of banking and bankers interests
in financing long before 1495 — and all the corollary aspects of
banking Jews perfected long before 1495, in Europe, the Middle
East and Asia — Americans will continue to be misled.

It is not in the interests of the Jewish oligarchy that the history of
money is taught. Or for that matter anything about Jewish
control over the American economy. Almost any event
coincident with the historical events with which most people are
generally familiar cannot be understood without understanding
the influence of money; wars, borrowing, lending, taxes, illicit
and licit trade, taxation, interest rates, depressions, inflations,
brokerage, mergers, acquisitions, revolutions, etc.

We are constantly bombarded with news about events — the
what! But the how, why, when and whom are obscured;
intentionally so! One can study economics until the cows come
home and never understand the economy. One can study
history and still know nothing worthwhile about the events
degreed historians study.

There is nothing new about trade today that wasn’t practiced
5,000 years ago. Debasing the currency is nothing new. Elites
tend to be avaricious and greedy and manipulative and driven by
lust and pride, thus they are easily manipulated. The interests of
the state are bent towards profitable endeavours; wars and
exploration require funding, as does exploitation and acquisition.
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Bankers are ever ready with their advice. Bankers are loyal to
profit taking. It should go with out saying that money interests
promulgate war not peace. It is not the average American who
wants war. Their patriotism can though be manipulated. Events
can be false flagged!

The past can be lied about. Jews financed the slave trade. Jews
financed the opium trade in the 18th and 19th Centuries. Today
one would never think so. Jews are masters of guilt tripping and
lying about their influence. It is they whom are responsible for
the worst effects of what is now called by them as Colonialism.
As though it was North Eastern white people who caused the
worst excesses. Whites are scapegoated as though Jews did
not control the money and did not instigate the worst excesses.

The Boer War in South Africa was promulgated by Jewish
interests. The British Navy and Army was used by Jews to fight
for their interests in South Africa. It is made out to be the English
rather than the Jews who promulgated the war. The investors
were Jews. They wanted control over mining diamonds.

Enough said?

• Agree: nokangaroos
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271. the Man Behind the Curtain says:
May 17, 2023 at 2:24 pm GMT • 17.8 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Robert Lindsay

If this friend got dosed with Novichok (which has never been used on any
human beings anywhere ever), why isn’t he dead?

Unfortunately I am unsure of the details. It’s possible (though
unlikely knowing him) he was being a paranoid hypochondriac. It
was about 10 years ago that this happened, so there was no
mass dissatisfaction with the Ukraine War at the time. He is
ethnic Russian who used to work on gas deals in Kazakhstan
and was working at Google at the time this happened. As I am
often skeptical about anti-Russian propaganda from NATO
myself I think I will catch up and ask him further about the
incident. These are interesting points you’ve raised & I’m
genuinely curious.
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272. Levtraro says:
May 17, 2023 at 3:23 pm GMT • 16.8 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Robert Lindsay
Good points. I sh0uld have been more precise, my apologies.

The Russians as a people certainly offered a lot of resistance
during the 90s and this led to the rise of Putin and the
renaissance of Russia post 90s.

So in precise terms. Russian leadership in the 90s was
responsible for the disaster decade, for the widespread
suffering, the economic mismanagement, the poverty and
degradation of morals. It is wrong to blame Western advisors,
especially Sachs.

Blaming the West for Russian mismanagement in the 90s is a
self-aggrandizing error, is the West thinking as usual that we are
so important. But the fact is the oligarchs that raped Russia were
Russians, with help from the West, but Russian citizens
nonetheless.
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273. Ron Unz says:
May 17, 2023 at 3:40 pm GMT • 16.5 hours ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Twinkie

Leaked satellite photographs back up the signal intercepts…You should have
been listening to me, not Macgregor.

The problem is that I don’t trust those “leaked” satellite photos
any more than I do the other Ukraine war propaganda. You
seem sure that they’re accurate and reliable, but I have my
doubts.

As I’ve said all along, I’m not much interested in the ground
fighting in Ukraine. The endless weeks of fighting in godforsaken
Bakhmut hardly seems important compared to the broader
geopolitical changes. For example, this morning’s WSJ had
another big story about the major gains of the Russia-China bloc
in the Middle East:

https://www.wsj.com/articles/gulf-leader-tests-u-s-ties-with-
moves-toward-russia-china-ecf9b779

If Russia were doing so badly as you seem to believe, why
would some of our oldest and most important regional allies be
moving in Russia’s direction?

As for who’s actually winning in Ukraine, let me apply the
metaphor of warfare in Classical Greece. As I’m sure you know,
the two lines of hoplites would generally batter at each other,
usually inflicting relatively few casualties, until finally one side
would break, then suffer far larger losses as they retreated or
fled.

For months now, I’ve been seeing Macgregor, Ray McGovern,
Larry Johnson, and numerous others in their camp saying that
the Russians are winning by a huge margin, while you, the
MSM, and lots of others say the exact opposite. From my

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Ron+Unz
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perspective, there’s really no way to be sure. But at some point,
one or the other ideological line will break, and victory and
bragging rights will become much more apparent.

However, I should emphasize that none of this current
operational uncertainty has any impact on the articles I’ve been
writing since I’m focusing on entirely different things. For
example, Putin does have a larger nuclear arsenal and the
hypersonic delivery systems that we don’t, so he has a measure
of strategic superiority regardless of who’s suffering greater
casualties in miserable Bakhmut.

• Replies: @the Man Behind the Curtain, @Twinkie, @China
Japan and Korea Bromance of Three Kingdoms
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274. Ron Unz says:
May 17, 2023 at 3:50 pm GMT • 16.3 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Wizard of Oz

Thanks. What makes me really sad is that a brilliant young and middle aged
man can turn into the elderly Ron Unz who can prefer listening to his motley
crew of misfits at the expense of dismissing honest commentators like Ben
Hidges with a ridiculous assertion that he had referred to Russia’s “invasion”
or “attack on” Georgia when almost everyone uses that shorthand.

Well, I’d hardly consider myself “elderly” but it’s undeniably true
that I’m not remotely as sharp in my thinking as I was 15 or 20
years ago.

On the other hand, you seem completely immune from any such
decline, and your mental ability today seems every bit as
impressive as it was 20 years ago.

Although I don’t recall your certainty back then that Putin was a
murderous dictator seeking to reestablish the USSR, I suspect
it’s merely because your Ukrainian MBA friend hadn’t yet
informed you of those facts at the time. Similarly, your recent
discovery that all of China’s remarkable economic growth of the
last 40 years has been due to faked statistics was a
consequence of that video you recently watched, and I’m sure if
you’d seen it in 2003, you would have immediately come to the
same conclusion.
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275. Chebyshev says:
May 17, 2023 at 4:08 pm GMT • 16.0 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@the Man Behind the Curtain

Pompeo is an evangelical as are many members of congress.

That’s definitely true – it’s fair to say Trump’s foreign policy was
strongly influenced by evangelicals, since Pompeo was the top
guy there.

But evangelicals weren’t involved in the false flag 9/11 attacks,
nor the Russia policy of the two most recent Democratic
administrations.

On foreign policy, Congress just follows the lead of the executive
branch, as well as the donors and the media.
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276. Been_there_done_that says:
May 17, 2023 at 4:22 pm GMT • 15.8 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@werpor

“…Israelis interests…”

The comments you provided, which included 15 instances of the
word “interest“, are not uncommon at this web site. I have been
familiar with the field of Economics, including Finance and
Business, for a long time. However, what you wrote doesn’t
appear to address my remarks, neither as a reinforcement or
contradiction, nor did you take a position on whether the drone
incident at the Kremlin was more likely to be an assassination
attempt or not.

Extending from your quote above, it might be pointed out that in
this war Israeli interests would tend to be more closely aligned
with Russia’s side than that of Ukraine, if the conduct of top
government officials is to be a guide. For instance, Israel has
been reluctant to supply arms to Ukraine, and there are currently
no visa restrictions for citizens visiting these other respective
countries. Five years ago Netanyahu was the guest of honor at
Putin’s Victory Day parade extravaganza and continue to
maintain good relations.

This positioning has not gone unnoticed. For instance, there is
an article that provides some clues but probably does not tell the
entire story:

The Deeper Reason Netanyahu Won’t Arm Ukraine Against Russia

FOREIGN POLICY – February 6, 2023

https://foreignpolicy.com/2023/02/06/israel-ukraine-war-russia-hawk-air-
defense-netanyahu/
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277. the Man Behind the Curtain says:
May 17, 2023 at 4:49 pm GMT • 15.4 hours ago • 400 Words   ↑
@Ron Unz

As I’m sure you know, the two lines of hoplites would generally batter at each
other, usually inflicting relatively few casualties, until finally one side would
break, then suffer far larger losses as they retreated or fled.

I don’t think that’s really a good analogy for the Ukraine War at
all. Wars and battles have different dynamics. As more
casualties pile up on the Ukrainian side, the hatred grows and
the will to fight increases. The question then gets asked, “what is
it all for?” and the political objectives become more grandiose.
And I do not think one side is just going to give up and run even
after a clear advantage has been established.

The American civil war seems to me to be the most apt analogy.
The fight went on for years and bled both sides. With the Battle
of Kyiv now already more than a year in the past, total casualties
already run into the hundreds of thousands with no end in sight.

“15 And another angel came out of the temple, crying with a loud
voice to him that sat on the cloud, Thrust in thy sickle, and reap:
for the time is come for thee to reap; for the harvest of the earth
is ripe.

 16 And he that sat on the cloud thrust in his sickle on the earth;
and the earth was reaped.

 17 And another angel came out of the temple which is in
heaven, he also having a sharp sickle.

 18 And another angel came out from the altar, which had power
over fire; and cried with a loud cry to him that had the sharp
sickle, saying, Thrust in thy sharp sickle, and gather the clusters
of the vine of the earth; for her grapes are fully ripe.

 19 And the angel thrust in his sickle into the earth, and gathered
the vine of the earth, and cast it into the great winepress of the
wrath of God.
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20 And the winepress was trodden without the city, and blood
came out of the winepress, even unto the horse bridles, by the
space of a thousand and six hundred furlongs.”

– Revelation 14:15-20, the Bible, KJV

Sounds like two nations bleeding each other dry over a long
river (like the Dnieper) to me.

• Replies: @Ron Unz
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
278. the Man Behind the Curtain says:

May 17, 2023 at 5:04 pm GMT • 15.1 hours ago   ↑
@Ron Unz

Similarly, your recent discovery that all of China’s remarkable economic
growth of the last 40 years has been due to faked statistics

Further proof that high IQ and scholastic achievement is often
unrelated to being right.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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279. Ron Unz says:
May 17, 2023 at 5:31 pm GMT • 14.7 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@the Man Behind the Curtain

I don’t think that’s really a good analogy for the Ukraine War at all.

Sorry for not being clear. The contending hoplite armies of my
analogy weren’t the Russians and Ukrainians, but the two
groups of partisan analysts. Thus, Macgregor et al are battering
themselves against Twinkie and his MSM allies with neither
giving way, but eventually one of the sides will break and be put
to flight by the other.

• Replies: @the Man Behind the Curtain, @Twinkie
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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280. peterAUS says:
May 17, 2023 at 7:43 pm GMT • 12.5 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@peterAUS

My perception of the video:

A couple of statements are plainly funny (as in the Clown World
level of hypocrisy). Tragicomic type funny. More tragic, of
course.

 A couple are, really, how to put it ….political (as blatant lying).
 One has to give the man due credit for saying those with straight

face and apparent full conviction. A pro.

But, he does say a couple of interesting things. They tie well with
what the General said and do point at what we’ll be seeing in
months to come.

My take, anyway.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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281. Robert Lindsay says: • Website
May 17, 2023 at 9:34 pm GMT • 10.6 hours ago • 400 Words   ↑
@Levtraro
It was a cabal of banksters in New York, Berlin, and Tel Aviv who
raped the country, of course with the help of a lot of those sleazy
oligarchs. Obviously some of these bankers were Jews, but
probably a lot of them were not, especially in Berlin!

Yes a lot of the oligarch traitors were Jews, but there were also
many Gentiles, and all of the Jewish rapists had plenty of
Gentile sidekicks. For the Jewish aspect, I always felt that this
was the Western and Westernized Russian Jews’ paybacks to
Russia for ancient grudges centering around antisemitism,
pogroms, and even the USSR.

The Western Jews made a huge stink of the supposed
antisemitism of the late USSR but there really was not much of
it. They imposed a few quotas, but Jews were still wildly over-
represented in top positions even with the quotas. This was the
whole “let my people go” charade when the Russian Jews
demanded special privileges for special people – that is, the
right to emigrate to the Jews’ little hate state in Palestine.

Thing is, nobody was allowed to leave the USSR! But the Jews
said we don’t care about all those people, we need a special rule
for us so we can leave. In other words, the usual Jewish crap of
one set of rules for us and another set for everybody else. A lot
of Western Jews turned on the USSR in the Cold War and even
spied on the USSR. That’s in part why Stalin turned on them.

The Western Jews’ argument against the USSR was Cold War
nonsense because the USSR was very good for the Jews. Lenin
made antisemitism into a capital offense. Stalin married a
Jewish woman.

Yitzak Shamir said:

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Robert+Lindsay
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The USSR was not antisemitic. It was the opposite. It was “anti-antisemitic.”

I can’t stand Israelis but I like a few of them because at least
they’re honest. And they’re very self-critical too, which is really
cool by me. For instance a lot of Jews in Israel refuse to support
Ukraine because they say Ukrainians are antisemites, a
historical fact. Perhaps they have some bad memories. But
that’s refreshing. Of course you won’t fine one Western Jew who
would say something like that. They’re too busy supporting
Nazis! Those Israeli Jews say,

Hell with that. We’ll ally with anyone, but we won’t ally with
Nazis!

I like that. It shows they actually have some morals and values
and it also shows that they’re defending their people against
their enemies. I have a soft spot for anyone who defends their
people. Self-haters leave me cold. It’s so disreputable.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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282. Robert Lindsay says: • Website
May 17, 2023 at 9:44 pm GMT • 10.4 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Ron Unz

Well, I’d hardly consider myself “elderly”

At 61, you are correct.

but it’s undeniably true that I’m not remotely as sharp in my thinking as I was
15 or 20 years ago.

Maybe so, but you are wicked smart. That 190 IQ score may be
correct. By the way, Thomas Pynchon and Elon Musk
supposedly scored that high too.

Are you sure you are not as sharp? Maybe in some respects like
memory (mine is going fast), but now, at age 65, I can finally
read Nietzsche, Sartre (barely), and Hegel, whereas before, I
couldn’t make sense of them. So in some ways, I’m smarter than
ever.

It’s true that our brains slow down. Brain speed is maximum at
age 23, coincidentally when we have the most brain cells. This is
fluid IQ, a measure of raw brain speed. But there’s not much in a
23 year old’s brain. So you have this fast brain zinging around
and not hitting anything.

On the other hand, our brains are much slower than the 23 year
old’s, but as soon as the zinging starts, it hits one thing after
another after another, and furthermore, a lot of the knowledge it
is hitting is linked or links up to other knowledge. This is
crystallized IQ and it can keep rising in the 40’s , 50’s, 60’s, 70’s,
and even 80’s! And the fact that our tremendous knowledge has
linked up a lot with other bits of knowledge allows us to form and
see patterns .

Otherwise known as “wisdom.”

• Replies: @Ron Unz
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283. the Man Behind the Curtain says:

May 17, 2023 at 11:02 pm GMT • 9.1 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Ron Unz

The contending hoplite armies of my analogy weren’t the Russians and
Ukrainians, but the two groups of partisan analysts. Thus, Macgregor et al are
battering themselves against Twinkie and his MSM allies with neither giving
way, but eventually one of the sides will break and be put to flight by the other.

LOL… that makes sense now. I can envision the soyjaks facing
down each other with pens and harsh words.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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284. Twinkie says:
May 17, 2023 at 11:47 pm GMT • 8.4 hours ago • 1,000
Words   ↑
@Ron Unz

The problem is that I don’t trust those “leaked” satellite photos any more than I
do the other Ukraine war propaganda. You seem sure that they’re accurate
and reliable, but I have my doubts.

This is your fundamental problem. You have an ideological prior,
largely based on domestic American Kulturkampf. So anything
that is in conflict with this prior, no matter how weighty the
evidence, you view with extreme skepticism. Meanwhile,
anything that lends support to your prior, no matter how clownish
it is, you leap to embrace. Two prime examples of the latter are
1) your continued adherence to Douglas Macgregor’s
cartoonishly wrong predictions (in which the Ukrainians are
collapsing any moment now, every week, every month since the
war began) and 2) your extreme gullibility in accepting Discord
leaks that were doctored by pro-Russian social media outlets.
Indeed, when the doctored version of the Russian casualties first
emerged, you gleefully followed me to Steve Sailer’s blog to
crow about it: https://www.unz.com/isteve/npr-runs-a-totally-
sane-article-about-how-the-floyd-effect-drove-up-traffic-
deaths/#comment-5903644

This is off-topic, but I wonder what you thought about those Top Secret US
briefing documents on the current state of the Ukraine war that were
supposedly leaked on the Internet.

I suppose that one part of the document could have been forged and
everything else genuine, but it really doesn’t look forged to me. [Boldface
mine.]

Of course, you hurriedly had to retract, because the genuine
version of the document emerged shortly thereafter. If the
original version hadn’t emerged, you’d still be crowing about how
your prior was vindicated by the leaked intelligence, which you
no doubt would have portrayed as likely to be reliable.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Twinkie
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If Russia were doing so badly as you seem to believe, why would some of our
oldest and most important regional allies be moving in Russia’s direction?

Do you understand the concept of hedging? Recently, you
heralded and exaggerated a number of international
occurrences to buttress your prior of some sort of a massive
Russian-Chinese diplomatic victory such as Saudi Arabia
supposedly becoming a member of the Shanghai Cooperation
Organization (SCO) or India purchasing more Russian energy
and, in your words, “moving toward” the Russian-Chinese
alliance.

The problem is that you either don’t understand the specifics or
willfully ignore/misreport them. For example, Saudi Arabia did
not become a member of the SCO – it merely became a
“dialogue partner.” And contrary to India moving toward the
Russia-China alliance, it actually announced its readiness repel
the Chinese in any conflict along the disputed border (indeed,
you seem clueless about the fact that the not-so secret secret
Indian-American intelligence cooperation has deepened so
much that the Indian troops relied on American surveillance to
counter the Chinese troops in the border scuffle last December).

For months now, I’ve been seeing Macgregor, Ray McGovern, Larry Johnson,
and numerous others in their camp saying that the Russians are winning by a
huge margin, while you, the MSM, and lots of others say the exact opposite.

That’s a complete mischaracterization. Macgregor has been
buffoonishly predicting the imminent collapse of the Ukrainian
military “very soon” for the entire duration of the war (even as
the Ukrainians counter-attacked and routed the Russians). I
initially agreed with the apparent American and Russian
intelligence assessments that Ukraine would fall quickly, but
once I saw the battle footages that revealed the ineptitude of the
Russian military, the surprising courage and proficiency of the
Ukrainian troops, as well as the continuing stream of supporting
data (Oryx, yes, but also numerous revelations about the various
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elite Russian units that suffered crippling losses) realized and
assessed that the Russians have suffered significant losses and
setbacks. At the same time, I cautioned – numerous times – the
Ukrainian triumphalists that the long-term correlations of forces
favored Russia.

Most recently, for example, in response to one of the resident
Ukrainian triumphalist, commenter Jack D who wrote the
following:

At some point the negatives to Russia will be so overwhelming that he or his
successor will have no choice (literally no choice rather than the fake Russian
propaganda “we had no choice but to invade Ukraine”) but to withdraw from
Ukraine whether he would like to or not.

I wrote: https://www.unz.com/isteve/cinco-de-mayo/#comment-
5962316

You don’t know that. You can’t predict the future. And I am someone who
thinks Putin made a HUGE mistake by invading Ukraine.

Yes, Russia has sustained significant losses to its actual military forces, its
reputation, its sense of security, as well as its ability to project force beyond its
borders. But, at the same time, Ukraine is, despite outperforming expectations
of all magnificently, also in a very precarious state, because it now depends
almost entirely on the Western aid for force regeneration and the political will
in the West for the continuing support has an expiration date.

I am of the opinion that neither side has the preponderance of force to deliver
a knockout blow to the other, so there will likely be a stalemate and perhaps a
long, smoldering war. It will likely be a contest to see which side’s political will
cracks first – whether the Russian population tires of all the body bags coming
back home as in the Afghan War and/or Putin dies of illness or whether the
Western political will crumbles and abandons Ukraine to its own devices as
occurred to the Republic of Vietnam.

As for this:

From my perspective, there’s really no way to be sure. But at some point, one
or the other ideological line will break, and victory and bragging rights will
become much more apparent.

https://www.unz.com/isteve/cinco-de-mayo/#comment-5962316
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This is – at this point – unsurprisingly childish construct. This
isn’t about bragging rights. It’s about accurately modeling reality
and developing assessments. And Douglas Macgregor has been
comically wrong many times already. You are so invested in your
prior position that you are unable to accept reality that is now
apparent to even previous fans of Macgregor.

However, I should emphasize that none of this current operational uncertainty
has any impact on the articles I’ve been writing since I’m focusing on entirely
different things.

That’s a dodge intended to save your face, and you know it.

• Replies: @Truth Vigilante, @Ron Unz
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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285. Twinkie says:
May 17, 2023 at 11:55 pm GMT • 8.3 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@the Man Behind the Curtain

What precisely is the difference between your view and any MSM outlet like
the Washington Post?

I never bought into the scale of Russian losses excitedly
reported earlier in MSM, which were simply copy-and-pasted
from Ukrainian releases. I relied on a very rough calculation of
Russian vehicle losses stated on Oryx multiplied by the
American casualty-per-vehicle lost ratio from the Iraq War (yes,
a very crude methodology) to arrive at a Russian KIA figure
(currently running about 40K – and supported by Discord leaks
later), buttressed by other forms of supporting evidence (battle
footages, leaked intercepts of Russian internal communication
about their losses, satellite data, etc.).

My assessment of the war has been quite sober in comparison
to the MSM. It is some parts of the MSM that has begun to
converge to my views by lowering the Russian casualty
estimates and discussing difficulties faced by the Ukrainians.

Of course, this sober take is harshly criticized by those who
have cartoonishly pro-Russian views or favor the Russia in this
conflict (Based Russia!) for the domestic American ideological
reason of being anti- Establishment and anti-MSM (I am also a
dissident in the domestic American culture war context, being a
Trad Catholic Paleocon).

• Thanks: the Man Behind the Curtain
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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286. Twinkie says:
May 18, 2023 at 12:01 am GMT • 8.2 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Ron Unz

Thus, Macgregor et al are battering themselves against Twinkie and his MSM
allies with neither giving way, but eventually one of the sides will break and be
put to flight by the other.

Yet again, you don’t seem to understand that there is an actual
object reality of the battlefield and see this through the good vs.
bad American domestic ideological prism.

If you actually shed (or at least temporarily held in abeyance)
your ideological priors, and carefully and objectively assessed
the information available on the war, you wouldn’t be blindly
following Macgregor’s “predictions” or being duped by
Kindergarten level doctoring of the Discord leak casualty
numbers as “not forged.” And you also wouldn’t be portraying
me as some sort of an “ally” of the MSM in a desperate attempt
to engage in ad hominem and a straw man.

But, alas, no such luck – or intellectual honesty, to be more
accurate.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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287. Radicalcenter says:
May 18, 2023 at 12:06 am GMT • 8.1 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@JWalters
They probably won’t run aground, though one can hope.

It takes judges, especially federal appellate judges, to rule that a
statute, regulation, or government action violates the
Constitution. If they don’t so rule, it will be prohibitively difficult to
peacefully enforce our constitutionally recognized rights within
this system.

In short, given the makeup of our current judiciary, or any that
we’re likely to get even under Republican nominees, there’s little
reason for optimism.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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288. China Japan and Korea Bromance of Thr... says:

May 18, 2023 at 12:23 am GMT • 7.8 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Ron Unz
I’m still waiting for an answer from you. Your seminal article was
about underrepresentation of East Asians at Ivy League.

Yet you have ZERO representation ever of NE Asians amongst
your columnists.

Instead you have intellectual luminary sinologist Andrew Anglin,
and former writer Anatoly Karlin who claims he is now– “post-
national, post-masculine, and an Open Borders supporter.”

China and Russia isn’t a bloc, otherwise PRC would have
recognized DPR and LPR. But you wouldn’t know that because
you and none of your columnists have any Chinese skills.

• Replies: @the Man Behind the Curtain
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289. Wizard of Oz says:
May 18, 2023 at 12:30 am GMT • 7.7 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Ron Unz
I’ll set aside your boring misrepresentation of my curiosity about
plausible sounding comments on China’s real economic growth
rates to bring to your attention something the quick brain thalt
enjoys being quick and ingenious might enjoy and take further.

I read somewhere about mostly young demonstrators in an EU
country protesting against any proposal for the ECB to introduce
its own digital currency which would allow governments to know
everything about one’s spending and other financial affairs (plus
much more peripheral but important deatal). They definitely
wanted to retain cash.

I immediately declared their fears to be ridiculous and set some
young people in my family a prize contest to say what. Oh, deae,
so far I think no claimants but wouldn’t you like UR to be the
vehicle for explaining that, as soon as cash was no longer
provided by the central banks it would again be provided by the
original types of banks and money lenders/traders. It would take
some strenuous legislating and enforcement to stop that.

• Replies: @the Man Behind the Curtain
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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290. Odyssey says:
May 18, 2023 at 1:01 am GMT • 7.2 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Radicalcenter
It doesn’t matter if Moses existed or not. It is important that there
is a mountain on which he supposedly received the
commandments and a mountain from which he supposedly
viewed the Promised Land and where he died. See modern
tourist leaflets of the region as well as old maps of Sinai. You
might also find the name of the Sinai at the time when Moses
allegedly lived there and then come back with radical news.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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291. the Man Behind the Curtain says:

May 18, 2023 at 1:14 am GMT • 6.9 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@China Japan and Korea Bromance of Three Kingdoms

Yet you have ZERO representation ever of NE Asians amongst your
columnists

There were a few in the past but didn’t get a lot of views

China and Russia isn’t a bloc, otherwise PRC would have recognized DPR
and LPR. But you wouldn’t know that because you and none of your
columnists have any Chinese skills.

I could use a job, want me to write an article, Ron?
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292. Truth Vigilante says:
May 18, 2023 at 2:33 am GMT • 5.6 hours ago • 500 Words   ↑
@Twinkie
Twink writes:

once I saw the battle footages that revealed the ineptitude of the Russian
military, the surprising courage and proficiency of the Ukrainian troops, as well
as the ….. elite Russian units that suffered crippling losses) realized and
assessed that the Russians have suffered significant losses and setbacks.

What delusional alternate reality are you living in Twink ?
The Russians have suffered NO setbacks of substance in the
entire proxy war.

 The territorial gains made by the Ukies were not due to battles
won, but as a result of the Russians VACATING REGIONS that
they deemed strategically unimportant.

Got it ?

The Russians left those territories FIRST and only then did the
Ukies move in some time later after it was evident that the
Russians had moved on.

As for this stupid remark of yours:

Russia has sustained significant losses to its actual military forces, its
reputation, its sense of security, as well as its ability to project force beyond its
borders.

The Russians have suffered negligible casualties in relative
terms. Their reputation has been GREATLY ENHANCED after
conducting a ‘just war’ (with much lower civilian casualties in
proportion to those of combat troops), than ANY campaign in
recent times.

The Ukrainian professional army that they began the war with
has been largely WIPED OUT, with over 300,000 KIA.

 Whilst the Ukies may well claim they have several hundred

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Truth+Vigilante
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thousand men still remaining in uniform, these are 14-17
SCHOOL BOYS and OLD MEN that were forcibly conscripted.

In terms of combat effectiveness, THE REMNANTS OF THE UKIE ARMY
ARE WORTHLESS.

Utilising any metric you choose to employ, the Ukrainian armed
forces have no offensive capability and will fold like a cheap suit
in the face of even a partial strength Russian attack.

 What little combat strength they have left is courtesy of the
Polish/Romanian/Georgian mercenaries.

When the dust settles, and all objective analysts reaffirm what
we already know (ie: that the Ukie/NATO armed belligerents in
this conflict have been COMPREHENSIVELY ROUTED), are
you still going be here in the UR commentary to admit you were
dead wrong on all the important aspects of this war, or will you
slink off back into that hole from whence you came and keep a
low profile to hide from the embarrassment ?

I can assure you that I’ll still be here, and if it turns out I was
wrong about my claim that the Ukies (and NATO) have been on
the end of one ALMIGHTY SHELLACKING, then I will
unreservedly apologise.

Will you be man enough* to do likewise ?

(*Oh I forgot. You have labelled yourself with the rather LGBT-
esque handle of ‘Twink’, so perhaps being ‘man enough’ may
have offended your sensibilities.

 Instead, let me rephrase it thus:
 ‘Will you be ‘rainbow’ enough to admit you got it wrong on this

proxy war ?).

• Replies: @mulga mumblebrain, @the Man Behind the Curtain
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293. mulga mumblebrain says:
May 18, 2023 at 4:06 am GMT • 4.1 hours ago   ↑
@Truth Vigilante
Twinkie’s INSANE self-delusion EXACTLY mirrors yours when it
comes to anthropogenic climate destabilisation, and our
imminent demise. Rightists will not believe what they do not wish
to believe.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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294. Ron Unz says:

May 18, 2023 at 4:07 am GMT • 4.1 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Robert Lindsay

It’s true that our brains slow down. Brain speed is maximum at age 23,
coincidentally when we have the most brain cells…On the other hand, our
brains are much slower than the 23 year old’s, but as soon as the zinging
starts, it hits one thing after another after another, and furthermore, a lot of the
knowledge it is hitting is linked or links up to other knowledge.

Sure, that’s absolutely correct and I was exaggerating the point
for emphasis. I do think skill, experience, and knowledge
increase, which can compensate for slower thinking and weaker
memory.

For example, I think that the six or seven hundred thousand
words of articles I’ve published over the last five years might
have been much more difficult for me 20-30 years ago, and
taken together they probably constitute one of my 3 or 4 most
important achievements.
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295. the Man Behind the Curtain says:
May 18, 2023 at 4:07 am GMT • 4.1 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Truth Vigilante

You have labelled yourself with the rather LGBT-esque handle of ‘Twink’,

Apparently this is widespread in the U.S. military. Check out
“Kay Griggs” on bitchute. It’s a seven-hour interview which I
won’t link here but she was the widow of a senior marine officer
who died under mysterious circumstances shortly after giving
the interview.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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296. Wizard of Oz says:

May 18, 2023 at 4:13 am GMT • 4.0 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@the Man Behind the Curtain
You don’t think it plausible that, as in the Soviet Union, the
incentives in the heavily state capitalist society of PRC would be
to exaggerate achievements of goals which had a major bearing
on promotions and appointments?

How can you be so naive?

And how can you deny some plausibility to the idea that, if there
is an almost universal correlation of light at night with GDP it is
worth examining the question wrt China?

But, looking back at what you were replying to why get diverted
to such trivia instead of taking note of what the real subject was?
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297. Ron Unz says:
May 18, 2023 at 4:19 am GMT • 3.9 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Twinkie

your extreme gullibility in accepting Discord leaks that were doctored by pro-
Russian social media outlets.

Well, as you should remember, I corrected my error WITHIN
ONE HOUR.

Recently, you heralded and exaggerated a number of international
occurrences to buttress your prior of some sort of a massive Russian-Chinese
diplomatic victory such as Saudi Arabia supposedly becoming a member of
the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) or India purchasing more
Russian energy and, in your words, “moving toward” the Russian-Chinese
alliance.

As usual, you’re making yourself look like a total idiot with regard
to the huge geopolitical shifts that have been my main focus.
Everyone knowledgeable in the world is talking about the
astonishing shift of the Saudis to the China/Russia camp,
notably leading to their reestablishment of relations with Iran and
welcoming Assad back into the Arab League. These are gigantic
global developments much more important than whether the
Russians have lost 1,000 men or 3,000 men in the fighting for
miserable Bakhmut.

All these stories have been on the front-pages of the world’s
leading newspapers, but you’re closing your eyes and
pretending that they’re not happening.
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